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Early geomorphological studies quickly realised the close relationship between
the geometrical characteristics of river networks with the geological, tectonic and
climatic context of the regions the river crosses - the most striking example per-
haps being the upstream migration of steepened reaches (or “knickpoints”), which
rejuvenate landscapes following a base level change via faulting or eustatic varia-
tions. Amongst all the morphologies related to the river network, channel gradient
has been a particularly important one: following the observation that declivity
enhances erosion, any forcing affecting the channel slope potentially also affects
erosion and creates a signal that can be interpolated through space and time
to reconstruct climatic or tectonic events modulated by local lithology. Parallel
to these qualitative observations, geomorphological studies developed tools and
metrics to quantify the large-scale shape of river long profiles. Rivers systemat-
ically steepen towards the headwaters, which makes the direct use of river slope
difficult, so several authors successfully developed a semi-empirical relationship
describing the systematic increase of channel gradient with a power-law relation-
ship. This relationship links the steepening component (ks) to the rate at which
slope increases as drainage area decreases (θ); later followed by a normalised
river length coordinate χ. Later work on this topic demonstrated a positive rela-
tionship between these metrics and the underlying tectonic or lithologic forcings,
allowing the systematic comparison of different field sites across the world and
large-scale testing of the early qualitative observations. The rise in availability of
global scale Digital Elevation Models and external proxies to quantify exhuma-
tion/erosion rates (e.g. thermochrononometers, CRN), has made such large scale
studies increasingly fast and accessible, making the geomorphometrics described
above widely used as spatial and temporal interpolations of tectonics and climatic
variations. However, (i) the metrics are affected by different forcings, meaning
that a single morphology can be generated by a range of different factors and
hence potentially misinterpreted, and (ii) θ varies spatially and will determine
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the normalisation parameter to calculate ks and χ. This thesis focuses on devel-
oping and applying tools to investigate the different expression of these metrics
in heterogeneous landscapes. First, I describe an algorithm to extract and quan-
tify knickpoint morphologies. The aim of this algorithm is to allow the objective
comparison of knickpoints in different contexts. They are quantified using ks and
sudden changes in elevation in order to detect the location and the magnitude of
the knickpoints. I explore the performance and limitations of the algorithm in
different settings, and describe how to constrain and interpret this novel work.
Secondly, I explore the spatial variability of θ in order to achieve multiple goals.
(i) I develop and thoroughly test a method to finely explore the variations of θ
while also assessing how a specific θ value fits a watershed in case a non-optimal
value has to be fixed. (ii) From the observed range of θ variation, I analytically
and numerically explore how a non-optimal θ can affect ks and χ, respectively. I
identify cases where this caveat can lead to the generation/exaggeration of spuri-
ous signals or to the diminution/inversion of existing ones. Thirdly, I apply such
algorithms, alongside with field measurements and observations, in a heteroge-
neous landscape: the eastern Carpathians. The eastern Carpathians are highly
heterogeneous with (i) sharp lithologic contrasts, (ii) high spatial and temporal
contrasts in vertical motion, and (iii) spatially variable θ. I demonstrate with
systematic comparison of steepness across θ with lithologic and tectonic forcings
that in that case lithology is the dominant forcing expressed in ks, although tec-
tonic forcing can be retrieved. I discuss and successfully integrate my conclusions




The Earth’s surface, referred to as surface topography, sits at the interface
between the atmosphere and the rock substrate. Its shape is ultimately a re-
sult of the competition between the factors controlling the two. Climate affects
the the topography by determining the amount of water available in an area,
as well as the rate of soil creation via precipitation intensity, temperature, wind
or other processes. The rock substrate is emplaced by deep processes such as
faulting or folding which change the surface. Theses are ultimately controlled
by large-scale plate tectonics pulling, pushing and deforming continents on geo-
logical timescales. They also juxtapose different kind of rocks, which affect the
surface topography by inducing differential resistance to erosion: granite, for ex-
ample, does not respond to erosion the same way clay does. Interconnection
between surface and deep processes means that one can get some information
about long term tectonics by studying the surface of the earth. This is particu-
larly important as the latter is easily accessible information compared to buried
rocks affected by processes acting on million year timescales. This accessibility
has been revolutionised in the past decade by the relentless development of satel-
lites and numerical methods. The first provides spatially continuous access to the
topography of the whole earth while the second provides the means to process
such datasets. Unravelling tectonic information, such as the timing and extent of
active faulting, is important to manage seismic hazard, whereas understanding
how tectonics shape the topography is important in terms of flood dynamics and
associated hazards.
Among all the morphologies and geographic features composing a landscape,
the river network is the most efficient in term of conducting erosion, and research
has focused on relating its shape to tectonics. The base principle is straight-
forward: steeper rivers have more erosive power, and tectonic motions tend to
steepen the landscape. Tectonic motion therefore "fires" migrating steepened
reaches upstream of the displacement and can theoretically be reconstructed even
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if the tectonic event happened millions of years ago. However, rivers do not yield
such information easily as the river slope is closely related to the size of the river,
and hence to its location within a watershed. In addition, as tectonics is not
the only forcing affecting river gradient, it can be challenging to be certain that
a steepening is due to tectonic events. This thesis challenges existing methods
extracting channel steepness by (i) developing methods to quantify and compare
channel steepness at large scales, and (ii) to use these methods to unravel tectonics
from fluvial morphology in a heterogeneous landscape, the Eastern Carpathians,
where different rock types are closely associated with active faulting.
After detailing the literature background and the numerical method utilised
in the work, I firstly describe a novel algorithm extracting the location and mag-
nitude of the boundaries between steepened reaches. These boundaries are very
important to precisely identify the reaches affected by past events, and the new
techniques focus on providing an objective and well-constrained method. Sec-
ondly, I explore the spatial variability of a normalisation parameter used to com-
pare river morphology across different locations. Controls on this parameter are
only partially understood, and I focus my work on objectively constraining it as a
first step. I then extract it in thousands of watersheds across the globe and detail
its range of values. I finally assess the impact of using a wrong normalisation and
the subsequent distortion of normalised metrics. Thirdly, I demonstrate that in
the Eastern Carpathians, tectonic signals are overprinted by lithology in the river
morphology. However, I also demonstrate that systematic and careful assessment
of the river gradient, combined with lithologic analysis, allows the isolation of
the tectonic signal from the more prominent lithologic one. Finally I discuss the
global implications of this thesis for geomorphological research and future work.
Version Française:
La surface de l’écorce terrestre se trouve à l’interface entre l’atmosphère et
le substrat rocheux. Les processus affectant ces deux entités se contrebalan-
cent pour créer la forme de cette surface. Les processus climatiques modulent
l’efficacité de l’érosion de surface, via l’intensité des précipitations ou des taux
de production de sol. Le substrat rocheux est mis en place par les processus
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tectoniques profonds. Ces derniers sont contrôlés par la tectonique des plaques
a large échelle, qui pousse, tire et déforme l’écorce. Ces mêmes processus jux-
taposent différent types de roches ensemble, participant passivement aux formes
de la surface topographique et régulant l’érosion, un granite ne s’érodant pas de
la même manière qu’une argile par exemple. Cette inter-convertibilité est très
importante, puisqu’elle permet d’étudier des changements de régimes tectoniques
à partir de la forme des paysages. C’est particulièrement intéressant puisque ces
mouvements tectoniques se déroulent sur des millions d’années alors que la forme
des paysages est accessible à échelle mondiale. Cette accessibilité a été accrue
ces dernières décennies par un constant progrès dans les équipements satellitaires
et informatiques. Les premiers permettent d’accéder numériquement à la forme
des paysages sur l’entièreté du globe alors que les seconds donnent les moyens de
traiter ces informations. Extraire des informations sur l’activité tectonique, telle
que la localisation et l’intensité des failles de surface, est cruciale pour estimer les
risques sismiques. Comprendre les différents facteurs contrôlant la topographie
de la surface terrestre est également important: cela module les flux d’eau et de
sédiments et donc le risque d’inondations.
Parmi toutes les différentes entités composant un paysage, le réseau de riv-
ières est le moteur érosif le plus efficace. Le principe de base est assez simple:
une rivière plus pente est plus à même d’éroder son substrat puisqu’elle procure
des écoulements plus rapides. Puisque les mouvements tectoniques vont changer
la topographie terrestre, ils vont aussi déclencher la formation de tronçons de
rivières plus pentées qui à leurs tours migrent vers l’amont par érosion régressive.
Ces morphologies peuvent être “inversées” et permettent de retrouver l’origine et
l’intensité du mouvement tectonique. Cependant, les rivières ne révèlent pas cette
information facilement: la pente d’une rivière est aussi affectée par l’importance
des rivières au point de mesure et de la quantité d’eau disponible. Des méthodes
de normalisations doivent être utilisées pour exploiter les résultats, affectant la
donnée de base. De plus, il n’est parfois pas évident de déterminer si la tec-
tonique est la cause principale régissant la forme des rivières, quand différentes
roches se juxtaposent par exemple. Cette thèse étend les connaissances liées à la
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compréhension des différents facteurs affectant la forme des rivières de plusieurs
manières. Premièrement cette thèse décrit de nouvelles méthodes pour décrire
objectivement et quantitativement ces morphologies et deuxièmement, elle dé-
montre l’importance de considérer diffèrents facteurs conjointement pour expli-
quer les formes fluviales dans un terrain très hétérogène: les Carpates de L’Est,
ou le type de roche vari spatialement avec l’activité des failles.
Après une revue des travaux existant et des méthodes numériques utilisés dans
cet ouvrage, je décris le développement d’un algorithme extrayant les limites géo-
graphiques des tronçons de rivières avec différentes pentes. Cet algorithme est
optimisé pour dépeindre objectivement leurs localisations et l’intensité du change-
ment de pente. Ensuite, j’étudie et explore les variations du paramètre optimal
de normalisation des pentes. Il est important de comprendre comment cette
normalisation varie, puisqu’elle est utilisée pour uniformiser les interprétations
tectoniques à différentes échelles. Je démontre l’ordre de magnitude à laquelle il
varie à échelle mondiale puis quantifie les distorsions liées à une mauvaise nor-
malisation. Enfin, je montre que dans les Carpates de l’Est, les différences de
types de roches sont le facteur principal contrôlant les morphologies fluviales. Je
démontre cependant qu’une caractérisation systématique des pentes normalisées
et corrélées aux différentes unités lithologiques permet d’extraire le signal tec-
tonique malgré son caractère secondaire. Enfin, j’intègre les résultats de cette
thèse dans un contexte global et suggère les futurs axes de recherches.
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values (i.e., a sum of ∆ksn . This process is repeated as long as the
subsequent raw knickpoint is within a node window and as long as
the polarity (i.e., if it is negative or positive) does not change. . . 85
3.5 Extraction of knickpoints from the segmented elevation (equation
3.5). (a) Expression of a vertical-step knickpoint in a χ− zseg pro-
file compared to a slope-break knickpoint. (b) Representation of
the identification window and the corresponding standard devia-
tion around the reference node (in red). µ is the mean and Tσ
the coefficient applied to the standard deviation. This process is
repeated for each node. Reference nodes outside their own window
are considered to be outliers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 87
3.6 The test location on Santa Cruz Island, CA, USA. (a) Map of chan-
nel network extracted with the Pelletier method (Pelletier, 2013),
and is coloured by ksn value calculated with Mudd et al. (2014).
(b) Extracted knickpoints plotted after thinning the dataset as de-
scribed in Section 3.4.1. The purple and green circles respectively
represent the calibration knickzones’ bases and lips with the 50m
radius used for assessing algorithm performances. Stars and as-
sociated numbers are source numbers, which can be compared to
Figure 3.7. Topographic data is 1 meter precision lidar DEM (see
Supplementary Materials 1 for metadata), reprojected in WGS84
UTM zone 11N. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 92
3.7 Knickpoints extraction for Santa Cruz Island, CA, USA shown for
the channel long profiles. These are the same knickpoints depicted
in Figure 3.6b. The stars and associated numbers correspond to
the source numbers, and green and mauve circles correspond to
the lips and bases of mapped knickpoints from Neely et al. (2017). 93
3.8 Knickpoint extraction on the Ribeirão Caraça basin (Caraça Range,
QF, Brazil). (A) Map of knickpoints extracted with the algorithm
after thinning the dataset as described in Section 3.4.2. Most of
the calibration knickpoints are expressed by a succession of knick-
points detailing along-channel increases/decreases in ksn . Streams
depicted in B are shown as thick blue lines. (B) Longitudinal pro-
file of the trunk stream (the Ribeirão Caraça river) highlighting
the performance of the algorithm in picking along-channel breaks
in steepness. (C) Example of known waterfall (i.e., waterfall with a
name) in the field; in this case, the Cascatinha waterfall. This wa-
terfall features an elevation break of 40 m. Other known waterfalls
include the Cascatona, Bocaina, Brumadinho, and Quebra-ossos
waterfalls. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95
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3.9 Sensitivity of the knickpoint extraction to the concavity index (θ).
As different values of θ result in different values of ksn , we use a
normalised zscore (i.e. the difference to the mean normalised by the
standard deviation) to compare the overall spread of ∆ksn . The
plot shows probability distributions of the zscore of ∆ksn repre-
sented by violin plots calculated with a Kernel Density Estimation
(bandwith = 0.20). The outliers and their relative magnitudes are
affected by this parameter, whereas the general data distribution
remains similar. The ‘min’ and ‘max’ stated above and below the
violin plots respectively represents the minimum and maximum
∆Mχ for each run. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 97
3.10 The effect of varying A0 on knickpoint extraction (equation 4.4).
The reference area (A0) will affect knickpoint magnitude and can
be increased to reduce exaggerations in χ-elevation gradients. Chang-
ing A0 does not affect the relative order of knickpoints: the largest
knickpoints remains the largest for all values of A0. Increasing A0,
however, reduces the spread in the zscore of the changes in chan-
nel steepness. This value has to be set only if necessary (e.g., if
the high-gradient effect is important): A0 6= 1 implies that the
magnitude is not ∆ksn but ∆Mχ from equation 3.6. Moreover,
overestimating A0 can mask knickpoints that would be detected
with A0 = 1 m
2. The ‘min’ and ‘max’ stated above and below the
violin plots represent the minimum and maximum ∆Mχ for each
run. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 102
3.11 Comparison of results on the Smugglers catchment from our algo-
rithm and the most recent similar ones. (a) Results for a single
source from KZPicker (Neely et al., 2017) and our results. The
results from Neely et al. (2017) are directly taken from their study
to ensure objectivity. Only the slope-break knickpoints are dis-
played to make the comparison valid. (b) Basin-wide comparison
between our algorithm outputs and the one recently implemented
in Schwanghart and Scherler (2014) using tolerance = 5. We only
display the knickpoints showing a decrease of ksn , in order to pro-
vide a relevant comparison with the knickpoints morphology de-
tected by Schwanghart and Scherler (2014). Differences in channel
length are due to different methods for extracting channel heads
between the two techniques. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 104
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4.1 Example slope–area plots. a. An idealized channel with slope and
area following equation 4.1. θ is uniform and a clear knickpoint
separates two populations of ksn. b. Slope–area data from a real
watershed (the Buzău river in Romania, 3000 km2, outlet coordi-
nates latitude 45.20 and longitude 26.75 in WGS84). Each grey
point represents gradient calculated over a vertical window of 20
meters; data derived from the ALOS World 3D 30 dataset. Note
the noise and irregularity of data spacing along the axes. In or-
ange, data is binned by drainage area and concavity is calculated
using a segmentation algorithm described in Mudd et al. (2014).
Only one of the resulting segments has a concavity between 0 and
1: the inset in panels b,c, and d show histograms of concavity
values between 0 and 1 based on segmentation of S–A data. Panel
c. shows slope–area data binned by drainage area for all tribu-
taries of the same watershed. The population of θ is obtained by
using the segmentation of slope–area data in each each tributary.
Panel d. shows data data for the main stem channel only. . . . . 114
4.2 Schematic diagram exploring ways in which changing the values of
the concavity index lead to differing interpretations of tectonics or
erosion based on channel steepness index. Blue, orange and red
colors represent low, medium and high concavities, respectively.
The left column depicts S–A data for two idealized catchments
and the right column shows the corresponding χ-elevation plots.
The value of ksn for each point in these basins will be determined
by the point at which the lines intersect with the vertical axis at
log[A] = 0. Catchment 1 (top row) represents a catchment with
spatial variation in concavity from a low-concavity outlet to high-
concavity headwaters. Selecting one index for the entire catchment
will alter the distribution of ksn values as shown in the inset plots.
Catchment 2 (bottom row) represents a catchment with one con-
cavity but spatial variation in ks. This spatial variation in ks will
only be detected if the correct concavity value is chosen. . . . . . 119
4.3 Conceptual illustration of the disorder calculation method. . . . . 122
4.4 θ best-fit for single watershed in the Loess Plateau (a,b and c) and
for the Buzau river (d,e and f) in the South-Eastern Carpathians.
a) and d) Density plots of the D∗ for each combination of water-
sheds function of θ. It suggest θopt = 0.425 with a sharp and clear
minimum for the Loess Plateau and θopt = 0.275 for Buzau. b)
and e) χ-Elevation profile for the river at calculated with optimal
θ. Note the collinearity of the profiles. c) and f) Nondimension-
alised χ∗ = χ
χmax
calculated with non-optimal θs. Note the high
scatter compare to their optimised counterparts. . . . . . . . . . . 126
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4.5 Analysis of the spatial variations in concavity index of the San
Gabriel mountains and surroundings. a) Map of best fit θ in the
area. Note the relative uniformity of the the best fit value of θ.
b) Distribution of the best-fit values. The high concentration of
θ = 0.05 is linked to the fact that this is the minimum value consid-
ered and encompasses all best-fits lower than this. c) Cumulative
distribution plot of Rθ. This plot shows that 80% of the watersheds
have Rθ values less than 0.3. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 128
4.6 D∗ values for each watershed for θ = 0.3. Low values, close to 0 in
dark, reflect basins that have very low disorder with this value of
θ, whereas basins with higher D∗ values are much more disordered.
Comparison with Figure 4.5 allows one to identify basins that are
highly disordered because they do not share the regional best-fit θ
(e.g., the basin in the SE corner of the study area), but it can also
identify basins that have a similar best fit θ to the regional value,
but are still somewhat disordered (e.g., the basin with an outlet
on the southern side of the study area with an Easting of just over
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4.7 Summary of θ best-fit analysis for Luzon field site (Phillipines).
a) Spatial distribution of the best-fits for each watershed showing
striking heterogeneity across the region. b) Distribution of θ values
compiled for all watersheds: there is no clear peak in the best-fit
θ. c) Cumulative density plot of the uncertainty Rθ. The low
steepness of the curve shows the spatial heterogeneity in best-fit θ. 130
4.8 Concavity results from the Eastern Carpathians. a) Watershed be-
tween 5e7m2 and 1e9m2 extracted colored by domain correspond-
ing to the legend on c. The base map and subsequent units are in
WGS84 UTM35N. b) Best-fit concavity across the field site. Note
the peak of low values representing values lesser or equal to 0.05.
c) Median profiles of the median D∗ for each of the watershed by
zones. Global trend can be isolated with significantly different min-
imums for the different area. The colors correspond to the basin
outlined in a) and described in the legend. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 132
4.9 Distribution of θ across the Central Himalaya. a) Spatial distribu-
tion of the best-fit θ for all watersheds in a range of drainage area
from 5e7 to 1e9 metre square. The black outlines are representing
the main basins draining to the mountain front. The stars are their
outlets and refer to figure c. b) global distribution of all the best
fits in the study area. Note that the very low values (0.05) have
been omitted here for the sake of clarity. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 133
4.10 a) Map of the Danube River’s course, coloured by domains dis-
cussed in the text. Raster preconditioned by Hydroshed (Lehner
et al., 2008) and projected in Lambert Conformal Conic. b) Long
profile of the Danube river, with θ for each river domain. Note the
overall low concavity on θ for most of the lowlands. . . . . . . . . 136
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4.11 a) Distribution of k∗sn – i.e. normalised to range – for a range of θ
along the watershed investigated in section 4.5.1a) (Loess Plateau,
People’s Republic of China). The different colours correspond to
∆θ from the best fit θ = 0.425. b) Distribution of k∗sn for a range of
θ along the watershed investigated in section 4.5.1d) (Buzau river,
Romania). The different colours correspond to ∆θ from the best
fit θ = 0.275. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 139
4.12 River network in the Luzon island (Philippines) coloured by ksn
values for different θ. In order to produce comparable results, the
minimum and maximum colours are set to respectively the 10th
and the 90th percentile of each ksn populations. θ values have been
picked in order to represent the general distribution of best-fits (see
Figure 4.7): 0.20 for a), 0.45 for b) and 0.70 for c). River points
are sized by log[A] and largest A are plotted on top. . . . . . . . . 140
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4.15 Illustration of χ distortion effect on real landscapes. a) b) and
c) show the χ map at θ = 0.45 for respectively Corsica (France,
WGS84-UTM35N), Loess Plateau (People’s Republic of China)
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The surface topography of the Earth is dictated by the relentless competition be-4
tween deep and surface processes. The deep processes, ultimately driven by long5
recognised plate motions (Wegener and Skerl, 1925), generate surface motions via6
various processes such as faulting or folding. These motions redistribute mass7
over the Earth’s surface with the creation of mountain ranges and sedimentary8
basins (e.g. Dickinson, 1974). Surface processes gradually try to re-equilibrate9
the system through erosion and sediment transport (Allen, 2017). This constant10
struggle for balance has been a keystone for landscape evolution studies highlight-11
ing that information about deep processes could be unravelled from topography12
(e.g. Hurst et al., 2013; Kirby and Whipple, 2012; Mudd, 2017). Surface pro-13
cesses even have the ability to affect the long-term deep processes: as advection14
fluxes accrete material to the mountain wedge during subduction and collision,15
the overall steepness of relief increases and reach critical stages at which it can-16
not be sustained and has to widen (e.g. Dahlen, 1990). The overall relief of the17
mountain is then controlled by the ability of the mountain range to reach this18
critical state before expanding. Surface processes modulate this ability via lower-19
ing the slope through erosion and actively affecting the rates of mountain building20
(e.g. Avouac and Burov, 1996a; Willett, 1999). The system then tends toward a21
steady states where surface processes balance the motions, until external or inter-22
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nal forcings change the system (Willett and Brandon, 2002b). In the surroundings23
of these reliefs, isostasy and lithospheric flexure balance the mass excess of the24
topographic growth with the creation of basins and subsequent accommodation25
space (Beaumont, 1981; Naylor and Sinclair, 2008). These basins will receive the26
mass excess from the mountain and the surface process control the basin geome-27
try by their ability to evacuate the erosion products of the mountain, which itself28
will affect the overall relief of the region (Tucker and Beek, 2013). Isostasy also29
produces relief via responding to the removal of dense materials from an area by30
surface processes, initiating in rare cases deeper processes (Braun et al., 2014).31
River networks in mountain ranges are the main engines of erosion in unglaciated32
landscapes (Ahnert, 1970), and early geomorphologists quickly recognised the po-33
tential of linking river landforms with geological processes. This is mainly linked34
to the recognition that "declivity" enhances erosion, as stated by Gilbert (1877).35
As tectonically induced vertical motions can steepen the landscape, changes in36
river steepness potentially relate to present or past tectonic activity, and in con-37
trast with the sparse distribution of geological outcrops, topography offers a spa-38
tially continuous dataset over the Earth’s surface. This empirical observation39
leads to the establishment of tectonic geomorphology as a discipline and the40
recognition of key geomorphological features as markers for external forcings, in-41
cluding tectonics. For example Davis (1889) recognised the importance of waves42
of rejuvenation following a base level change due to tectonic or climatic forcings,43
the waves being expressed as migrating steepening which separates an "older",44
smoother, upstream landscape to an "newer", sharpened downstream one. Knopf45
(1924) identified the fluvial boundary between the two landscapes as key indicator46
for unraveling the timing of the perturbation, and named the morphology knick-47
point, from the German word "inflexion point", due to its convex up morphology48
contrasting with the usual concave up shape river long profiles. This is just an49
example of key relations between fluvial morphology and external forcing making50
the basis of modern geomorphology, already recognised at the time (Lapparent51
and Lapparent, 1896).52
Relating fluvial geomorphology to deep processes beyond qualitative concepts53
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is not an easy task. With the exception of extreme events (e.g. Baynes et al.,54
2015; Howard and Kerby, 1983), most of river incision happens at non-observable55
timescale, this is also true for surface expression of deep processes. Estimation56
of exhumation rates and erosion rates became respectively possible with the de-57
velopment of thermochronology (e.g. Gleadow et al., 1983) and exposure dating58
(e.g. Lal, 1991). Exhumation at geological timescales became possible to link with59
millenial-scale erosion rates and subsequently river geometry, with the recogni-60
tion that contrasts in river gradient could be directly correlated with rock uplift61
(Burbank et al., 1996; Harkins et al., 2007). Parallel to the direct measurement62
of rates, numerical experiments of river evolution through time developed semi-63
empirical laws to simulate erosion rates through long timescales and characterise64
the theoretical response of river morphology to tectonic forcings (e.g. Howard65
and Kerby, 1983; Lague, 2014; Tucker and Slingerland, 1996). The increase66
in available global satellite data providing continuous information about earth67
surface topography (e.g. Farr et al., 2007) allowed the systematic comparison68
of fluvial morphology with theoretical behaviours and measured rates (Wobus69
et al., 2006c). However, quantifying river morphology to make these compar-70
isons possible is complicated by the fact that river channels get steeper toward71
the headwaters. Comparing gradients is quickly obscured by that fact (Wobus72
et al., 2006c). To circumvent that issue, a number of studies (e.g. Flint, 1974;73
Morisawa, 1962) focused on representing the river network with comprehensive74
metrics allowing consistent comparison of river shape across the scales, the aim75
being to provide independent geometrical description of the profile before relat-76
ing it to processes. They suggested that reaches of river long profiles reveal a77
systematic power-law relationship between river gradient and its discharge, or78
its proxy drainage area. Two parameters quantify the reach morphology: ks, or79
steepness index, which account for the overall steepness of the reach no matter80
its value of drainage area; and θ, or concavity index, which represents the rate81
at which slope decreases as drainage area increases. More recently, Perron and82
Royden (2013) developed a third related metric χ which allows for the direct83
integration of concavity and drainage area in a transformed coordinate and the84
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representation of transformed long profiles with river of different size normalised85
to a common referential. These metrics have been widely correlated with external86
proxies for external forcings and successfully unravelled tectonics from topogra-87
phy (e.g. Kirby and Whipple, 2012; Perron and Royden, 2013; Wobus et al.,88
2006a), correlating with erosion rates at global scales (e.g. Harel et al., 2016).89
If tectonics is an important forcing controlling channel morphology, it is not90
the only one. Lapparent and Lapparent (1896) already recognised the effect of91
"passive tectonic" on river morphology with inactive faults and folds still shaping92
the landscape by juxtaposing different rock strength or fracture zones. This is93
relatively instinctive, as harder fresh rocks are harder to erode than fractured soft94
rocks and require steeper rivers. A number of studies highlight the importance95
of lithologic forcing on channel steepness, with a recent focus on the subject96
(e.g. Bernard et al., 2019; Bishop, 2007; Campforts et al., 2019; Duvall, 2004;97
Gabet, 2019). Similar observations can be made on climate, which regulates the98
amount of water available and hence the discharge, affecting channel steepness at99
lesser extent (e.g. Crosby and Whipple, 2006; Perron, 2017). Equal combinations100
of ks, θ and χ can translate into multiple combinations of forcings, leading to101
ambiguous interpretations of their genesis. It is not straightforward to make102
sure the signals observed are not spuriously related to the wrong forcings (e.g.103
Gabet, 2019). In addition, a methodological limitation within the method itself104
adds some uncertainty. In order to interpret χ and ks across different locations,105
they need to be calculated with a fixed θ value (Wobus et al., 2006c). This last106
metric is strongly suspected to vary spatially (e.g. Mudd et al., 2018; Tucker and107
Whipple, 2002) and ks and χ will inevitably be calculated with non-adapted θ108
when studying multiple watersheds. It is not straightforward to anticipate the109
magnitude of the subsequent distortion linked to non-adapted θ and it raises the110
question whether the values falling under such conditions are expressing actual111
geomorphic processes or mathematical artefacts.112
This thesis builds on existing knowledge and studies about unravelling forc-113
ings from ks, θ and χ to challenge their application in heterogeneous landscapes,114
where multiple forcings and factors jointly affect these metrics. First, it reviews115
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the theoretical background about channel steepness and its application: how it116
has become an important metric and how it relates to either differences in rock117
strength, differential rock uplift or base level change for example. Then, I explain118
in detail the methods used to systematically quantify these metrics and I detail119
the numerical framework I used to develop my tools. In term of methodological120
development, I first describe the development of an algorithm determining the121
objective location and magnitude of the main break in slope in landscape. I then122
explore the spatial variability of θ and the extent of the distortion resulting from123
not constraining its value on χ and ks. Finally, I challenge the use of the geomor-124
phometrics to unravel tectonics information in the Eastern Carpathians, where125
lithologic and tectonic forcings vary at short wavelength. Global implications of126




The keystones on which fluvial tectonic geomorphology relies on have been es-131
tablished before the 20 th century. This thesis does not intend to provide a full132
review of the history of geomorphology, but rather to give a rapid overview of key133
qualitative principles which lead to modern studies. The dynamic nature of to-134
pography, i.e. the constant and gradual adaptation of the surface of the Earth to135
external forcings has long been recognised. For example Buffon (1767), reported136
that over the lifespan of a man, the church of a neighbouring village became ap-137
parent after the height of the hill separating the places lowered of few metres.138
They deducted that the river at the bottom of the hill steepened the hill slope via139
eroding its base and gradually decaying its overall height. Gilbert (1877) stated140
“We have already seen that erosion is favoured by declivity. Where the declivity141
is great the agents of erosion are powerful; where it is small they are weak; where142
there is no declivity they are powerless”, recognising the importance of channel143
gradient and its link to erosion. Such work led authors such as Davis (1889)144
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or Knopf (1924) to conclude that landscapes could be rejuvenated by tectonics145
event through the process of changing relative base level. Hence, older rounded146
landscapes could be made sharp and high again under the effect of a rejuvenation147
wave following the fall of a base level relative to an area. This fall could corre-148
spond to a climatic event and the variation of sea level, or tectonic event with149
the activity of a fault. In his review about physical geography, Lapparent and150
Lapparent (1896) expand on this observation, suggesting that steepened reaches151
applying the rejuvenation waves were modulated by local conditions. They sep-152
arate the effect of "active tectonics" and "passive tectonics". The term active153
tectonics is here slightly different than the present-days definition which describe154
ongoing vertical motions. Here, active is related to any vertical movement that155
is or has been generated by tectonics. It describes any fault-related change of156
base level. Passive tectonics refer to any element put in place on the landscape157
and affecting the morphology. It includes folding, fracturing or juxtaposing of158
different rock types. They argue that these factors are equally important when159
considering the interpretation of fluvial land forms. They even suggest that dif-160
ferential lithology could by itself generate migrating reaches, taking as example161
the Niagara falls (Ontario, Canada) which are retreating through a single rock162
layer (Gilbert, 1877). The importance of channel gradient alongside with the role163
of tectonics and local geological context echo the present study of geomorphology164
which takes advantage of computation and digital elevation model to quantify165
and globalise these early qualitative principles.166
Early quantification of river profiles and the development of mathe-167
matical expressions168
Parallel to early observations linking river network morphology to landscape evo-169
lution and geological characteristics, authors from agricultural and hydrological170
fields began to take an interest in quantifying large-scale river geometry and re-171
lating this to surface processes. Quantity, quality and chemical composition of172
water received by a farmland are important factors in soil cultivation, sustaining173
industries and providing water supplies to the population. The first careful at-174
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tempts to quantify bulk watershed dynamics aimed to understand the controlling175
factors on water and sediment fluxes in order to better manage water supplies for176
irrigation, power production or transport of material and goods. As one example177
amongst many, Forbes (1902) measured and linked the drainage area, precipi-178
tation, discharge and river length of major rivers in Arizona (USA), in order to179
approximate how nutrients and pollutants would spread within the irrigation net-180
work. Glenn (1911) systematically related "stream erosion" and "surface erosion"181
(respectively within and in between the rivers) to local geological conditions in182
order to enhance the comprehension of erosion in the Appalachian region. They183
established local relationships between drainage area and river and hillslope gra-184
dient to quantify, and possibly predict, local erosion in a semi-qualitative manner185
(i.e. without systematic or global representation of the data). Later, studies like186
Duley and Miller (1923) conducted experiments on agricultural soils and quan-187
tified erosion function of runoff, precipitations, area and topographic gradient in188
an experimental agricultural soil.189
These selected examples depict a growing trend in the scientific literature of190
the early 20th century: calculating river characteristics (e.g. river gradient or191
discharge) and relating them to surface process efficiency for particular locations.192
However, these studies were case specific and did not attempt to place observa-193
tions in a global context. In order to compare specific systems to each others, one194
needs to take a level of abstraction from specific cases and develop generic metrics195
to ensure comparability. Another factor that complicates making the analyses of196
channel gradient more general at the time: Houk (1918) highlighted the techni-197
cal difficulties encountered when gathering data, particularly river slope, and the198
inaccuracies mainly linked to the small magnitudes of river gradients.199
1.2.2 Quantifying the shape of rivers200
The difficulties related to gathering data and the need to compare the results201
across field sites highlight the necessity of developing methods allowing compar-202
ison of entire river networks or long-profiles. This is required in order to un-203
derstand the different forcings affecting fluvial geomorphology. The most logical204
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way to achieve that goal is to mathematically express the shape of river profiles.205
Thus, the river is described with objective parameters, variations in which can206
be interpreted as meaningful forcings or process changes. This section presents a207
variety of studies which have undertaken this exercise with different approaches.208
It focuses on the reasoning that led to a comprehensive and meaningful expression209
of channel morphology.210
Early mathematical expressions of river long profiles211
One of the first studies, if not the first as suggested by Shulits (1936), indirectly212
attempted to mathematically express large-scale river long profiles developed from213
from the field of hydrology and the study of the sediment transport within rivers.214
In their seminal paper, Sternberg (1875) suggested a semi-empirical equation215
describing the fining rate of pebbles in rivers:216
P (x) = P0e
−ax (1.1)
where P is the weight of the pebble at distance x from its source, P0 the original217
weight of the pebble at the source and a a coefficient of abrasion depending on218
the physical properties of the pebble (e.g. lithology, shape). This law has become219
a reference in modelling grain size evolution in rivers (e.g. Attal and Lavé, 2006).220
Assuming that the river width increases downstream and that particle movement221
increases proportionally with flow velocity, Sternberg (1875) determined a semi-222
empirical law describing the slope of the river profile function of distance and223
grainsize. Shulits (1936) expresses a simplified version of the equation as:224
S(x) = S0e
−ax (1.2)
where S0 is the original slope at x = 0. With S =
dz
dx
and z being the elevation225
of the river bed, Shulits (1936) integrates the equation to express z(x):226
z(x) = −S0
a
e−ax + C (1.3)
where C = z0 − S0a ) if we define z0 the elevation at x = 0. This leads to the227
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general equation:228




which describes the elevation of a river as a function of distance. Equation 1.4229
can be used to approximate river profiles or reaches, and Shulits (1936) applied230
the same formula to foresee the effect of cutting off a meander on the down-231
stream slope. Later, Shulits (1941) (and references therein) tested and reviewed232
worldwide existing river long profiles in the literature with this equation. They233
concluded that it successfully approximates their shape and was suitable to apply234
to river engineering projects. Long river profiles estimated after this equation is235
illustrated on Figure 1.1.236
Parallel to this approach, a geology-orientated geomorphological study by237
Jones (1924) expressed a different mathematical equation for river long profiles.238
With their study of the Upper Towy drainage network (Wales, UK), they aimed239
to use the shape of the drainage system to determine the causes of dissection240
by rivers of a plateau in Wales. Jones (1924) demonstrated that the shape of241
the river long profiles, very tedious to calculate from contour maps or field data,242
could be approximated by smoothing a curve through regularly spaced points.243
This way, they were able to estimate with reasonable accuracy the average slope244




miles for this particular study. They further suggested fitting a logarithmic curve246
through the points with the equation:247
z(x) = c− k log[x+ a] + b(x+ a) (1.5)
with a, b, c and k constants. Jones (1924) argued that b = 0 if the outlet of the248
river is the sea. With equation 1.5, the study "strikingly shows" the changes in249
gradient on the river profile. After a sharp decrease within the two first miles of250
the headwaters, gradient would diminish slowly toward the mouth of the river.251
Jones (1924) also used the overall shape of that profile to depict a difference252
between the river profile and its vicinity with the surrounding plateau, suggesting253
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Figure 1.1: River long profiles estimated with the equations 1.4 and 1.5 compared
to a long profile extracted from a real landscape (Putna river, outlet close to Focşani,
Romania). The real profile has been chosen to represent a complex river profile to
illustrate the difficulty of these laws to approximate "imperfect" rivers. For Shutils, I
used z0 = 1500, S0 = 0.055 and a = 4e
−5; for Jones, I used a = 600, b = 0, c = 3000
and k=235. The constants are arbitrarily chosen and different combination of values
could give reasonable profiles.
both morphologies being linked to separated events. Long river profiles estimated254
after this equation is illustrated on Figure 1.1.255
These two early studies were the first attempts and examples to express river256
long profiles; later works developed many different laws to approximate river pro-257
files with different exponential, power and logarithmic fitting methods (Ohmori,258
1991) . Ohmori (1991) reviewed the different laws and applied them on a number259
of rivers in Japan. They concluded that these laws could be used, amongst other260
applications, to determine the migration of depositional reaches. However they261
also pointed out a limitation: models approximating river profiles as a whole262
continuous equation are not wholly compatible with the graded nature of rivers.263
In addition, these different approximations rely on a high number of different264
constants, which are difficult to relate to processes and forcings, as illsutrated on265
Figure 1.1.266
The concept of graded rivers was developed by Mackin (1948), based on earlier267
work from Gilbert (1877) and Davis (1889). It described the concept of a graded268
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river as a stream, or part of a stream, with stream power just sufficient enough269
to transport all the supplied material from upstream, taking account of sediment270
load, discharge, underlying erosion, local slope. Mackin (1948)’s definition implies271
that river profiles can be separated into multiple reaches, with their own gradient,272
discharge, local erodibility, and other characteristics. Some of the reaches can273
be ungraded: they may either erode into the bedrock or aggrade by depositing274
sediments. Hence, describing a river profile with only equations used to describe a275
graded river is limiting. This either requires a high number of terms, constants or276
powers in order to approximate the river shape and any meaningful interpretation277
of these is tricky; or the simplistic approach only matches relatively homogeneous278
rivers with "ideal" long profiles. Additionally, the geometry of the whole river279
network will affect the river profiles themselves, and two "similar" rivers in terms280
of characteristics can show different profiles linked to different tributary junctions.281
I direct the interested reader towards Horton (1945), who explored the varying282
geometry of river networks as a function of the stream position in the network283
(i.e. the stream order).284
Drainage area as tool for generalising river morphology285
Integrating information about the channel network, e.g., the structure of its trib-286
utaries, in representing its long profile can be made using the drainage area along287
the profile. In his seminal paper, Hack (1957) investigated relationships between288
a number of metrics derived from seven areas of Virginia and Maryland (United289
States of America). These metrics included aspects of the shape of the river it-290
self and of the upstream network – e.g., river width, channel gradient, length, or291
drainage area – but also intrinsic characteristics of the river, namely the discharge292
and the composition of the bed load. Systematic cross-correlations on scatter293
plots led Hack to the formulation of a now widely used relationship approximat-294
ing the shape of the downstream evolution of drainage area with a power-law:295
L = 1.4A0.6 (1.6)
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Figure 1.2: Drainage area data from a long profile extracted from a real landscape
(Putna river, outlet close to Focşani, Romania), versus drainage area pattern estimated
with Hack’s law, using h = 0.65. Note how the approximation is accurate compared to
the overall shape of the drainage area, but fails to account for jumps in drainage area.
where A is the drainage area and L the length of the river calculated from a chosen296
outlet and the river source. This has later been generalised into the widely used297
"Hack’s law" (e.g. Maritan et al., 1996; Rigon et al., 1996; Willemin, 2000) and298
can be rewritten:299
L ∝ Ah (1.7)
where h becomes a coefficient commonly between 0.5 and 0.6. Figure 1.2 illus-300
trates Hack’s law against real data.301
Hack (1957) also determined case-specific power-law relationships relating302
grain size, bed load and channel geometry, suggesting that intrinsic forcings also303
play a role in shaping the river profiles. The same author later linked river length304
with its long profile geometry in Hack (1973), where he developed a method to305
extract the river gradient taking account of steepening along the river length with306
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where SL is referred to as the stream-gradient index, H is the elevation at a308
point of the river profile and L the stream length. Hack (1973) suggests that this309
metric is useful to compare the steepness of streams of different length across large310
regions, and can be used to detect variations in geologic, climatic and intrinsic311
forcings of the river network. This approach has been used in later studies to312
unravel forcings on the river network (e.g. Chen et al., 2003; Font et al., 2010;313
Troiani and Della Seta, 2008).314
However, comparing the length of a single river to its drainage area or slope is315
subject to several limitations. Rivers get steeper when reaching headwaters, i.e.316
as drainage area decreases. Although equation 1.7 suggests drainage area can be317
approximated as a function of river length, this only stands for one single river, as318
the geometry of drainage basins varies from one basin to another. The difficulty319
in generalising the expression of A(x) is worsened by the ubiquitous occurrence320
of tributary junctions which result in jumps in A.321
Toward a comprehensive expression of channel geometry322
A comprehensive mathematical expression of river long profile geometry should323
therefore meet the following criteria: (i) It should be independent of the planform324
geometry of the river network; (ii) It should be able to be segmented for river325
reaches so reaches can be compared regardless of their position within the river326
network. The instinctive approach to tackle both of these points is to link the327
metrics to the river discharge, as this will ultimately control the stream power.328
Shaler (1899) observed that channel gradient seemed to decrease as discharge329
increased. Leopold and Maddock (1953) stated a power-law relationship between330
mean river velocity (v) and discharge (Q) could be described as:331
v = kvQ
mv (1.9)
where kv and mv are constant for a given river reach, although Leopold and332
Maddock (1953) did not expand on the range of values for the constants. Later,333
Wolman (1955) linked the channel slope to mean velocity using the Chezy for-334





where Cwol is a coefficient of resistance, R is the hydraulic radius – i.e. the area336
of the wetted cross section divided by the wetted perimeter (R is in dimensions337
of length) and S the channel gradient. Subsequent simplifications led to:338
S = twQ
zw (1.11)
where tw and zw are constants. Wolman (1955) observed that slope systematically339
decreases as discharge increases, and related this pattern to sediment load. One340
of the limitations of this law is that it requires the computation of discharge. This341
typically requires expensive stream gauging instrumentation, to which which early342
geomorphological studies did not have access. This problem is tackled in another343
section of Hack (1957)’s seminal study, which proposed a number of relationships344
that would lay the groundwork for many future studies of fluvial geomorphology.345
First, Hack (1957) plotted the relatively instinctive observation (e.g. Lapparent346
and Lapparent, 1896) that drainage area could be successfully used as a proxy347
for discharge (Figure 1.3).348
Secondly, Hack (1957) visualised channel gradient and drainage area in log349
scale. All of the rivers investigated in their study suggested a power-law rela-350
tionship between slope and drainage area. Drainage area and slope, respectively,351
decrease and increase at a certain rate when reaching headwaters following a352
non-linear power-law. This is illustrated in Figure 1.4.353
Hack (1957) did not attempt to generalise this relationship. Instead, he cor-354






with M(x) being the median particle size in millimetres. However, the obser-357
vation that A could be an effective proxy for Q led Morisawa (1962) to explore358
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Figure 1.3: Linear relationship between drainage area and discharge observed from
field measurements. Adapted from Hack (1957).
Figure 1.4: Relationship between river slope and drainage area in log space. Adapted
from Hack (1957).
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this relationship in the Appalachian Plateau. They suggested that a number of359
observed relationships followed a power law under the general form:360
Y = aXb (1.13)
where X and Y are two morphometrics, and a and b constants valid for a river,361
or a reach. Morisawa (1962) explicitly mentioned that this law could be applied362
with S(x) and A(x) and that constant values could be extracted. They did not363
directly write the relationship, however equation 1.13 with Y = S and X = A364
assuming that A ∝ Q as suggested in Figure 1.3, this relationship reverts to365






where tf is the stream slope for a certain discharge, af and xf are constants368
linked to the relationship between discharge and drainage area, and zf a negative369
exponent equal to the rate of change of gradient with discharge. Tarboton et370
al. (1992), based on observations from Leopold and Miller (1962), Leopold and371
Maddock (1953), and Wolman (1955), simplified the equation in:372
S = CtA
−θ (1.15)
where Ct is a constant encompassing a number of characteristics including channel373
steepness and θ an exponent, which the authors suggest to be linked to ratios of374
tributary slopes and area across the network. Later works (Wobus et al., 2006c,375
and references therein) reformulated equation 1.15 into the widely used form:376
S = ksA
−θ (1.16)
where ks is the steepness index, i.e. the steepness of the river reach normalised377
for a given rate of changes in drainage area, and θ is the concavity index which378
represents the rate at which the channel gradient decreases as drainage area379
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Figure 1.5: Linear relationship between drainage area and discharge observed from
field measurements. Adapted from Hack (1957).
increases. ks and θ provide two metrics allowing comparison of river reaches380
in different contexts achieving the needs described at the start of this section.381
Figure 1.6 illustrates the expression of ks and θ on a slope area plot.382
It is important to note that ks, in order to be comparable across different383
areas, needs to be calculated with a fixed value of θ. θ can be considered as384
the "normalisation" parameter of the slope, to the rate at which it increases as385
drainage area decreases. If θ varies spatially and ks is calculated with different386
values of θ, the values of ks can range over several orders of magnitude just as an387
artifact of choosing a different value of θ (see equation 1.16. To circumvent this388
issue, a method has been suggested by Sklar and Dietrich (1998): ks and θ can389




and systematic variations of θ and ks can be interpreted for streams of similar391
size. This method has been used in a few studies (e.g. Kirby et al., 2003; Sklar392
and Dietrich, 1998), but restricts the comparison to a fixed drainage area which393
restricts the possibility of applications, especially across basins of different size.394
The most common method suggested by Wobus et al. (2006c) consists in fixing395
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Figure 1.6: Expression of θ (A) and ksn (B) on synthetic river profiles. Adapted from
Kirby and Whipple (2012).




where ksn stands for normalised channel steepness. Although widely used (Kirby398
and Whipple, 2012, and references therein), this method suffers from the limi-399
tation that it does not account for spatial variations in θ and may calculate ksn400
with a non-optimal normalisation parameter. The implications of varying θref on401
the interpretation of landscapes is explored in Chapter 4.402
These metrics have been widely applied to interpret variations in channel403
geometry in terms of forcings and processes (e.g. Kirby and Whipple, 2012; Wobus404
et al., 2006c). The aim of this section is to explore ways in which to quantify405
the geometry of the channel network and compare values across field sites. The406
applications and links to forcings and processes are explored in a later part of407
this chapter.408
Recent development of the integral approach409
Recent studies (e.g. Mudd et al., 2018, 2014; Perron and Royden, 2013; Wobus410
et al., 2006c) suggest a number of limitations to using the S–A relationship di-411
rectly. The geometric limitations are mostly linked to two aspects. First, any412
dataset used to calculate channel gradient is subject to inevitable topographic413
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noise linked to data acquisition (e.g. Schwanghart and Scherler, 2017) which im-414
plies the use of data processing techniques to use the data. This inherently leads415
to data losses and approximations. This point is more thoroughly explored in416
Chapters 3 and 4. Secondly, using the S–A to visualise the data can make the417
interpretation more difficult when dealing with more than one river. Visualising418
river long profiles allows simple comparisons between data points and their lo-419
cation in the landscape, but S–A data does not yield this information easily, as420
many points will show similar area, and both slope and drainage area are not421
"instinctive" metrics to read from a DEM.422
To circumvent these limitations, Royden et al. (2000) and later Perron and423
Royden (2013) introduced a transformed coordinate which directly normalises the424
distance from outlet to a concavity index, allowing one to account for changes425
in concavity to be directly integrated into a transformed long profile. First,426





where z is the elevation of the river bed and x the distance from outlet. Fol-428
lowing the formulation adopted by Whipple et al. (2017b), one can integrate429
equation 1.19, resulting in430













where A0 is a reference drainage area, introduced to nondimensionalize the area431










The coordinate χ has dimensions of length, and is defined such that at any point434
in the channel:435
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Using χ allows finer representation of ks while integrating θ directly within436
river profiles. The main drawback is that θ needs to be fixed to a reference value,437
the consequences of this caveat are explored in Chapter 4.438
The field of geomorphology has been revolutionised by the ever-increasing439
availability of Digital Elevation Models (this particular point is developed in the440
next chapter). It has allowed geomorphologists to thoroughly explore χ and ks441
at global scales. An number of studies have adopted this approach, with even442
world-scale studies comparing global values of ks (e.g. Hilley et al., 2019) and χ443
(e.g. Giachetta and Willett, 2018c). The limitations and relevance of extracting444
these metrics at very large-scale with a constant concavity index is explored in445
Chapter 4.446
1.2.3 Channel steepness as proxy for erosion447
Developing robust landscape metrics to describe and compare river networks448
would be meaningless if they could not be correlated with processes and forcings449
shaping river profiles. Recent developments in quantifying exhumation across450
geological ages (via high to low-temperature thermochronometers), exposure and451
denudation rates at millenial scales (cosmogenic nuclides) have revolutionised the452
correlations between morphometry and processes (Bishop, 2007). I demonstrate453
in this section how channel steepness can be linked to erosion or incision rates at454
different scales, as prerequisite to link channel morphology to other forcings.455
Expression of basin-averaged denudation rates in channel steepness456
As stated in Section 1.2.1, it has been observed that "declivity enhances erosion"457
(e.g. Gilbert, 1877). Although ks allows the systematic extraction of steepness458
across multiple river reaches of different size, the observation is particularly dif-459
ficult to quantify as river incision rates or basin averaged erosion rates happen460
at timescales not observable by humans, with rare exception linked to extreme461
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events (e.g. Howard and Kerby, 1983), and cannot be directly measured from462
DEMs. However during the last two decades, progresses in cosmogenic nuclides463
(or CRN analysis) analysis lead to the development of methods to analyse basin-464
averaged denudation rates over timescales (i.e. 103 to 106 years) (e.g. Biermann465
and Steig, 1996).466
The principle is based on cosmic rays altering the atomic composition of mat-467
ter, generating unstable elements which decay through time. Measurements of468
the concentration of unstable nuclides cross-correlated with their half-life (i.e.469
the speed at which their concentration is divided by two) can unravel crucial in-470
formation about the timing of a system, the most well-known application being471
the dating of archaeological objects using 14C (e.g. Libby et al., 1949).472
Applied to geomorphology, this method has been widely used to dates surface473
exposure of geomorphic materials (e.g. Hein et al., 2011) but can also be applied474
to relate to long-term erosion rates. Biermann and Steig (1996) suggests that475
10Be and 27Al can be measured from the sediments of a river and represents476
average erosion rates of the upstream area. As they near the surface, rocks start477
to accumulate cosmic nuclides which when eroded to sediments are host to crucial478
information about the timing of exhumation. Rivers naturally mix sediment from479
all parts of the watershed, therefore can reveal the ranges of exposure time across480
the watershed and basin-averaged erosion rates can be determine, for the drained481
area above the sampling point (Figure 1.7).482
Quantifying basin-averaged erosion rates makes it possible to compare chan-483
nel geometry with erosion rates (Brown et al., 1995). Safran et al. (2005) first484
conducted this exercise by estimating erosion rates for 48 basins in the Bolivian485
Andes and comparing these rates with ksn. They found a positive correlation486
between the two metrics (Figure 1.8).487
Large numbers of studies have reported basin averaged cosmogenic nuclide488
concentrations over the past three decades, generating a database of denudation489
rates for a wide range of basins (Codilean et al., 2018, and references therein). The490
relatively high density of worldwide data allows a possible generalisation of Safran491
et al. (2005)’s observations at global scale. This is exactly the exercise conducted492
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Figure 1.7: Simplistic illustration of the concept behind quantifying basin-average
denudation rates using detrial cosmogenic nuclides. The colors represent two erosion
rates. Fast eroding landscapes bring material faster to the surface and have less time to
accumulate Cosmo-Radio Nuclides (CRN). When sampled at the outlet of a watershed,
higher concentration of CRN can therefore be interpreted as slower erosion rates, as
depicted on the right panel.
Figure 1.8: Normalised channel steepness index (ksn) versus erosion rates derived from
cosmogenic nuclides analysis. The different symbols are representing different field sites
from the Andes, modified from Safran et al. (2005) for full details.
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Figure 1.9: Normalised channel steepness index (ksn) versus erosion rates derived from
cosmogenic nuclides analysis at global scale, calculated from θ = 0.45. From Kirby and
Whipple (2012).
by Kirby and Whipple (2012) and Harel et al. (2016). Both of these studies493
explore the relationship between quantified erosion rates and channel morphology,494
relating them to several metrics, amongst them normalised channel steepness,495
their results are illustrated in Figures 1.9 and 1.10.496
These studies show a broad positive correlation between ks and denudation497
rates at basin scales. In addition, these studies also highlight that other factors498
are important in controlling both denudation rates and channel steepness, and499
therefore knowledge about the geological and geographical context of the river500
system is required to interpret such values. Harel et al. (2016) determined subsets501
of the global dataset where the dominant forcing is suggested to be respectively502
climate, tectonic activity and lithologic contrasts.503
Calculation of CRN-derived denudation rates is also subjected to potential504
biases. The denudation rates are calculated from quartz particles or quartz-rich505
sediments (e.g. Biermann and Steig, 1996; Brown et al., 1995; Lal, 1991) which506
by definition only take account of the sections of the watershed bearing quartz-507
rich rocks and is subjected to biases when rocks show differential quartz content.508
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Figure 1.10: Normalised channel steepness index (ksn) versus erosion rates derived
from cosmogenic nuclides analysis at global scale, each color correspond to a site with
the same θ. Modified from Harel et al. (2016).
Variety amongst sediment production and transport to and in the rivers can also509
introduce biases in the measurements: stochastic events such as landslides can, in510
particular, alter the process or generate ambiguous signatures (e.g. Dingle et al.,511
2018; Niemi et al., 2005; Yanites et al., 2009). Finally some factors can affect512
production rates (i.e. how much nuclides are generated) and therefore the spatial513
validity of the measurement, topographic shielding being the most prominent514
example (e.g. Brown et al., 1995).515
Theoretical expression of erosion through channel steepness516
This thesis does not attempt to provide an exhaustive review of the different517
laws modelling erosion and landscape evolution at long timescale (e.g. Davy and518
Lague, 2009; Lague, 2014; Whipple, 2004). However, as expressed in the pre-519
vious sections and by many literature reviews (e.g. Kirby and Whipple, 2012),520
power laws can provide relevant approximations of some geomorphic processes521
and shapes. They have been successfully used to demonstrate key aspects of522
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understanding the numerous forcings and processes expressed through channel523
morphology (e.g. Attal et al., 2011; Braun et al., 2014; Davy and Lague, 2009;524
Mudd, 2017; Whipple, 2004) and can be used to a certain extent to demonstrate525
the geometric expression of some forcings and processes on river channel. Davy526
and Lague (2009) suggested a general formulation of the mass-balance equation527





1− Φ + TU (1.23)
where z is the elevation of the river bed, t is the time, ė and ḋ are respectively529
the erosion and deposition fluxes expressed in total volume of sediment eroded or530
deposited per unit of area and time, TU is the relative uplift to a reference (e.g.531
representing fault displacements or sea level variations) and Φ is the sediment532
mass porosity which to converting of sediments into topography and accounting533
for volume change. Most of the Landscape Evolution Models follow such equa-534
tion, eventually coupled with hillslope processes (e.g. Mudd, 2017). Studies test535
different ranges of forcings to observe the morphological expressions generated.536
The differences between models lie in the exact expressions of the fluxes and their537
numerical implementations both altering the results (Armitage, 2019).538
Erosion fluxes are determined by the ability of the river to incise into bedrock539
or mobilise sediments of the bed load (e.g. Lague, 2014; Wickert and Schildgen,540
2019). It can, however, be estimated using the widely used stream power-law, first541
suggested by Howard and Kerby (1983) work on a newly created badland land-542
scape following the stripping of vegetation on a field in Virginia (United States543
of America). (Howard and Kerby, 1983) had the rare opportunity to observe the544
erosion on a very soft landscape over time, allowing him to formulate the equa-545
tion fluxes function of river discharge and topographic slope. For consistency, we546
express here the generalised version of (Davy and Lague, 2009):547
ė = KQmSn − ėc (1.24)
where K is the erodibility, i.e. the erosion efficiency depending on the local548
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conditions (e.g. lithology, fracture density, climatic conditions), m and n are549
dimensionless exponents, and ėc a threshold limiting factor, representing for ex-550
ample the minimum amount of stream power necessary to enable erosion. The551
m, n and K constants are not straightforward to constrain (e.g. Croissant and552
Braun, 2014) and wide ranges of values have been suggested from independent553
constrains (Harel et al., 2016), as illustrated in figure 1.11.554
Despite the difficulties in constraining parameters in the stream power law,555
some general geomorphic observations can guide its application. If we consider a556
simplistic landscape with negligible deposition and threshold processes, one can557
relate the channel steepness to erosion (see Mudd et al. (2014) for an example of558
derivation):559




where A0, xb and χ are directly from equation 1.22 and 1.21. When calculated560






This equation predicts a positive relationship between erosion rates and ks,562
which is modulated by the exponent n. Direct correlations between channel563
steepness and erosion across a whole landscape, i.e. considering that steeper564
sections erode more, only holds if the erodibility coefficient K is constant. Of565
course, landscapes and river long profiles are controlled by more complex processes566
than solely simple river incision (e.g. Turowski, 2020), but threshold processes567
as well as deposition processes will only modulate that relationship in (at least568
partially) eroding landscapes (e.g. Gasparini and Brandon, 2011; Guerit et al.,569
2019; Wickert and Schildgen, 2019; Yuan et al., 2019). It implies that interpreting570
landscapes requires knowledge about the local conditions, in term of erodibility571
biases and depositions constrains. Once these factors acknowledged, ks can be572
linked to erosion. This aspect is explored in chapter 5 more thoroughly using573
topographic analysis and field knowledge.574
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Figure 1.11: Ranges of values for the Stream Power-Law constants, derived from a
combination of topographic analysis and CRN erosion rates for a selection of watershed
by Harel et al. (2016). The watersheds have been separated by subsets whereby different
forcings are dominant. E = Erosion rate; TROP.= Tropical; TEMP. = Temperate;
IGNE. = Igneous; SEDIM. = Sedimentary; META. = Metamorphic; MIX. = Mixed;
INACT. = Inactive and ACT. = Active.
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Figure 1.12: Erosional response to base level fall simulated with equation 1.24, with
ėc = 0, n = 1.11, m = 0.5, K = 10
−5 and TU = 0.001m.yrs
−1. a) illustrates the increase
of erosion along the river long profile and b) represents the same river in χ - Elevation
space, with ksn. Note how ksn and erosion are perfectly correlated. For the sake of
illustrating the concept, equation is solved with a simple, explicit forward modelling
scheme, with flow distance and drainage area extracted from the river described in
Figure 1.1.
Recently, Whipple et al. (2017a) suggest a more general empirical relationship575




where αw is linked to the erodibility properties (e.g. rock strength, fracture) and577
precipitation patterns (e.g. DiBiase et al., 2010; “Dominance of tectonics over578
climate in himalayan denudation” 2014; Kirby and Whipple, 2012; Scherler et579
al., 2014) and the exponent fw is linked to interaction between erosion threshold580
and runoff variability (DiBiase and Whipple, 2011; Tucker, 2004). This formula-581
tion summarises the connection of erosion rates with channel steepness: positive582
correlation modulated by local intrinsic and extrinsic conditions.583
1.2.4 Channel steepness as a proxy for tectonics584
Erosion has been widely linked to tectonics for over a century (Davis, 1889;585
Gilbert, 1877; Lapparent and Lapparent, 1896), and authors have conducted586
quantitative studies using the morphology of a landscape to unravel displace-587
ment rates along faults (e.g. Lensen, 1964), demonstrating the links between588
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surface and deep processes (e.g. Willett, 1999). Amongst the tools used to link589
topography with tectonics, sensu active exhumation or surface uplift or timing590
and magnitude of past events, ks has been a widely used tool that exploits the591
fact that river networks are the main engine of erosion in upland landscapes (e.g.592
F.J., 2017).593
A number of seminal papers have developed, reviewed and challenged the use594
of ks to unravel tectonics (e.g. Kirby and Whipple, 2012; Mudd, 2017; Whipple595
et al., 1999; Whipple, 2004; Wobus et al., 2006c). If one believes on the general596
formulation of the river evolution mass balance equation 1.23, then at topographic597
steady-state (i.e. dz
dt
= 0) fluvial processes should perfectly balance the surface598
uplift generated by tectonic processes no matter which formulation of ė or ḋ599
(Willett and Brandon, 2002b). In a simplistic system following equation 1.24600







where U(x) is the uplift rate in dimensions of length per time. This relationship602
predicts that ks at steady-state, reflects a balance between surface uplift and603
local erosion, modulated by the n exponent. This observation has been also604
demonstrated for more complex formulations of ė or ḋ by Whipple et al. (1999).605
Restricting the correlations between channel steepness and tectonics to steady-606
states would limit, or even eliminate, viable study sites, as steady-state landscapes607
often require stable conditions for unreasonable time to be achieved (e.g. Gas-608
parini et al., 2007; Mudd, 2017; Whipple, 2004). Luckily, transient landscapes609
also hold information about tectonics, both where the landscape remains tectoni-610
cally active or where the landscape is still equilibrating to past events (Kirby and611
Whipple, 2012). Both cases can also be analysed using the general mass-balance612
equation 1.23 without assuming specific formulations for ė or ḋ, apart the reason-613
able assumption that they are both functions of discharge and channel gradient.614
Considering constant intrinsic conditions (e.g. lithology, upstream area, climate)615
at very short time step, any changes in base level linked to tectonics will generate616
contrasts in TU at a discrete point. This contrast inherently increases local S617
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Figure 1.13: Erosional response to base level fall simulated with equation 1.24, with
ėc = 0, n = 1.11, m = 0.5, K = 10
−5 and TU = 0.001m.yrs
−1. a) illustrates the
increase of erosion linked to the transient migrating reach through time on teh river
long profile and b) represents the same river in χ - Elevation space, with ksn. Note
how ksn and erosion are perfectly correlated. For the sake of illustrating the concept,
equation is solved with a simple, explicit forward modelling scheme, with flow distance
and drainage area extracted from the river described in Figure 1.1.
and/or Q and consequently increases erosion and/or reduces deposition at the618
immediate spatial and temporal vicinity of the tectonic contrast. This process619
sends tectonic signals upstream, changing the erosion and deposition state of the620
landscape and leaving morphological signatures. Inverting or retrieving these621
signals is therefore theoretically possible and this has been a keystone of geomor-622
phological studies (e.g. Davis, 1889; Fox et al., 2014; Gilbert, 1877; Goren et al.,623
2014; Kirby and Whipple, 2012; Wobus et al., 2006c).624
Unravelling tectonics from topography has indeed been an aspiration for many625
geomorphic studies. From the theoretical point of view, many studies (e.g. Whip-626
ple et al., 1999; Whipple, 2002; Wickert and Schildgen, 2019; Yuan et al., 2019)627
have been deriving the expression of ks forced by tectonics from numerical models,628
deriving response time and magnitudes. These differ depending on many factors629
including sediment budget (e.g. Attal et al., 2011; Whipple, 2002; Wickert and630
Schildgen, 2019), local lithology (e.g. Campforts et al., 2019; Forte et al., 2016;631
Graf et al., 2017, this point will be developed in a later section), climatic (e.g.632
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Perron, 2017; Whittaker, 2012), stream piracy (e.g. Seagren and Schoenbohm,633
2019; Whipple et al., 2017b) or model formulation (Lague, 2014). No matter634
which formulation is used, all the models demonstrate that reaches with different635
ks can potentially be interpreted as sign of tectonics and highlight how crucial it636
is to be extracted (Kirby and Whipple, 2012).637
Royden and Taylor Perron (2013) derive analytical solutions for the detachment-638
limited model and have highlighted the importance of detecting reaches with dif-639
ferent ks values, as well as their boundaries, to unravel meaningful tectonic signals640
from topography. They refer to these morphologies as "slope patches", which are641
defined as river segments with different ks.642
Although Royden and Taylor Perron (2013) confirm that ks data could hold643
crucial tectonic information, they demonstrate that not all tectonic events will644
be retained: under some conditions slope patches can be overtaken and "erased"645
by adjacent slope patches. The evolution through time of the slope patches, and646
their potential to erase other slope patches, is controlled by the slope exponent647
of the stream power-laws. Royden and Taylor Perron (2013) demonstrate that if648
n > 1, concave-up knickpoints are preserved whereas concave-down knickpoints649
get consumed gradually. In contrast, when n < 1, only concave-down knickpoints650
are preserved, while concave up knickpoints get gradually stretched (Figure 1.14).651
Some authors (e.g. Fox et al., 2014; Goren et al., 2014) also suggested full nu-652
merical inversion of present-day topography to reconstruct rock uplift history in653
specific field site, but this approach requires many assumptions (discussed in the654
original manuscripts) and is difficult to generalise. They require, for example, the655
river network to be relatively static in map-view through time and the incision656
must be detachment limited.657
Applications of the theory to real watersheds have lead to estimates of rock658
uplift. In one of the first studies correlating ks to tectonic forcing, Kirby and659
Whipple (2001a) demonstrated that ks in the Siwalik Hills (Himalaya, Nepal) re-660
flected rock uplift rates estimated from independent data (Hurtrez et al., 1999).661
It requires however heavy calibration of detachment-limited constants and expo-662
nents. Lague and Davy (2003) demonstrated the same relationship, but suggested663
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Figure 1.14: Illustration of slope patches and knickpoint through fluvial landscape
evolution. Note the gradual alteration of the slope patches depending on n, the slope
exponent of equation 1.24. λ is a dimensionless elevation used by the original author,
full details and original figure from Royden and Taylor Perron (2013).
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that calibration of the exponent should be constrained acknowledging geomor-664
phic thresholds to translate meaningfully to erosion rates and rock uplift. This665
observation has been revisited by Kirby and Whipple (2012), who successfully666
reiterated such correlation on another segment of the Siwaliks Hills (Mohand667
anticline, India) and cross-correlated the results with incision rates derived from668
radio-carbon terrace dating and rock uplift derived from structural studies. Kirby669
and Whipple (2012) went on to demonstrate that ks can be utilised to detect the670
active tectonics of the Main Frontal Thrust in the Himalaya, as well unravelling671
the timing and magnitude of fault displacements in the Saline Valley (United672
States of America) demonstrating a large spectrum of application correlating ks673
to various tectonic processes.674
Tectonics in transient landscapes requires calculation of ks, as it sets the675
boundary conditions for hillslope processes. Identifying the different slope patches676
is therefore the prerequisite to relate to processes and forcings. For examples,677
Harkins et al. (2007) related ks to rock uplift in the Tibetan Plateau (Tibet,678
People’s Rebublic of China). They first identified a series of knickpoint along the679
main river and its tributaries separating two populations of channel steepness.680
ks correlates well with the small variations of low erosion rates upstream of the681
knickpoints whereas it represents a balance between new uplift rates and waves682
of increased sediment fluxes downstream of the knickpoints.683
Ouimet et al. (2009) reach similar conclusions in the Siwaliks Hills while684
demonstrating that hillslopes tend to converge toward a threshold, making flu-685
vial geomorphology more adequate tool to unravel tectonics in this setting. This686
observation is shared in other setting as DiBiase et al. (2010) correlate short-687
scale tectonic gradient linked to the San Andrea fault (California, United States688
of America), to channel steepness and basin-averaged erosion rates while also689
demonstrating that hillslope processes failed to retain the same degree of tec-690
tonic information. Recent developments comparing hillslope morphologies with691
ks (Clubb et al., 2020; Hurst et al., 2019) demonstrate that hillslope processes692
also retain tectonics information with a different response time and morphological693
expressions making the continuum river-hillslope providing complementary infor-694
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Figure 1.15: Tectonics from fluvial morphology, adapted from Kirby and Whipple
(2012). A) Contrasts in ksn in the Central Himalaya (Nepal, India) correlated with
the Main Frontal Thrust (MFT) suggesting the activity of the fault. B) Transient
signal migrating upward following the activity of the Saline Valley fault (United State
of America). Knickpoints are separating two family of slope patches displayed in C).
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Figure 1.16: Geomorphometrics of watersheds near the Mendocino Triple Junction
(California, United States of America). The Basin ID are sorted by Northing. DD is
drainage density; and R∗, E∗ and LH three metrics quantifying hillslope morphologies,
respectively dimensionless relief, dimentionless erosion and hillslope length, full details
can be found in Hurst et al. (2013). Note how in case, the hillslope metrics correlate
with ksn to express activate tectonics with similar global trends, and local variations in
the response time. Figure adapted from Clubb et al. (2020).
mation or can provide an independent constrain to validate the tectonic nature695
of ks contrasts.696
1.2.5 Lithologic forcings on channel steepness697
Tectonics are not the only forcing affecting channel steepness. Lithology is an-698
other factor that influences channel steepening. Consider two detachment-limited699
reaches with the same erosion rates. If the rock strength of one of the reach is700
higher than the other, stream power needs to increase to maintain the same ero-701
sion rates. If one believe the reasonable assumption that ė = f(Q,S), then harder702
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Figure 1.17: Theoretical expression of lithologic contrast, simulated with equation 1.24
and the setting from Figure 1.12, apart from the K values, displayed on the figure. ksn
here correlates with lithology.
lithologies will most probably result in an increase of channel steepness. In the703
basic formulation of the stream power law (equation 1.24), it translates in a re-704
duction of the erodibility, the erosion efficiency parameter, and therefore of ks705
sensu equation 1.26. This process is illustrated in Figure 1.20.706
The role of lithology has been acknowledged by a wide range of studies, early707
ones using SL from equation 1.8: Goldrick and Bishop (1995) quantify steepening708
directly linked to lithologic forcing. Kirby et al. (2003) identified in the Tibetan709
Plateau (Tibet, People’s Republic of China) that although the main driver of710
steep ks patches was differential rock uplift, some steepened were at odds with711
the rest of the landscape and were therefore presumed to have harder lithology712
underlying the bed. Kirby et al. (2003) argue that the effect of lithology is not713
systematic, but more related to specific massifs with presumably particularly hard714
rocks.715
Duvall (2004), in their work on coastal California (United States of America),716
demonstrated that meaningful interpretation of channel steepness into tecton-717
ics could not be made without acknowledging of lithologic variations, embedded718
amongst channel width and climatic variation in the erodibility K. They sug-719
gest that enforcing a constant K, and therefore assuming homogeneous lithology,720
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would lead to erroneous rates or calibration of the exponent n. ks would still721
reflect erosion and tectonics in some places, but spurious tectonic interpretations722
could emerge in places where lithology plays a prominent role in driving channel723
steepness.724
In their review of bedrock channels, Whipple et al. (2013) describe the role of725
lithology as relatively complex and difficult to generalise: it plays a role of domi-726
nant forcing in some cases (e.g. Bernard et al., 2019; Duvall, 2004; Strong et al.,727
2019) but can also get partially to completely overwritten by other forcings (e.g.728
DiBiase et al., 2010; Kirby et al., 2003). They also highlight that the expression729
of lithology is not restricted to the effect of rock strength but also of other charac-730
teristic varying spatially, e.g. fracture density, susceptibility to plucking. Finally,731
they suggested that the non-expression of lithology in certain studies could be732
linked to the cover effect of alluvium, which reduce drastically surface contact be-733
tween the river and the actual rocks. A number of studies have acknowleded the734
joint occurrence of lithologic and tectonic forcing on channel steepness, and the735
most adopted method has been to identify and discriminate lithologically-related736
signals to interpret meaningful tectonics (Seagren and Schoenbohm, 2019).737
Some entire landscape are even suggested to see lithology as the main forc-738
ing shaping their landforms. Bernard et al. (2019) demonstrated that the post-739
orogenic topography of the Pyrenees has been dominantly shaped by lithology.740
Hard internal granitoid massifs have been "pinning" the drainage divide while741
channel steepness correlates positively with lithologic variations. Gabet (2019)742
strongly contested hypothesis attributing channel steepness patterns to Cenozoic743
rock uplift in the Sierra Nevada (California, United State of America) by care-744
fully relating all the slope patches and knickpoints with lithologic boundaries and745
field data, attributing all changes to the sole lithologic contrasts. Strong et al.746
(2019) demonstrated that lithology was either the main driver or the sole driver747
to explain the morphology of the Shillong plateau (India), where softer altered748
rocks are capping resistant hard rocks.749
Erosion is inhibited by the lack of tools to erode from the fine and deep soil750
of the tops, while resistant newly exhumed rocks are hard to erode despite high751
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Figure 1.18: River profile from The Northern Sierra Nevada (California, United States
of America) adapted from Gabet (2019). ksn is written in italic and channel gradient
is written in percentages. The authors suggest ksn correlates with lithologic contrasts,
highlighted here with different symbols.
precipitation, generating high plateau with very steep borders. Such behavior has752
been demonstrated using numerical modeling. For example Forte et al. (2016)753
implemented explicit 3D stratigraphic units within a landscape evolution model754
(Channel Hillslope Integrated Landscape Development (Tucker et al., 2001)) and755
demonstrate that lithologic contrasts were enough to generate patterns of dif-756
ferential erosion (and ks by extension). Another modelling work suggesting the757
preponderant role of lithology in certain landscape is the work of Braun et al.758
(2014), where they suggest that eroding dense resistant rocks might enhance759
exhumation by decompression on the top of the more resistant lithology. But760
in many mountain ranges, faults are juxtaposing different rock types together,761
leaving an ambiguity on which forcings are actually express in the steepening762
(Figure 1.19). This point has not been explored, and Chapter 5 focuses on this763
specific problem.764
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Figure 1.19: Illustration of the lithology versus tectonics paradox in cases where
potentially active faults collapse spatially with a lithologic contact.
1.2.6 Other forcings on channel steepness765
Lithology and tectonics are often considered to be the main forcings controlling ks766
(Whipple et al., 2013), but they are not the sole ones. Sea level variations, in the767
same manner tectonic forcing, can cause steepened reaches to propagate upstream768
depending on the newly exposed topography. The morphological signature can769
be similar than the one retaining tectonic information (e.g. Crosby and Whipple,770
2006).771
Climate is also suspected to potentially play a role on it by controlling the772
discharge patterns but very few studies actually investigated the assumption that773
a common ks should lead to more erosion in a wetter climate (Whipple et al.,774
2013), despite other modelling approaches demonstrating the role of climate in775
shaping the earth surface (Willett, 1999). In addition, works comparing modelling776
and topographic analysis suggest that the effect of climate and precipitation is777
highly variable, from unsignificant to highly nonlinear and case specific (DiBiase778
et al., 2010; DiBiase and Whipple, 2011; Scherler et al., 2014; Tucker, 2004) as779
demonstrated by equation 1.27.780
Recent work based on numerical modelling, cosmo-radionuclides basin-average781
analysis and topographic analysis in the Andes (Campforts et al., 2019) suggests782
that ks would record the effect of precipitation changes only if the timing of783
change would be sufficient. They also highlights that precipitation data is usually784
limited in time and hardly spatially estimable from the past records, making785
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Figure 1.20: Worldwide compilation of ks values from Hilley et al. (2019) illustrating
a potential threshold on the values when reaching high steepness zones.
interpolations difficult. For a review about the role of climate in shaping overall786
topography, I direct the interested reader to Perron (2017) review.787
Hilley et al. (2019) suggests a morphological limitation of the relationship788
between channel steepness and erosion. They combined a worldwide compilation789
of ksn and demonstrated that all the data tended toward a maximum ksn threshold790
which could not be exceeded. They suggest that in very steep landscape, the791
relationship becomes increasingly nonlinear and very sensitive to small changes792
in steepness explaining the threshold. However calculating worldwide ksn implies793
that whichever θref is chosen, it is assumed to be spatially invariant for the whole794
world. This assumption is challenged in chapter 4.795
Another aspect affecting channel steepness is the channel width, which can796
also adapt to the same forcings as channel steepness (Whipple et al., 2013).797
Reduction of channel width can increase the flow depth and increase unit stream798
power without affecting channel slope. If ks is calculated from drainage area,799
channel steepness does not record such a change, but can introduce a bias in800
the interpretation if changes are absorbed by changes in channel width. Hack801
(1957) demonstrated a power relationship between channel width and drainage802
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area while modelling studies suggest applying the effect of channel width into the803
erodibility, K.804
Finally, ks can be affected by changes in upstream area. Therefore stream805
piracy, where one basin takes drainage area from another (sensu Willett et al.806
(2014)), affects the downstream ks. This process has been conceptually demon-807
strated with S–A plots (Seagren and Schoenbohm, 2019), and mentioned in few808
modelling-based studies (Giachetta and Willett, 2018c; Whipple et al., 2017b)809
but not quantified for a wide range of processes and field sites.810
1.2.7 Variations in the concavity index811
The concavity index, θ, describes the rate at which slope decreases as drainage812
are an increases in equation 1.16. If the normalised channel steepness approach813
is chosen, θref becomes the normalisation parameter and is assumed over an area814
to calculate comparable ksn. Drawing meaningful relations between morphology815
and forcings depends on that choice. Concavity index, however, can vary within816
a landscape. A number of studies suggested that for rivers close to steady state,817
the range in concavity index was relatively narrow between approximately 0.4818
and 0.7 (e.g. Kirby and Whipple, 2012; Tucker and Whipple, 2002; Whipple et819
al., 2013; Whipple, 2004; Wobus et al., 2006c, and references therein), and much820
wider as basins get further from such state (Whipple et al., 2013). However, mod-821
elling behaviours of θ predict very different meanings when converting concavity822
index into processes or forcings, depending on which landscape evolution laws are823
taken into account (e.g. Tucker and Whipple, 2002; Wickert and Schildgen, 2019).824
Whipple et al. (2013), in their review of controls on channel morphology, state825
that concavity is relatively independent of climate, tectonics and lithology for826
near steady-state rivers. However they also suggest that this is not alwaysa the827
case, especially on transient system, but concavity does not systematically react828
the same way to a forcings from a field site to another suggesting a case by case829
basis to interpret it. This can also be difficult to relate to real landscape, as de-830
termining concavity indices can be done using different methods (e.g. Hergarten831
et al., 2016; Wobus et al., 2006c) based on the integral method or S–A plots.832
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They can have different morphological expressions. Chapter 4 is dedicated to θ833
and thoroughly explores the methodological aspect to extract concavity indices834
and the implications on other metrics.835
1.2.8 Expression of forcings and processes through the χ836
coordinate837
χ coordinate has been introduced to circumvent the limitation linked to slope–838
area methods (see Section 1.2.2 for full details about its definition). In their839
seminal paper, Perron and Royden (2013) developed the χ coordinate using equa-840
tion 1.24 with no threshold components. As demonstrated with equation 1.22, it841
can be expressed without assuming any erosion law. First, the coordinate brings842
methodological improvements allowing (i) finer representation of ksn as gradient843
of z(χ) plots, (ii) the representation of rivers of different size within the same ref-844
erential and (iii) the constraining of concavity index. The latter is accomplished845
by finding the θ values making the z(χ) plots collinear, i.e. collapsing within the846
same referential, this part is explored in more details in Chapter 4. Second, if847
one assumes equation 1.24 with no threshold components as reasonable approxi-848
mation of erosion processes, one can compare river long profiles in χ space with849
a direct approximation of their relative erosion power, hence expressed as the850
gradient of the transformed profiles. Steeper reaches correspond to either more851
erosion or lower erodibility. The χ coordinate is only valid for the fluvial section852
of the landscape, and Hergarten et al. (2016) suggest an extension of the latter to853
hillslopes; their method relies on a number of additional parameters, increasing854
the difficulties of calculating χ using their method.855
Perron and Royden (2013) mostly described the use of χ in coordination856
with elevation data to express the S–A relationship within a clearer framework.857
χ indeed only accounts for drainage area and flow distance from a base level.858
Willett et al. (2014) suggest that the χ could be an effective proxy for tectonics859
via detection of drainage divide migration and reorganisation. The principle860
is linked to the area gain and loss via river capture (wherein divides "jump")861
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Figure 1.21: Transformed river profiles on the California coast near the Mendocino
Trible Junction (United States of America). A) Location of the river profile. B) Trans-
formed river profiles colored by qualitative groups of steepness. C) Surface uplift rates
inferred from marine terrace dating. Perron and Royden (2013) suggested that the
overall steepness
or gradual migration (continuous movement of the divides through time) which862
directly affect χ in the impacted area – i.e. the gained/lost area or the divide’s863
vicinity. Hence, Willett et al. (2014) argue that contrasts in χ values across864
divides reflect instabilities in the divide position, low χ would therefore be a865
proof of an "aggressor" watershed migrating into a "victim" one depicting higher866
χ.867
The theory of Willett et al. (2014) relies a on a number of assumptions. Ex-868
plicitly, erodibility needs to be constant on both side of the divide and within the869
whole watershed, this implies the assumption of constant climate/precipitation,870
similar lithology and other intrinsic parameters (e.g. fractures, chemical weath-871
ering). Implicit assumption is that erosions and depositions laws, for fluvial and872
hillslope processes, are behaving the same way on both side of the divide. Finally873
it also assumes spatially constant concavity index, implications of the latter is874
explored in Chapter 4. Failing to justifying one of these assumption is expected875
to make that signal ambiguous.876
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Figure 1.22: Conceptual principle behind using χ as a proxy for drainage reorganisa-
tion. A) χ contrast suggesting a divide in disequilibrium. B) Steady State basin, the
divide does not migrate. C) Transformed river profile corresponding to A) and B). D)
Divide migration to reequilibrate the coordinate.
Using variations in the χ coordinate across divides to detect divide migration877
has been widely applied (e.g. Giachetta and Willett, 2018c; Seagren and Schoen-878
bohm, 2019; Winterberg and Willett, 2019), but suffers from some limitations.879
Forte and Whipple (2018) demonstrate that χ contrasts were not a effective as880
other metrics describing drainage stability, for example topographic gradient or881
ks on both sides of the divide. They suggest that interpreting χ signature with-882
out encompassing elevation could be ambiguous. They also demonstrate the very883
high sensitivity of χ to the chosen base level xb on equation 1.22. As χ inte-884
grates the inverse of drainage area normalised by concavity index, it is highly885
sensitive to the outlet location. Forte and Whipple (2018) show that calculating886
χ with different base levels in the Caucasus mountain range, all justified by their887
linkage to different processes and boundary (e.g. sea level, fixed elevation, moun-888
tain front), drastically change the contrasts and therefore the interpretation of889
drainage divide stability. Whipple et al. (2017a) also pointed out the ambiguity890
of the meaning of χ contrast in a modelling study demonstrating the numer-891
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ous causes potentially generating the contrast. They also concluded that only892
stream captures would leave a noticeable morphometric signature whereas grad-893
ual migration and small captures where less likely to systematically be retained894
in topography.895
1.3 Thesis Outline896
This thesis aims to build on the understanding of different controls on river chan-897
nel steepness, concavity indices and the integral coordinate, χ. It focuses on898
different aspects: how to constrain them, what their limitations are and how899
they translate into processes. This work aims to challenge their application in900
heterogeneous landscapes where combined forcings are jointly affecting Flint’s901
metrics.902
However, being at the interface between the solid earth and the atmosphere,903
fluvial geomorphology is affected by a wide range of other forcings, for example904
lithology. The direct consequence is that different forcings can generate similar905
morphologies, leading to ambiguity in interpreting the genesis of morphology.906
This can lead to potentially spurious interpretations, where, for instance, a litho-907
logic knickpoint could be interpreted as a product of non-existing rock uplift908
contrasts.909
As discussed in the theoretical background, joint occurrence of different forc-910
ings in the landscape has been the object of a number of studies, with a trend to911
separate the signals into different influences and interpret the one believed to only912
reflect tectonics. Nonetheless, a proportion of upland landscapes show different913
forcings that occur at the same point in space. A striking example of this is the914
pernicious tendency of faults to juxtapose different rock-types.915
This work aims to advance the field of fluvial geomorphology in two different916
ways. Firstly, I present novel methods that quantify concavity indices and slope917
patches. Methods are prerequisite keystones to interpretation, and developing ob-918
jective characterisation of metrics is crucial to challenging their application across919
the globe. Secondly, I challenge the use of fluvial geomorphometrics to extract920
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meaningful tectonics in a heterogeneous landscapes that present high contrasts in921
lithology and rock uplift at the same location, the Eastern Carpathians. I demon-922
strate that careful, systematic extraction of fluvial geomorphometrics correlated923
with independent datasets allows circumventing the ambiguity of composite sig-924
nals. The thesis is articulated as follow:925
• Chapter 2 presents numerical methods used throughout the thesis. It covers926
(i) the choice of datasets, (ii) the choice of numerical tools on which new927
developments are built and (iii) the existing topographic analysis algorithms928
used within the different chapters.929
• Chapter 3 presents a novel method to objectively extract the location of930
knickpoints and waterfalls: the slope patche boundaries. It suggests a range931
of metrics based on channel steepness to quantify their magnitude.932
• Chapter 4 describes the implementation and applications of a method to933
investigate the spatial variations of concavity indices in upland landscapes934
with uncertainties. It explores spatial variation of this metrics in a wide935
variety of upland landscapes. The implication of calculating ks and χ with936
a non optimal θ and the extent of the subsequent distortion are derived937
analytically and numerically.938
• Chapter 5 applies existing and newly developed methods in fluvial geo-939
morphology in the Eastern Carpathians, an lithologically heterogeneous940
landscape where different proxies suggesting contrasts in surface vertical941
motions, to constrain their extents.942
• Chapter 6 discusses the overall results of the thesis. It integrates results in943
the broader geomorphological context and explores their implications. It944




Early geomorphologists observed natural processes in the field, and used insights949
from fieldwork to propose relationships between topographic features and ero-950
sional processes that could be applied elsewhere. Field data of some form is951
always required to constrain models. However, the increasing availability of digi-952
tal elevation models over the past few decades has allowed geomorphologist to test953
relationships derived from fieldwork at a regional, or even global scale. One can954
now systematically test hypothesises about fluvial morphology for whole water-955
sheds, mountain ranges or even continents. In order to do so, the past few decades956
have seen the development of many algorithms for analysis of topographic data957
in support of extracting and analysing the geomorphometrics explored in the958
previous chapter, namely topographic analysis.959
As with any numerical method, topographic analyses are dependant on the960
quality of the underlying data (in this case the DEM), but also on the algorithms961
themselves. This thesis uses numerical methods to utilise, develop and challenge962
topographic analysis for fluvial geomorphology. As most of this work relies on963
underlying numerical tools and methods, this chapter (i) describes the main ex-964
isting datasets and numerical tools upon which I build the work and justifies the965
reasons these are used and (ii) explains the existing algorithms I use and the966
implication of these choices.967
47
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2.1 Availability of Digital Elevation Models968
The now widespread availability of digital elevation models at ever increasing969
resolutions, is rapidly changing geomophology, considering the first global DEM970
appeared in late 1990s. Both satellite and aerial platforms are spurring a true971
revolution for geomorphology by offering contiguous data for the elevation of the972
whole earth surface. Development of multiple acquisition methods has led to973
worldwide cover, with, for many datasets, open data availability.974
Tarolli and Mudd (2020) provide an extended review of the digital elevation975
models. I describe here the main datasets available for analysis at large scale.976
The first digital elevation model covering the whole world was ETOPO5 (Bamber977
et al., 1997), at 5 arc-minute resolution (approximately 10km at the equator)978
derived from a wide variety of national digital datasets. It was quickly followed979
by GTOPO30 (Gesch et al., 1999), a 30 arc-second resolution (approximately980
1km at the equator) DEM acquired from a compilation of contour maps, national981
surveys and aerial photogrammetry.982
Kilometric resolution is too coarse to capture typical fluvial morphologies,983
as most rivers of interest will be less than a kilometre wide. The first global-984
scale digital elevation model widely used to analyse rivers and other smaller scale985
features was SRTM (Farr et al., 2007), initially released at 90 metre resolution.986
SRTM was later released in an improved, void-filled 30 metre dataset (NASA-987
JPL, 2013). SRTM is satellite-derived from C-band Radar. The first 30 metre988
worldwide digital elevation model was however ASTER-GDEM (Abrams et al.,989
2010). Validation studies suggest the global quality of the ASTER-GDEM is990
inferior to SRTM (e.g. Gesch et al., 2016). More recently ALOS PRISM dataset991
released a newer 30 metre digital elevation model (Tadono et al., 2016) with a992
subsequent more detailed versions (Takaku et al., 2018), a coarser version of the993
commercial product AWS3D (5 metres resolution). Finally, TanDEM-X (Krieger994
et al., 2007, explains the data acquisition process pre-collection) released a 12995
metre resolution digital elevation model from TerraSAR–X X band radar satellite,996
although this data is not open access and must be acquired through a proposal997
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Figure 2.1: Digital elevation models for SRTM 30 metres precision, 90 metres precision
and TanDEM-X (12 metres) for the Flinders Ranges (Australia, promotion sample
available on https://tandemx-science.dlr.de/).
process.998
Tarolli and Mudd (2020) review studies investigating the accuracy and over-999
all quality of these Digital Elevation Models. TanDEM-X has been suggested to1000
have the best vertical accuracy (Tarolli and Mudd, 2020, and references therein),1001
although potentially inaccurate in very steep landscapes (Schwanghart and Scher-1002
ler, 2017). For fluvial analysis, AW3D30 offers the best accuracy but SRTM also1003
offer a reasonable quality. ASTER however has a systematic lower accuracy1004
than other sources. For this thesis, we explored DEM consistency within each1005
study. Chapter 3, aims to test a method over a wide range of data resolution and1006
utilises a number of sources described in the chapter; Chapter 4 uses SRTM in1007
order to facilitate extraction over sites scattered over the world; and Chapter 51008
uses AW3D30. a comparison of SRTM 90 metres, 30 metres and TanDEM-X is1009
illustrated in Figure 2.1.1010
I have only explored the Digital Elevation Models covering the whole Earth1011
(or most parts of the Earth), but it is worth mentioning that a high number of re-1012
gional or national Digital Elevation Models are also available depending where the1013
case study is, for example the High Mountain Asia 8-metres DEM-Mosaic (Shean,1014
2017). In addition to satellite-derived datasets, lidar point clouds, obtained both1015
from terrestrial and airborne instruments, are increasingly available. These offer1016
various resolutions, which can be equal or better than 1 metre per pixel, depend-1017
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ing on the density of data points. Such datasets are available through a wide1018
array of national GIS portals as well as through data aggregating services like1019
opentopgraphy.org. A full review on the availability of open-source datasets is1020
presented in Tarolli and Mudd (2020).1021
2.2 Numerical framework to process the data1022
The first topographic metrics were calculated from contour maps (e.g. Ahnert,1023
1970; Hack, 1960), using topology of river networks (e.g. Strahler, 1957) or by1024
direct field measurements. These approaches led to the establishment of the ge-1025
omorphic laws and equations still in use by modern geomorphological studies1026
described in Chapter 1. However such approaches were time-consuming and dif-1027
ficult to apply at large-scale due to the quasi -impossibility of automating the1028
processes. The required measurement methods also involved direct user interven-1029
tions, making observations difficult to reproduce. They also risked introducing1030
human error during data acquisition and processing. These studies produced1031
an amount of raw data that made direct interpretation tractable, i.e. without1032
the need of reducing the dimensions of the dataset using data manipulations1033
to extract signals (exempli gratia density plots, data binning, linear regressions,1034
Principal Component Analysis).1035
This is at odds with recent studies that commonly represent large river net-1036
works with millions of data points (e.g. Giachetta and Willett, 2018b; Harel et al.,1037
2016; Hilley et al., 2019, or Chapter 5 of this thesis). Section 2.1 demonstrated the1038
a wide range of Digital Elevation Models at global and local scales are available1039
for geomorphological studies. Their increasing spatial and temporal resolution is1040
rapidly adding to the amount of data to process. Increased data availability has1041
resulted in the challenge of being able to process the large amount of data in a1042
meaningful, controlled, and reproducible way. This challenge has led to a rapid1043
expansion of the tools available for this purpose.1044
Chapters 3 and 4 build on the idea of developing and applying methods aiming1045
to systematically test geomorphic laws at all scales. Chapter 5 applies a range1046
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of these methods to extract tectonic signals from a river network affected by a1047
wide range of competing external and internal forcings. This thesis relies on the1048
chosen underlying numerical framework. I therefore first introduce the existing1049
numerical framework upon which the work is built. In this chapter I explain the1050
technical reasons for these choices, the philosophical reasons behind them and a1051
non-exhaustive list of considered alternatives.1052
2.2.1 Criteria for the numerical framework1053
I carefully based my choice of tools on the following criteria:1054
• Full reproducibility. The methods and results need to be entirely repro-1055
ducible. To achieve this aim, tools I use must involve minimising manual1056
user inputs, maximising objectivity in the algorithms and maximising the1057
extent to which the data and tools may be shared. It follows from this that1058
I use free, open-source data and software. I am particularly keen to avoid1059
proprietary licences as they restrict the use of the tools to institutes that1060
can afford them. I do not wish to block access to certain parts of the source1061
code therefore leaving "black boxes" in the method used. The impact of1062
paywalls on data reproducibility is explored by Tarolli and Mudd (2020).1063
• Modularity. The developed tools need to be flexible in term of usability and1064
development. This implies (i) flexible user inputs to allow their integration1065
in tool-chains of other frameworks, (ii) flexible inputs and outputs to allow1066
the data to be pre- and post-processed softwares and (iii) well commented,1067
documented and clear code structure to make possible its modification and1068
integration in other frameworks.1069
• Performance. The processing and exploring of DEMs need to rely on reason-1070
ably efficient codes in order to (i) not to restrain the use to super-computers1071
and (ii) optimising the computational complexity of algorithms to allow sen-1072
sitivity analysis on the different parameters.1073
• Accessibility. The framework needs to ensure that developed tools are us-1074
able by the community. It involves ensuring (i) open source (see aforemen-1075
tioned reasons), (ii) the code does not require advance programming skills1076
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to be utilised and (iii) extended and up to date documentation.1077
2.2.2 Base framework and tools for developing topographic1078
analysis1079
I chose LSDTopoTools (Mudd et al., 2019b) as base framework for this PhD, as it1080
fulfills all the aforementioned criteria. The framework is written in C++. C++ is1081
a compiled coding language ensuring low-level controls on memory consumption1082
and processor usage . "Low level" in this contexty means relatively close to the un-1083
derlying computer architecture. It is object-oriented, which is a coding paradigm1084
orientated around objects as entity with their owns attribute and methods able1085
to interact with other objects. It allows the creation of efficient code structures as1086
well as ensuring great flexibility and modularity. Finally C++ is completely open-1087
source and free to use with a wide range of cross-platform compilers (e.g. g++,1088
clang, MSVC). LSDTopoTools has been developed since the early 2010s and has1089
an extended documentation (lsdtopotools.github.io/LSDTT_documentation/).1090
The software is version controlled on the github platform and maintain by a1091
team of developers from different research institutes.1092
LSDTopotools is host to the development of many topographic analysis algo-1093
rithms (e.g. Clubb et al., 2014, 2019; Gailleton et al., 2019; Grieve et al., 2018;1094
Mudd et al., 2014; Mudd, 2017) and of their application to real landscapes (e.g.1095
Bernard et al., 2019; Clubb et al., 2020; Hurst et al., 2019; Strong et al., 2019).1096
LSDTopoTools also has a python-based visualisation toolbox LSDMappingTools1097
(Mudd et al., 2019a) which process the outputs of the first one. However, devel-1098
oping tools in C++ also has limitations. The ease of editing the tools, and to1099
a lesser extent in using and installing the tools, is much lower than interpreted1100
languages such as python or R, the most widely used for open-source research1101
software. In addition, development time and integration of existing libraries is1102
less straightforward, for instance reading and writing external data (e.g. Digital1103
Elevation Models, or images) can be very tricky and reduces the flexibility of1104
input format.1105
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For conducting the research I therefore chose the following approach. I built all1106
my tools within the LSDTopoTools framework, taking advantage of the existing1107
algorithms and routine to process topographic data. I developed a python layer on1108
the top of it using xtensor (https://quantstack.net/) to communicate in-memory1109
between the two languages. Python is a dynamic interpreted language with a1110
base coded in C. Users can therefore use the LSDTopoTools framework without1111
needing knowledge of C++.1112
This framework, named lsdtopytools, allows users to combine efficient C++1113
code with the flexibility and wide library of tools available on python. I am1114
using GDAL/rasterio (contributors, 2020; Gillies et al., 2019) for reading, writ-1115
ing and managing geographic projection; numpy (Van Der Walt et al., 2011) to1116
process general operation (i.e. non specific to topographic analysis) on matrix-1117
like data; Pandas (McKinney, 2010) for managing table-like data (i.e. input or1118
output of data points); Matplotlib (Hunter, 2007) for visualisation; Scipy (Jones1119
et al., 2015) for general algorithms (e.g. interpolation, statistics, signal process-1120
ing); Numba (Lam et al., 2015) for writing small-scale optimised routing that1121
have run times approaching C performances using LLVM engine; geopandas (in-1122
cluding fiona and shapely) (Gillies et al., 2007; Snow et al., 2020) to process1123
shapefile-type data (i.e. polygon, lines and point geographic data). The program1124
is organised into three main packages: the LSDTopoTools package containing the1125
original C++ code; lsdtt-xtensor-python, the python module containing the c++1126
object wrapping LSDTopoTools and exposing the main routines to python; and1127
lsdtopytools, the python module containing all the python objects, routines and1128
command-line interface to use LSDTopoTools. This approach allows (i) quick1129
development of new routines through python and/or c++, (ii) taking advantage1130
of python flexibility to provide many input and output options, (iii) the ability1131
to quickly add user interfaces to new routines, (iv) taking advantage of the wide1132
library of python packages to link the library to other tools. The framework is1133
illustrated in Figure 2.2.1134
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Figure 2.2: Framework utilised for the topographic analysis. Data is collected from
open source dataset providers, and eventually prepossessed. Then the whole framework
in integrated into a python module (lsdtopytools) making use of a wide range of existing
ones and sending digital elevation models to C++ LSDTopoTools.
2.2.3 Existing tools1135
A number of numerical frameworks already exist, I explore in this subsection a1136
non-exhaustive list of the main ones that have been considered through for this1137
thesis.1138
First, traditional GISs are the most widely utilised tool to process and explore1139
DEM and other raster data. They provide a user-friendly graphical interface, and1140
many existing tool boxes for topographic analysis. Most of them are modular1141
and allow an extension to be coded within their framework. The main examples1142
of GISs include ArcGIS (https://www.arcgis.com/), a proprietary software in1143
which some geomorphological extensions are installed (e.g. Queiroz et al., 2015, or1144
stream profiler http://geomorphtools.geology.isu.edu/Tools/StPro/StPro.htm), and1145
QGIS including GRASS and SAGA, a free and open-source equivalent framework1146
(e.g. fluvial profiler, https://github.com/awickert/GRASS-fluvial-profiler). How-1147
ever as is the case for similar software, the graphical interface and the extreme1148
flexibility of the tool make it slow to process large DEMs. The fact that extensions1149
are embedded in a graphical framework makes the development of extensions less1150
straightforward and limit the possibilities for optimisation. Any actions requiring1151
manual input, e.g. manual selection of a parameters, decreases the reproducibil-1152
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ity of the analysis and to a lesser extent its automation. In addition, ArcGIS is1153
a proprietary tool which (i) does not reveal its source code introducing "black1154
boxes" in the algorithm used and (ii) has a yearly cost for the base tool and each1155
of its extensions making the tools less accessible than free and open software.1156
Alongside the GISs, a number of hard-coded frameworks and codes also ex-1157
ist. Some of these include script-based approaches and allow full reproducibility1158
and optimisability. Perhaps the most widely used of these tools, TopoToolbox1159
(Schwanghart and Scherler, 2014; Schwanghart and Kuhn, 2010), is a framework1160
coded in the MATLAB proprietary language, alongside with C for some parts of1161
the core. The framework is object oriented (i.e. a programming methods cen-1162
tered on objects providing "templates" of element with their own attributes and1163
methods) and allows very high modularity and readability while providing ex-1164
tended tutorials and documentation. It has been used to develop a high number1165
of algorithms (e.g. Schwanghart and Scherler, 2017) as well as extensions (e.g.1166
Campforts et al., 2017; Forte and Whipple, 2018, 2019) focused on landscape1167
evolution modelling and topographic analysis. Despite fulfilling most of the cri-1168
teria aforementioned, TopoToolbox relies on the propietary software MATLAB.1169
Even if the source code of TopoToolbox is available, the MATLAB part remains1170
hidden. The code can be run without a license under certain conditions (Forte1171
and Whipple, 2019), but no open-source alternative can allow the correct editing1172
or usage of MATLAB code. The closest open source equivalent OCTAVE has the1173
limitation of not including several key tooboxes.1174
Another tool worth mentioning is the python-based LandLab toolbox, first1175
released by Hobley et al. (2017) and then expanded with many contributions.1176
It offers a full open-source framework that relies on python modularity and C-1177
underlying base to provide efficient tools via Cython (Behnel et al., 2011). A1178
number of extensions have been developed (e.g. Adams et al., 2017; Strauch et1179
al., 2018) and LandLab has extensive documentation. However, the code only1180
includes a small number of topographic analysis algorithms, and it is optimised1181
and designed for landscape evolution modelling. The framework is less adapted1182
to developing topographic analysis.1183
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Fastscape (Bovy and McBain, 2019) offers a similar python framework, based1184
on xarray-simlab Bovy (2019). It is worth noting the existence of many other1185
framework focused on hydrology, which could have been used to develop fluvial1186
routines despite being sometimes too sophisticated for large-scale analysis. The1187
most suitable candidate would have been RichDEM, a C++/python flow rout-1188
ing toolbox focused on extreme optimisation of preprocessing and accumulation1189
algorithms (e.g. Barnes et al., 2014, 2019).1190
2.3 Numerical processing of Digital Elevation Mod-1191
els1192
Extracting geomorphometrics from river long profiles is not straightforward and1193
requires the careful design of a processing tool chain involving many algorithms1194
to go from Digital Elevation Model to ks, θ or χ. Making this process computa-1195
tionally efficient is even more challenging.1196
One prerequisite is to extract the river network from the Digital Elevation1197
Model, an exercise that in itself features many possible extraction algorithms. It1198
requires the processing of at least basic hydromorphology such as drainage area or1199
discharge, which can be affected by the quality of the Digital Elevation Model, and1200
which may need to be preprocessed to ensure flow routing. Multiple algorithms1201
exist for each of these steps, the choice will impact either the performance and/or1202
the final result. This section explores the main existing algorithms utilised within1203
this Thesis, describing the implications of the choices as well as alternatives.1204
2.3.1 Ensuring flow routing1205
Digital Elevation Models are inevitably noisy due to both data acquisition and1206
geomorphic noise (e.g., the random array of boulders in a mountain channel, or1207
short wavelength variations in rock hardness) (Tarolli and Mudd, 2020). The1208
amplitude of this noise is not necessarily of huge scale and is very dependant1209
on the data source, however it can artificially inhibit numerical flow calculations.1210
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Indeed, if a internal node (i.e. a point representing a pixel which is not located at1211
the edge of the digital elevation model) has no neighbour, it becomes ambiguous1212
to determine how simulated water fluxes through this pixel (e.g. Barnes et al.,1213
2014), which is required information to calculate flow direction and accumulation1214
for a landscape. Topographic noise may artificially block the flow, beheading1215
downstream regions from part of their true drainage area. Such a feature in the1216
grid is referred as pit.1217
The most instinctive way to solve flow routing through the landscape is to1218
model the evolution of flow depth in order to calculate how water will reroute1219
naturally in the landscape (e.g. Davy et al., 2017), however it requires a lot of1220
information and assumptions about the quantity of water, precipitation, infiltra-1221
tion or other hydraulic characteristics to be accurate which is a field of study by1222
itself, not necessarily reflecting long-term processes (Whipple et al., 2013).1223
A number of solutions have been suggested to solve this problem (e.g. Barnes1224
et al., 2014; Cordonnier et al., 2018; Schwanghart and Scherler, 2017; Soille and1225
Gratin, 1994). The main categories of algorithms consist in either filling the1226
depressions (e.g. Barnes et al., 2014) or carving the depressions (e.g. Lindsay,1227
2016).1228
The principle of filling pits within a Digital Elevation Model consists in in-1229
creasing the elevation of any node within a depression to ensure an outlet. Many1230
algorithms exist for this purpose. Barnes et al. (2014) reviews the existing algo-1231
rithms and suggests Soille and Gratin (1994) was the first to introduce a filling1232
algorithm. Barnes et al. (2014) also propose a new algorithm with linear com-1233
plexity based on a priority queue to sort nodes, of which slightly modified versions1234
(Barnes, 2016a; Zhou et al., 2016) are the most optimised in the literature. These1235
algorithms are based on a queue, which start from the edges of the grid and pro-1236
cess nodes sorted by their elevation. It finds the optimal path for a depression1237
to spill out and apply the outlet elevation to all nodes within the pits. The dif-1238
ferences between implementations lie in which method is used for the sorting,1239
queuing, path finding and ignoring nodes which do not need to be processed.1240
For this Thesis, I utilise the algorithm described in Wang and Liu (2006)1241
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which is of complexity O(n log2[n]) implemented within LSDTopoTools. As the1242
algorithm produces the same result as the most optimised version, preprocessing1243
flow routing is a one time process and the complexity of Wang and Liu (2006) is1244
reasonable; I have chosen not to expend effort implementing faster algorithms.1245
Carving algorithms have the opposite approach to filling. They first identify1246
the depressions, and "breach" a path from the bottom of the pit, i.e. the node1247
with no down-slope neighbour, to the nearest outlet. We utilise the implementa-1248
tion of Lindsay (2016) for this thesis, which can be faster than filling depending1249
on the pit geometry (Lindsay, 2016). Both algorithms can impose a minimum1250
slope to the filled areas, which are added to the DEM to avoid flat areas.1251
Computation speed is not the main factor determining which algorithm to1252
select. Each of the two methods may suit a particular landscape, depending1253
on the topographic context. The methods can produce both "overfilling" and1254
"overcarving". Filling and carving, with their respective caveats, are illustrated1255
in Figure 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5.1256
Overcarving happens when topographic noise happens to show a very localised1257
deep pit, e.g. a batch of few pixels few tens of metres bellow surrounding area.1258
I have found that the ALOS World 3D 30m dataset, although quite accurate in1259
mountains compared to SRTM (Tarolli and Mudd, 2020), is prone to localised1260
pits: these tend to appear over bright objects such as metal roofs and sometimes1261
at whitewater. Since the ALOS W3D30 DEM is derived from optical data, this1262
problem suggest very bright pixels confuse the protogrammetric algorithms used1263
to create this DEM. When a pit is present, the carving algorithm will generate1264
an unrealistic trench to drain the pit. In general, I favoured carving over filling,1265
as pits can be detected and manually filled, and once this is performed carving1266
preserves more of the original topography. In Chapter 5, I also uses an hybrid1267
method to carve most of the depressions but low surface deep artifact which get1268
filled.1269
Overfilling occurs on very flat surfaces and narrow valleys, where a topo-1270
graphic dam (from noise or from an actual dam captured by the DEM) elevates1271
the outlet of the area. This can result in filling of large upstream areas, hiding1272
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Figure 2.3: 1D conceptual topographic cross-sections illustrating 3 scenarios, (a,b,
and c) highlighting how filling and carving algorithms alter the digital elevation model.
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Figure 2.4: Carving algorithm caveat on a DEM. A small-surface pit trigger the
carving of a deep trench and alters the flow routing in the area.
Figure 2.5: Filling algorithm caveat on a DEM. A "dam" triggers the filling of the
whole upstream valley, the filled areas in red hide big portions of underlying topography.
topographic variations.1273
Recent developments have led to more sophisticated methods, which may be1274
worth implementing in the future within topographic analysis suites. Schwang-1275
hart and Scherler (2017) developed within TopoToolbox (Schwanghart and Scher-1276
ler, 2014) two statistical-based methods, namely quantile carving and CRS algo-1277
rithms, which take the whole river network and makes use of non-parametric1278
regression to correct the noise-affected sections. Another recent development is1279
the use of graph theory to reroute the depression nodes in a correct order based1280
on the topography. Two similar approaches have been developed to serve that1281
purpose (Barnes et al., 2019; Cordonnier et al., 2018), these methods have two1282
advantages: first it does not affect the topography circumventing the caveats1283
linked to overfilling or overcarving while leaving extreme flexibility in potential1284
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way to correct the topography; secondly they are extremely optimised showing1285
both (i) a near-O(n) complexity and (ii) already prepare the node structure for1286
subsequent analysis.1287
2.3.2 Optimised node structure1288
Once the digital elevation model has been filled or carved, most algorithms that1289
depend on flow routing rely on a carefully organised node structure for computa-1290
tional efficiency. For example, calculating drainage area or discharge at a node i1291
needs to be done after all upstream ones to ensure correctness (e.g. O’Callaghan1292
and Mark, 1984). A contrasting example is to calculate χ over a river network,1293
which requires the accumulation of a value from base level to source and iterating1294
though node in a particular order (Royden et al., 2000).1295
Prior to 2014, algorithms for flow ordering relied on sorting algorithms, which1296
are notorious for their computational expense (Alturani et al., 2013). Braun1297
and Willett (2013) were the first to derive a method specifically for processing1298
Digital Elevation Models and ordering nodes that circumvented the for sorting1299
algorithms. The method uses graph theory to organise nodes through a stack us-1300
ing the number of donors and the position of the receivers of each nodes. Donors,1301
receivers and base level are calculated following a D8 routine (O’Callaghan and1302
Mark, 1984), where each node has only one receiver and it is the one showing the1303
steepest slope amongst the neighbouring down-slope nodes.1304
The resulting stack has many computational advantages. First, the compu-1305
tational expense is O(n), which makes it particularly efficient for large rasters.1306
Secondly, iterating through the node in the stack order ensures that every receiver1307
node is processed before its donor nodes, without having to iterate through neigh-1308
bours to check the ordering. Iterating through the stack in reverse order ensures1309
that every donor node is processed before their receivers. Finally this approach1310
allows users to segment the stack by extracting all nodes draining to an area1311
with the total number of donors by node. All of these operations provide the1312
prerequisite node structure to process efficiently most of the geomorphological1313
routines. The main limitation of the method is that Braun and Willett (2013)’s1314
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Figure 2.6: Illustration of the node structure from Braun and Willett (2013). The
node order allows comprehensive iteration from base-level to top, and inverted stack
order from top to bottom.
very efficient version only valid for single receiver, and is not compatible with1315
multiple-flow frameworks (e.g. Tarboton, 1997). Alternative algorithms exist but1316
there is a significant drop of performances as the number of edges (links from a1317
node to others) is much higher if multiple receivers are allowed. In graph theory,1318
the generic name of the algorithms organising a graph such as all the donors are1319
processed before their receiver is “topological ordering”.1320
2.3.3 Extracting river networks1321
Extracting a river network on the sole basis of landscape morphology has been1322
examined by many geomorphological studies (e.g. Clubb et al., 2014; Grieve et1323
al., 2016; O’Callaghan and Mark, 1984; Pelletier, 2013). A number of different1324
principles have been invoked to find channel heads. The most common one, and1325
the only one compatible with Digital Elevation Models with a resolution < 12m1326
(Grieve et al., 2016), is based on a critical drainage area for channel formation,1327
or an estimate of critical discharge if precipitation data is available.1328
The first step consists in calculating flow routing through the landscape. Flow1329
direction, donors and receivers have already been calculated in the previous step,1330
flow accumulation can therefore be calculated by iterating through reverse stack1331
order. The accumulation values, i.e. drainage area or precipitation per unit of1332
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Figure 2.7: River network extracted with different drainage area thresholds, the values
of drainage area at which the rivers are initiated. a) 4.5∗105, b) 1.8∗106 and c) 4.5∗106.
The drainage density increases as the threshold decreases as less water is assumed to be
required to initiate the rivers and therefore increase the number of presumed sources.
time per area, is (i) added to the node and (ii) transmitted to the receiver. Once1333
the the stack is fully iterated, drainage area is available. Extracting rivers from1334
this method only consists in applying a threshold drainage area to only keep the1335
river node. The value of this threshold will determine the density of the extracted1336
network, i.e. is the study focusing on small rivers or large ones.1337
Higher resolution Digital Elevation Models allow the use of more sophisticated1338
methods, as determining optimal drainage area thresholds can be difficult, and1339
potentially inaccurate because not all channel heads occur at the same drainage1340
area (Clubb et al., 2014). For this thesis, three additional methods have been1341
utilised. Pelletier (2013) suggested a two-parameter method, tested against syn-1342
thetic and real landscapes. The method is based on tangential curvature and ex-1343
pected relative discharge in confined valley to determine channel head locations,1344
which then can reconstruct a river network downstream. Clubb et al. (2014)1345
developed a method using χ coordinate and tangential curvature to determine1346
channel head named DrEICH (Figure 2.8), offering a process-based alternative1347
to other purely morphological methods. Grieve et al. (2016) developed a method1348
based on Passalacqua et al. (2010) and Pelletier (2013), using a Wiener filter1349
to provide a non-parametric extraction method, not extremely sensitive to grid1350
resolution.1351
The main limitation of all of these methods is that they rely on the choice of1352
user defined parameters, which need to be constrained and or justify. There is no1353
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Figure 2.8: Channel heads extracted with different methods, the colored lines are the
rivers extracted by the different algorithms and the circles are the river sources observed
on field. Figure from Clubb et al. (2014).
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general method to constrain them and they vary between landscapes. Artificially1354
varying the density of the river network can affect the metrics extracted, as1355
channel steepness is meaningless when extracted from hillslopes (Clubb et al.,1356
2014; Kirby and Whipple, 2012; Whipple et al., 2013).1357
2.3.4 Constraining θ1358
To calculate χ, ks or ksn, the first step consists in calculating θ. I very briefly1359
introduce the principal in this Subsection, as Chapter 4 is dedicated to this1360
subject. Traditionally, constraining θ is done using linear regression of Slope–1361
Area plots in log space (Wobus et al., 2006c). If equation 1.16 is converted into1362
log space, we find:1363
log10[S] = −θ log10[A] + log10[ks] (2.1)
allows the linearisation of the power-law relationship. θ can then be extracted1364
using linear regression of the data points. This method often requires data pre-1365
processing methods, such as binning or smoothing, which result in data loss (e.g.1366
Mudd et al., 2018; Perron and Royden, 2013; Wobus et al., 2006c, and chapter1367
Knickpoint and Concavity).1368
More recently, Perron and Royden (2013) first demonstrated the use of the1369
integral method, whereby drainage area is integrated along flow distannce to1370
result in a parameter called χ, to constrain θ. The principle is based on the fact1371
that all tributaries are expected to be collinear in χ space, as indirectly suggested1372
by earlier studies (Niemann et al., 2001; Playfair, 1802).1373
Mudd et al. (2018) presented different methods exploring ways to determine1374
the value of θ which maximises collinearity in χ space and concluded that method1375
based on a disorder metric is the most efficient and effective to quantify the1376
colinearity (Goren et al., 2014; Hergarten et al., 2016). Chapter 4 expands on1377
this method to explore spatial variations in concavity indices and its implication;1378
the methods, its implications and advantages over S–A methods are developed1379
there.1380
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2.3.5 Calculating χ1381
Calculating χ requires user-defined parameters, i.e. subjective choices which1382
require justification. Firstly, equation 1.21 demonstrates χ relies on the choice1383
of the integration constant A0, or “reference drainage area”. For the majority1384
of cases, we set this constant to 1, because this choice means that the gradient1385
of the channel in χ–elevation space is the same as ks (see equation 1.22). The1386
implication of varying A0 is explored in Chapter 3, and in Perron and Royden1387
(2013). Secondly, χ values depend on the choice of xb, the base level at which1388
the integration starts. This point is explored by Forte and Whipple (2018), who1389
demonstrated the effect of changing xb at mountain range scale. Thirdly, as1390
exposed in the previous subsection, χ depends on the choice of θref .1391
Once these choices are made, χ is calculated numerically using the stack order1392
from xb to accumulate the value using trapezoidal approximation to approximate1393
the integration:1394












where i represents a river node i, ri is the receiver of i and ∆x the flow distance1395
between a node and its receiver ∆x = xi − xri.1396
2.3.6 Extracting ks1397
Once θ is constrained and the χ coordinate calculated, one can further calculate1398
ks, or ksn. Traditionally this was done using equation 2.1 (Wobus et al., 2006c),1399
log[ks] being the intercept of log[S] at log[A] = 0. This method is available1400
through a number of software packages (e.g. Forte and Whipple, 2019; Schwang-1401
hart and Scherler, 2014) that propose different methods to segment and bin S–A1402
plots to extract ksn. In Chapter 4, ksn is also calculated with the Slope–Area1403
method for comparing it to the integral one. Calculation follows Wobus et al.1404
(2006a). For this thesis, all chapters use χ-based regression methods to calcu-1405
late ks. Gallen and Wegmann (2017) and Schwanghart and Scherler (2014) have1406
methods providing linear regressions over a user-defined number of nodes to ex-1407
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tract ks from χ− z profiles. This method, although simple, has the drawback of1408
smoothing over potentially sharp boundaries between slope patches (sensu Roy-1409
den and Taylor Perron (2013)) and rely on a number of user inputs, reducing its1410
reproducibility.1411
To circumvent this issue, Mudd et al. (2014) developed a segmentation algo-1412
rithm that aimed to objectively segment the χ − z profiles. The segmentation1413
process should ideally fulfill two conditions: (i) each segment should minimise the1414
linear regression error R2 to accurately approximate the river profile while (ii)1415
providing a relevant number of segments representing the slope patches. The first1416
condition is easier to fulfill with a high number of segments, as ultimately linear1417
regressions with very few nodes have a much higher R2, but this is in tension1418
with the second condition which requires a reasonably low number. Note that1419
each rivers is processed separately, as opposed to the whole basin at the same1420
time like slope area method, to ensure that each slope patch is representing local1421
conditions.1422
To balance the two conditions, Mudd et al. (2014) set a multi-steps algorithms1423
that separates data into the most likely combination of piecewise linear segments.1424
First, the method partitions a given set of nodes in the profile using a method1425
described in Walker and Skiena (1992), providing all possible sets of segments1426
for this particular subset of nodes within the transformed profile. Secondly, it1427
calculates the slope, intercept and R2 of the linear regression of each possible1428
segments. Thirdly, the most-likely combination of segments is selected using a1429
criteria originally described in Akaike (1974) and later modified by Hurvich and1430
Tsai (1989):1431
AICc = 2(kAIC − log[MLE] +
kAIC(kAIC + 1)














kAIC is the number of parameters per simulations (is est the intercept and the1433
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slope of each segments, then the number of segments times 2), N is the total num-1434
ber of node by segments and σ the standard deviation of the the elevation nodes1435
within the segment. AICc penalises overfitting with too many segments (this1436
is the purpose of the AICc, and also penalised poor fits of individual segments.1437
While this method is able to fulfill the aforementioned criteria for successful1438
segmentation, it has its limititations. The main limitation of the Mudd et al.1439
(2014) is that the computational expense increases non-linearly with the number1440
of nodes within the subset and becomes difficult to use when the number exceeds1441
100 (Mudd et al., 2014): in fact the computational expense goes as the factorial1442
of number of nodes in the subset, meaning even 200 nodes becomes computa-1443
tionally impossible. To alleviate this problem (Mudd et al., 2014) implemented1444
a Monte Carlo iterative scheme, which skips a given number of random nodes1445
at each iteration with the intention of making each subset unique and covering1446
more distance along the profile. The whole process of partitioning and selecting1447
the most-likely combination is repeated at each iteration, and the final ks value1448
of each node is the averaged values of each iteration in which the node has been1449
taken in account.1450
The imitations of the method, beyond computational expense, are mainly1451
linked to the need of constraining its parameters. The exact effect of each pa-1452
rameters is developed in Chapter 3. The main element to constrain is the size of1453
the segments, which is influenced by (i) the number of nodes skipped in averaged1454
during each iterations and (ii) the number of nodes by subsets. However there is1455
not a best practice as this aspect depends on the context in which ksn is calcu-1456
lated (i.e. is the study investigating large scale variations in channel steepness, or1457
detailed slope patches) and on the quality and resolution of the Digital Elevation1458
Model.1459
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Figure 2.9: Illustration of the partitioning process to calculate ksn from χ–Elevation
profile. It illustrates the co-balancing of the AICc and the MLE to determine the
optimal segments. Figure from Mudd et al. (2014).
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Chapter 31460
A segmentation approach for the1461
reproducible extraction and1462
quantification of knickpoints from1463
river long profiles1464
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Abstract1474
Changes in the steepness of river profiles or abrupt vertical steps (i.e. waterfalls)1475
are thought to be indicative of changes in erosion rates, lithology, or other factors1476
that affect landscape evolution. These changes are referred to as knickpoints or1477
knickzones and are pervasive in bedrock river systems. Such features are thought1478
to reveal information about landscape evolution and patterns of erosion, and1479
therefore their locations are often reported in the geomorphic literature. It is1480
imperative that studies reporting knickpoints and knickzones use a reproducible1481
method of quantifying their locations, as their number and spatial distribution1482
play an important role in interpreting tectonically active landscapes. In this1483
contribution we introduce a reproducible knickpoint and knickzone extraction al-1484
gorithm that uses river profiles transformed by integrating drainage area along1485
channel length (the so-called integral or χ method). The profile is then statisti-1486
cally segmented and the differing slopes and step changes in elevations of these1487
segments are used to identify knickpoints and knickzones, and their relative mag-1488
nitudes. The output locations of identified knickpoints and knickzones compare1489
favourably with human mapping: we test the method on Santa Cruz Island, CA,1490
using previously reported knickzones and also test the method against a new1491
dataset from the Quadrilátero Ferrífero in Brazil. The algorithm allows extrac-1492
tion of varying knickpoint morphologies, including stepped, positive slope-breaks1493
(concave upward) and negative slope-break knickpoints. We identify parameters1494
that most affect the resulting knickpoint and knickzone locations, and provide1495
guidance for both usage and outputs of the method to produce reproducible1496
knickpoint datasets.1497
3.1 Introduction1498
Landscapes are shaped by competition between crustal processes such as tectonic1499
plate motion or dynamic topography and deposition or erosion at the Earth’s1500
surface. This competition, if unperturbed, tends toward topographic steady-state1501
where vertical motions are counterbalanced by erosion (e.g., Hack, 1960; Willett1502
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and Brandon, 2002b). In unglaciated landscapes, the main driver of erosion is the1503
river system (Ahnert, 1970), which incises the landscape to remove and transport1504
material from uplands to active basins. The analysis of river long profiles has1505
been a key method to interpret landscape evolution (e.g., Wobus et al., 2006a),1506
from the early recognition of graded rivers (e.g., Gilbert, 1877) to the generalised1507
recognition that river profiles reflect varying erosion processes (e.g., Dietrich et1508
al., 2003; Hack, 1960; Howard, 1965; Howard et al., 1994; Kirby and Whipple,1509
2012; Mackin, 1948).1510
In a river system, topographic steady state requires spatially stable rock uplift1511
and climatic conditions over a long period of time (Willett and Brandon, 2002b).1512
In most landscapes, however, these conditions are unlikely (Baldwin et al., 2003).1513
Many processes have been suggested to result in both spatial and temporal vari-1514
ations in uplift rate, such as varying tectonic stress (e.g., Kirby and Whipple,1515
2012), complex mantle processes inducing vertical motions (e.g., Braun, 2010;1516
Faccenna and Becker, 2010), uplift driven by differential rock density (Braun et1517
al., 2014) and base level variations linked to eustatic variations (e.g., Lambeck1518
and Chappell, 2001; Powell, 1875; Schumann et al., 2016). River systems affected1519
by these processes respond by transmitting signals upstream through the channel1520
network (e.g., Royden and Taylor Perron, 2013; Whipple et al., 1999), even-1521
tually driving drainage network reorganisation resulting in additional transient1522
signals (e.g., Castelltort et al., 2012; Mather, 2000; Mudd, 2017; Whipple et al.,1523
2017a; Willett et al., 2014). Moreover, river profiles are also affected by intrinsic1524
landscape properties, such as fracture density (e.g Whipple, 2002) or differential1525
lithology (e.g., Forte et al., 2016; Stock and Montgomery, 1999) which can also1526
lead to morphological adjustment of the channel (e.g., Kirby and Whipple, 2012).1527
The most direct and widely observed expression of river adjustment to transient1528
or intrinsic perturbations is a discrete change in river gradient, commonly referred1529
as a “knickpoint”.1530
Changes in channel gradient linked to different lithologies have been recog-1531
nised in geomorphological studies for centuries. Lapparent and Lapparent (1896)1532
suggested that these changes may represent “successive reaches” with different1533
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base levels, hypothesising that these reaches somehow migrate upstream. Davis1534
(1889) recognised the tectonic genesis of some of these signals, describing how1535
landscapes experience erosion cycles with periods of “rejuvenation” followed by1536
periods of gradual adjustment, and thus transience. However, these early studies1537
did not name such morphologies as distinct entities. The term “knickpoint” was1538
first introduced into the geomorphological literature by Knopf (1924), borrowing1539
the word from chemical sciences to “denote an abrupt change in direction from a1540
gentle concave curve to a curve that is convex upward” (p.636).1541
Based on earlier observations on the topography and geology of the Appalachi-1542
ans (e.g., Barrell, 1920; Bascom, 1921), Knopf (1924) described a knickpoint as1543
a migrating steepened boundary between two river reaches. She went on to state1544
that the downstream reach should flow with a gradient determined by the present1545
day balance between uplift and erosion, and the upstream reach should flow with1546
a gradient representing an older such balance. Recognition of knickpoints and1547
their significance in transient landscapes has driven much research into interpret-1548
ing topography (e.g., Abbühl et al., 2011; Crosby and Whipple, 2006; Kirby and1549
Whipple, 2012; Wobus et al., 2006a), as well as using river profiles to extract past1550
uplift histories (e.g., Pritchard et al., 2009).1551
The diverse nature of knickpoint formation means that these features have1552
been used to investigate many geomorphological problems. For example, retreat1553
rates have been used to link knickpoints with tectonic events and faulting (e.g1554
Attal et al., 2011; Attal et al., 2008; Whittaker, 2012) or climatically triggered1555
base-level fall (e.g., Baynes et al., 2015; Crosby and Whipple, 2006; Neely et al.,1556
2017). Although migrating knickpoints are commonly associated with base level1557
variations, Haviv et al. (2010) highlighted the role of differential lithologies in re-1558
treat rates of vertical knickpoints within tectonically and climatically stable land-1559
scapes. Furthermore, Scheingross and Lamb (2016) and Scheingross et al. (2017)1560
noted the importance of sediment supply and hydraulic conditions in waterfall1561
retreat, providing a quantitative interpretation of the early observations of Lap-1562
parent and Lapparent (1896) on waterfall migration. Cook et al. (2013) observed1563
an important correlation between knickpoint retreat and bedload transport, fur-1564
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ther highlighting the importance of sediment transport. Bishop and Goldrick1565
(2010) demonstrated that considering the role of resistant lithologies is crucial1566
when studying landscape evolution, as they can considerably slow down land-1567
scape response time to transient signals. Other studies have linked knickpoints1568
directly to landscape characteristics such as heterogeneous lithology (e.g., Duvall,1569
2004; Kirby et al., 2003; Stock and Montgomery, 1999; Tucker and Slingerland,1570
1996). Recent analogue experiments on knickpoint retreat (e.g., Baynes et al.,1571
2018) have highlighted the inter-connectivity of all these processes and the need1572
to consider both internal and external landscape characteristics.1573
These examples demonstrate the importance but also the diversity of tran-1574
sient and lithologic signals in landscapes, and highlight that different processes1575
can generate remarkably similar channel morphology. It is therefore crucial to1576
define knickpoints morphologically before drawing interpretations about their sig-1577
nificance in term of processes or genesis. In this contribution, we aim to provide1578
a method for reproducibly and systematically extracting knickpoints within real1579
landscapes based on river profile morphology.1580
3.1.1 Knickpoint morphology and detection1581
Morphological description1582
Knickpoints can be defined as discrete changes in river gradient (Whipple et1583
al., 1999). Haviv et al. (2010) proposed two end-member knickpoints: break-in-1584
slope knickpoints, expressed by an abrupt change in river gradient; and break-1585
in-elevation knickpoints, characterized by step in the elevation as a waterfall1586
with similar gradient on both sides of the knickpoint. These knickpoints are1587
now commonly referred as slope-break knickpoints and vertical-step knickpoints1588
(e.g., Kirby and Whipple, 2012; Neely et al., 2017). Kirby and Whipple (2012)1589
suggest that although vertical-step knickpoints tend to be linked to discrete het-1590
erogeneities along the river profile (e.g., caused by geological boundaries), both1591
morphologies can be either fixed or mobile and each style of knickpoint may be1592
generated by a range of processes.1593
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As discussed in Goldrick and Bishop (2007) and Kirby and Whipple (2012),1594
both morphologies can be detected using a slope–area plot (Figure 3.1) or a1595
slope–distance plot. It has long been observed that channel gradients vary sys-1596
tematically as a function of drainage area. For example, Gilbert (1877) stated1597
that “In general we may say that, ceteris paribus, declivity bears an inverse re-1598
lation to quantity of water (p.114).” How do we then find anomalous channel1599
gradients? In the mid-twentieth century, authors such as Hack (1957) and Mori-1600
sawa (1962) found systematic, quantitative relationships between channel gradi-1601
ent and drainage area, often used as a proxy for discharge. Morisawa (1962) and1602
later Flint (1974) recognised that channel gradients often declined systematically1603
downstream in a trend that could be described by a power law:1604
S = ksA
−θ, (3.1)
where θ is referred to as the concavity index since it describes how concave a1605
profile is: the higher the value, the more rapidly a channel’s gradient decreases1606
downstream. The term ks is called the steepness index, as it sets the overall1607
gradient of the channel, and a number of authors have noted that ks frequently1608
scales with erosion rate in lithologically homogeneous landscapes (e.g., DiBiase1609
et al., 2010; Harel et al., 2016; Mandal et al., 2015; Ouimet et al., 2009; Scherler1610
et al., 2014). A knickpoint might manifest itself as an abrupt change in slope–area1611
scaling, and lead to local variations in ks (Figure 3.1a).1612
However, using slope–area data derived from digital elevation models (DEMs)1613
suffers from noise in channel slopes, leading to scattering of gradient data, as1614
discussed in Perron and Royden (2013). Wobus et al. (2006a) proposed methods1615
to reduce the effect of noise and extract trends from slope–area plots. These1616
recommendations include regular sampling of elevations to extrapolate artefact-1617
free contour lines or logarithmic binning by drainage area. Smoothing induces1618
inexorable data loss and may result in difficulties detecting subtle, but important1619
features such as knickpoints (Figure 3.1b).1620
Alternatively, we can integrate equation (3.1), since S = dz/dx where z is ele-1621
vation and x is distance along the channel (e.g., Whipple et al., 2017b), resulting1622
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Figure 3.1: Different methods to detect knickpoints. (a) Cartoon showing how
vertical-step and slope-break knickpoints appear in slope–area plots, adapted from
Kirby and Whipple (2012). (b) A slope–area plot derived from SRTM 30 metres res-
olution data in Romania; the catchment’s outlet coordinates are 45.252842, 26.375697
(WGS84). Different colours represent different tributaries, small ‘+‘ symbols are in-
dividual data points and circles are logarithmically binned data. A single slope-break
knickpoint can be interpreted but minor knickpoints are more difficult to extract. (c)
The same basin represented in a χ–elevation plot, using θ = 0.15.
in1623
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where A0 is a reference drainage area, introduced to nondimensionalise the1624
area term within the integral in equation (4.3). We can then define a longitudinal1625









χ has dimensions of length, and is defined such that at any point in the channel1627







The χ approach to represent normalised long profiles (equations (4.5) and1628
(4.4)) can serve as an alternative method to explore the slope–area relation-1629
ship within a drainage network. The χ coordinate integrates information about1630
drainage area, while requiring less smoothing and lumping than log(S)–log(A)1631
plots (Figure 3.1c). This approach has been widely used in recent studies (e.g.,1632
Moodie et al., 2017; Mouchené et al., 2017; Mudd et al., 2014; Neely et al., 2017;1633
Perron and Royden, 2013; Whipple et al., 2017a; Willett et al., 2014).1634
Existing algorithms1635
Traditional knickpoint identification from DEMs relied upon user-based selection1636
along river long profiles (e.g., Hayakawa and Oguchi, 2006; Wobus et al., 2006a).1637
Several computational methods have been proposed for extracting knickpoints1638
from DEM-derived datasets. The first (semi-)automated methods taking advan-1639
tage of digital topographic data used long-profile geometry to isolate knickpoints1640
or knickzones. Hayakawa and Oguchi (2006) proposed a semi-automated extrac-1641
tion method based on decreasing of gradient with increasing length. This method1642
involved the use of ArcGIS and spreadsheet software to process the outputs for1643
each river. Recognising the need for automated regional knickpoint mapping1644
methods in geomorphological studies, Gonga-Saholiariliva et al. (2011) proposed1645
an automated algorithm to map abrupt changes in river gradient using slope,1646
profile, and planview curvature. Gallen et al. (2013) used systematic changes in1647
profile convexity over given thresholds (> 20 metres in elevation drop, coupled1648
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with a slope threshold ≥ 0.1) to isolate knickpoints in fluvially-dominated chan-1649
nels with the aim of reconstructing rejuvenation events, both climatically and1650
tectonically driven, in the southern Appalachians. A similar method has been1651
implemented in ArcGIS by Queiroz et al. (2015). More recently, Zahra et al.1652
(2017) published an ArcGIS toolset (called KET) that automates and optimizes1653
the Hayakawa and Oguchi (2006) method. These methods are based of the direct1654
use of channel elevation, gradient and curvature, and so are susceptible to pre-1655
viously described limitations related to noise. Furthermore, the Hayakawa and1656
Oguchi (2006) method does not incorporate drainage area information, which is1657
an important parameter to consider when studying knickpoints over large spatial1658
scales, or when interpreting the retreat rates of these features.1659
Another set of methods exploit the use of ks from equation 3.1 (or ksn when1660
calculated using a fixed value of θ) to extract knickpoints from slope-area plots,1661
as reviewed by Neely et al. (2017). These methods suffer from limitations linked1662
to slope-area scattering, noise sensitivity and difficulty in precisely locating knick-1663
points because of the stepped nature of drainage area (increasing instantaneously1664
downstream when a new tributary reaches the river channel). To ameliorate prob-1665
lems with noise and data scattering, Bennett et al. (2016) devised a method that1666
first calculates ksn on channel profiles smoothed using the algorithm of Schwang-1667
hart and Scherler (2014). This derives ksn either from regression of slope–area1668
plots, or using the first-order derivative of χ plots. The method selects a knick-1669
point where the ratio between downstream and upstream ksn , averaged with two1670
2-km long serial windows, exceeds a factor of two.1671
Neely et al. (2017) developed an algorithm focused on knickzone detection1672
(KZ-picker). Knickzones are selected from normalized profiles (using the ap-1673
proach of Perron and Royden (2013)) by comparison with a reference profile,1674
calculated for a defined concavity index (θ in equation 3.1). This reference profile1675
is a line in χ–elevation space between the outlet and headwaters of the channel,1676
and knickzones are then defined based on the deviation of the χ profile from the1677
reference. After initial detection, knickzones are quantified by their relief (eleva-1678
tion drop) and adjusted using several filters or lumping-window parameters. This1679
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method is well adapted to detect knickzones that are composed of a base and a1680
lip separating a steepened reach. Example of output produced by this algorithm1681
and compared to our is presented in section (3.5.4).1682
Another method for extracting knickpoints has recently been implemented1683
using TopoToolbox (Schwanghart and Scherler, 2014). Albeit unpublished, the1684
code is available and also aims to reproducibly extract knickpoint locations from1685
river profiles. It selects knickpoints by creating reference channel profiles that1686
are concave up and then selecting knickpoints where the actual channels are the1687
most different from the reference channels. Although not based on the slope–area1688
relationship, this method is perhaps the closest algorithmic attempt to match the1689
knickpoint definition of early workers (e.g., Knopf, 1924). A sensitivity param-1690
eter defines the number of iterations and indirectly the number of knickpoints1691
detected. After knickpoint extraction, a value is attributed to each identified1692
knickpoint quantifying the divergence of the long profile from the reference pro-1693
file. We discuss the similarities and differences of this method compared to our1694
method in Section 3.6.1695
Motivation for a new method1696
Despite the large number of past approaches to selecting knickpoints, we have1697
developed a new method because i) many authors still select knickpoints based1698
on qualitative interpretation of channel long profiles or slope–area data and we1699
desired an open source, reproducible method that has no reliance on propri-1700
etary software such as ArcGIS (e.g., Hayakawa and Oguchi, 2006) or MATLAB1701
(e.g., Neely et al., 2017; Schwanghart and Scherler, 2014); ii) channel erosion is1702
modelled to scale with discharge, and therefore we wished to use a method that1703
includes discharge (or its proxy drainage area); iii) existing slope–area approaches1704
make it difficult to pinpoint knickpoint locations (Figure 3.1), and therefore we1705
choose to use a χ-based approach; iv) we wished to develop a method that not1706
only selected knickpoint locations but included metrics of changes in normalised1707
channel steepness, as that metric is frequently used in tectonic geomorphology1708
and v) we aimed to create a method allowing the differentiation between different1709
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knickpoints morphologies (e.g., slope-break vs vertical-step).1710
Although the newest methods (Neely et al., 2017; Schwanghart and Scherler,1711
2014) meet a subset of these criteria, they both only describe a specific morphol-1712
ogy of knickpoint/knickzone and use indirect methods to quantify their magni-1713
tude (e.g. derived from the comparison with a reference profile). Our aim here1714
is to provide a method that selects locations, styles (e.g. vertical step, slope-1715
break), and magnitudes (e.g. main features or secondary ones) of knickpoints1716
and knickzones that is free of manual selection in order to complement these ex-1717
isting methods that are more focused on identifying locations of a particular style1718
of knickpoints and knickzones (e.g. waterfall).1719
We provide comparisons with two existing methods in section 3.5.4. These1720
have been chosen for the following reasons: i) the knickpoint-extracting algo-1721
rithms are open-source (with the limitation of MATLAB licenses), ii) the methods1722
are objective, reproducible and provides a quantification of knickpoint magnitude1723
in order to compare it with our and iii) (Schwanghart and Scherler, 2014) is purely1724
based on channel morphology while (Neely et al., 2017) uses the slope–area rela-1725
tionship and χ thus providing a reasonable comparison of our algorithm with the1726
range of existing methods.1727
3.2 Methods1728
An overview of our knickpoint identification method can be found in figure 3.2.1729
3.2.1 DEM preprocessing and river network extraction1730
Firstly, we fill the DEM using the filling algorithm of Wang and Liu (2006),1731
to make sure that each cell has a flow direction and to avoid internal basins1732
generated by DEM noise (e.g., Barnes et al., 2014). This approach is suitable for1733
cases where no feature is spuriously damming the DEM. Spurious damming can1734
occur when vegetation, bridges, or other features lead to high elevations over the1735
channel when in fact the channel sits at a lower elevation. The filling process will1736
create flat surfaces behind such spurious dams and will therefore hinder channel1737
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Figure 3.2: Flowchart of the knickpoint detection algorithm.
profile analysis.1738
If features that lead to spurious damming are present, we give users the option1739
to use a breaching or carving algorithm. This excavates through spurious dams to1740
avoid overfilling. The depression-breaching algorithm in our code is that created1741
by Lindsay (e.g., 2016) and adapted from Barnes (2016b) within our method. It is1742
also possible to supply the algorithm with preprocessed DEMs (e.g., Schwanghart1743
and Scherler, 2017).1744
From the preprocessed, carved, or filled DEM, we provide several methods1745
of extracting the river network, including the DrEICH method (Clubb et al.,1746
2014); a curvature method proposed by Pelletier (2013); and a method that1747
uses a Wiener filter (Wiener, 1949) that combines elements of the methods of1748
Pelletier (2013) and Passalacqua et al. (2010) first implemented by Grieve et1749
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al. (2016) and F.J. (2017); Grieve et al. (2016) found this latter method least1750
sensitive to DEM resolution. Finally, we include extraction based on a drainage1751
area threshold, more suitable for low-resolution DEMs (e.g., SRTM, ASTER) or1752
large-scale studies where the location of channel heads is less important. We also1753
ensure during the preprocessing that no catchments are beheaded by the edge1754
of the DEM, as the χ coordinate is a function of drainage area and therefore1755
incomplete basins will have incorrect χ values.1756
3.2.2 ksn extraction1757
Following channel extraction, we then calculate the χ coordinate for the resulting1758
network. A key parameter that must be constrained prior to calculation of χ is1759
the concavity index (θ). Changing the concavity index significantly affects values1760
of the the χ coordinate (e.g., Gasparini and Whipple, 2014; Kirby and Whipple,1761
2012; Mudd et al., 2018) and therefore subsequent knickpoint extraction. We1762
select the concavity index using a method developed by Mudd et al. (2018).1763
This method calculates the χ coordinates for a range of concavities within each1764
watershed, and determines the most likely concavity index by directly comparing1765
the collinearity of points on each tributary with the trunk channel (Mudd et al.,1766
2018; Perron and Royden, 2013). This approach does not assume linearity in χ–1767
elevation space, and therefore is applicable in transient landscapes (Mudd et al.,1768
2018).1769
Once we determine θ values for each basin, we calculate χ and then use χ–1770
elevation profiles to determine changes in ksn , which is the gradient of the χ–1771
elevation profile when we set A0 = 1 (see equation 4.3). Theoretical work by1772
Royden and Taylor Perron (2013) suggested that in eroding landscapes changes1773
in erosion rates would be represented by changes in χ–elevation gradient between1774
segments of channels that would be linear in χ–elevation space, which Royden1775
and Taylor Perron (2013) called slope patches. Mudd et al. (2014) devised a1776
statistical method that identified the most likely linear segments in χ–elevation1777
space. This technique searched all possible combinations of channel pixels and1778
used the corrected Akaike Information Criterion (AICc) (Akaike, 1974; Hurvich1779
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and Tsai, 1989) to balance goodness of fit of linear segments against over-fitting1780
the data. Here we use this same algorithm to search for breaks in slope within1781
the profile corresponding to knickpoint locations.1782
Knickpoints will manifest themselves as changes in the slope of these patches,1783
equivalent to the slope-break knickpoints of Kirby and Whipple (2012), whereas1784
knickzones will be represented by patches with locally high gradients. That is,1785
knickpoints and knickzones result in either changes in or locally high values of ks1786
(or ksn if calculated with a fixed concavity index). The segmentation algorithm1787
casts the profile as a series of linear segments, and each segment has a gradient1788
and an intercept. The gradient reflects ks of the segment and the intercept can1789
be used to detect vertical-step knickpoints, as it detects elevation jumps between1790
adjacent slope patches.1791
The method developed by Mudd et al. (2014) subsamples underlying topo-1792
graphic data iteratively: on each iteration nodes from the channel network are1793
chosen randomly and segmentation is applied to this subset of nodes. The number1794
of iterations is called nMC . This iterative approach was taken because it signif-1795
icantly reduces the sensitivity of the results to user parameters (Mudd et al.,1796
2014). The computational expense of the segmentation scales highly nonlinearly1797
with the number of nodes so channel profiles are broken into subsections of length1798
ntg (called the “Target Nodes” in Mudd et al. (2014)). The sampling of the un-1799
derlying data on each iteration is random: after each sample nodes are “skipped”1800
randomly, the number of nodes skipped varies with a uniform distribution from1801
zero to twice a parameter nsk such that the mean “skip” is nsk. We explore the1802
sensitivity of the method to these parameters in the discussion.1803
The final ksn values are an average of many iterations using different channel1804
profiles subsampled from the raw data, as are intercepts of local segments. These1805
averaged values are used to build segmented elevation. Each node then represents1806
an average of the best-fit segments for every iteration of the segmentation routine1807
(Figure 3.3a):1808
zsegi = Mχi ∗ χi + bχi, (3.5)
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where i is the given node, zseg its elevation on the segment, Mχ the average1809
gradient of the segments and bχ the averaged intercept of the segments. Mχ can1810





We note here that Mχ is the same as ksn if χ is calculated using A0 = 1m
2.1812
Figure 3.3: Extraction of normalised channel steepness (ksn) from a river profile. (a)
Example of best-fit segmentation (Mudd et al., 2014) where ‘+‘ symbols are individual
data points and the coloured lines are the segments. (b) The associated plot of ksn
plotted as a function of χ coordinate. The segmentation output results in some noise due
to iterative sampling of the channel network (‘+‘ symbols). Total Variation Denoising
filter (Condat, 2013) is then applied on the signal to extract the main variations in ksn .
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3.2.3 Knickpoint extraction from ksn data1813
Change point detection1814
Change point detection is a common technique used within many fields (e.g., time1815
series analysis) and a number of statistical tools have been developed to identify1816
change points, reviewed and described by Truong et al. (2018). In our case,1817
the signal (ksn) is by definition piecewise stationary, and abrupt changes occur1818
between each segment (i.e., knickpoints). Change point detection algorithms aim1819
to estimate and isolate the exact location of these boundaries between stationary1820
patches. Method choice depends on the nature of the original dataset (e.g., noise1821
intensity) and the number of changes we aim to extract (e.g., predetermined1822
or unknown). In our case, although the segmentation algorithm of Mudd et al.1823
(2014) can result in very sharp segment boundaries, in many cases the transitions1824
between segments is fuzzy. We therefore have an unknown number of change1825
points to detect from a variably noisy signal. We therefore choose to use a signal1826
processing filter (Condat, 2013) to flatten the piecewise ksn patches and discretise1827
all potential change points. This algorithm identifies where ksn and elevation1828
are statistically varying the most within any transition zones. It also combines1829
segments that have very small changes in ksn relative to the noise in the data1830
(Figure 3.3b).1831
We denoise the data using a one dimensional Total Variation Denoising (TVD),1832
a signal processing filter adapted from a optimized algorithm by Condat (2013)1833












|x[k + 1]− x[k]| , (3.7)
where N represents the number of samples (nodes) per population (in this1835
case a river channel from source to next higher-order stream, or the outlet), y1836
represents the raw signal y1, y2, y3, ...yN , in this case ksn ordered by ascending1837
χ within each river, x the denoised signal x1, x2, x3, ...xN , referred as denoised1838
ksn , and λ is a regularization parameter (Condat, 2013). This method minimises1839
variations, where the parameter λ must be real and greater than zero. Greater1840
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λ values result in less variation in the processed signal, and λ → +∞ results in1841
no variation in the processed signal whatsoever. The selection and sensitivity of1842
this parameter is discussed in Section 3.5.1.1843
After denoising the data, our method then iterates through all nodes in each1844
channel and identifies change points as any variation in the denoised ksn data.1845
These represent first-order knickpoints that we quantify by their change in de-1846
noised ksn , which we call ∆ksn . ∆ksn is a quantitative measure of the magnitude1847
of the slope-break component of the knickpoint (Figure 3.4a). We refer to change1848
points as knickpoints in the rest of the manuscript.1849
Combining knickpoints1850
Denoised ksn data can still contain closely clustered steps in ksn values, which1851
may in fact represent a single knickpoint. We therefore use an algorithm to de-1852
termine which of these clusters can be combined. Iterating through each river,1853
the algorithm tests the neighbouring nodes of each raw knickpoint in a window1854
that we call the “combining window”. If two knickpoints in the denoised ksn data1855
are within the combining window and both have the same sign of ∆ksn , the two1856
knickpoints are merged and their magnitude summed. This process is repeated1857
using newly merged knickpoints until no nodes are within the combining window,1858
or until a change in knickpoint sign (Figure 3.4b). The combined knickpoint is1859
then centred between the combined nodes. The width of the combining win-1860
dow (which we denote rcomb, and is defined by a number of nodes rather than a1861
flow distance) is a user-defined parameter, the selection of which we address in1862
Section 3.5.1.1863
Vertical-step knickpoint detection1864
Small variations between segments with similar ksn values may be ignored by1865
denoising, which may seem trivial if the aim is to isolate the main variations1866
in channel steepness. However, this may lead to vertical-step knickpoints being1867
missed if channel segments above and below the vertical-step knickpoint have1868
similar ksn values despite a jump in zseg . We therefore use a second approach1869
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Figure 3.4: Knickpoint extraction from the denoised ksn profiles. (a) The first step
extracts all variations of ksn , quantifying each with ∆ksn , which we call the “raw”
knickpoint dataset. Negative and positive changes represents decreases or increases of
ksn , respectively. (b) After detection of changes in ksn , knickpoints are combined. All
knickpoints within a node window will be combined, summing their values (i.e., a sum
of ∆ksn . This process is repeated as long as the subsequent raw knickpoint is within
a node window and as long as the polarity (i.e., if it is negative or positive) does not
change.
to extract knickpoints, allowing us to identify both slope-break and vertical-step1870
knickpoints.1871
The algorithm calculates changes in zseg using equation (3.5) in order to iso-1872
late the main jumps in profile elevation. We differentiate this value along the1873
river nodes (∆zseg) to detrend the elevation signal and focus on the stepped vari-1874
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ations. For each node in the channel, the mean and standard deviation of ∆zseg is1875
calculated within a window of surrounding nodes; the window width in nodes is1876
called rW . The nodes within the first and last half-windows are calculated using1877
respectively the first and last window. ∆zseg is then compared to the standard1878
deviation of the nodes within the corresponding window multiplied by a coeffi-1879
cient (which we call Tσ), and the node is selected as a vertical-step knickpoint if1880
∆zseg is greater (Figure 3.5b). This approach ensures that the selected vertical-1881
step knickpoints show an anomalous increase in elevation. The selection of the1882
window width and the coefficient are discussed in Section 3.5.1. We can then use1883
∆zseg as a quantitative measure of the size of each vertical-step knickpoint.1884
Figure 3.5: Extraction of knickpoints from the segmented elevation (equation 3.5). (a)
Expression of a vertical-step knickpoint in a χ− zseg profile compared to a slope-break
knickpoint. (b) Representation of the identification window and the corresponding
standard deviation around the reference node (in red). µ is the mean and Tσ the
coefficient applied to the standard deviation. This process is repeated for each node.
Reference nodes outside their own window are considered to be outliers.
3.2.4 Accuracy metrics1885
The accuracy of the method is assessed using a true positive (TP), false positive1886
(FP) and false negative (FN) approach. This comparison method is often use to1887
test algorithm performances on point data, such as channel heads (e.g., Clubb et1888
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al., 2014; Orlandini et al., 2011) or knickzone locations (e.g., Neely et al., 2017).1889
We test the algorithm with these accuracy metrics using two sites where loca-1890
tions of hand-picked knickpoints based on field observations and river profiles are1891
available. Knickpoints were identified at Santa Cruz Island (California, USA) by1892
Neely et al. (2017), and we introduce a new dataset in the Quadrilátero Ferrífero,1893
Minas Gerais, Brazil.1894
We define as TP a reference knickpoint detected by the algorithm, as FP a1895
knickpoint detected by the algorithm that is not a reference knickpoint, and as1896
FN reference knickpoints not detected by the algorithm. Neely et al. (2017) pro-1897
poses a fourth kind of prediction called “mixed” to assess the knickzone base and1898
lip detection, where only one of the two knickzone boundaries is detected. We1899
chose not to use this approach as we define a knickpoint as a point location show-1900
ing an increase or decrease of ksn or ∆zseg , which is more applicable to varying1901
knickpoint morphologies. The definition of the different knickpoint predictions1902
allows the calculation of sensitivity, s, reliability, r, and metrics. We also add an1903














FN are the sum of TP and FN . This metric measures1906
the method’s ability to detect knickpoint that a user would have manually picked.1907
s = 1 implies the detection of all the locations of reference knickpoints. The1908













FP are the sum of TP and FP . This metric measures1910
the occurrences where the method identifying knickpoints that a user would not1911
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A q value of unity implies perfect agreement between algorithmically and1913
hand-picked knickpoints. We focus on these metrics instead of the knickpoint1914
magnitude, as it is more difficult to predict and is dependent on many parameters1915
within the extraction of the ∆ksn values.1916
3.3 Test locations1917
In order to test the performance of our method, we extract knickpoints from1918
two field sites with independently-mapped knickpoint and knickzone locations.1919
The first of these sites is Smugglers Basin on Santa Cruz Island (California, US),1920
where knickpoints and knickzones were mapped by Neely et al. (2017) using a1921
combination of fieldwork and supervised selection from river long profiles. Smug-1922
glers basin is undergoing transient adjustment to climatic and tectonic signals1923
(Neely et al., 2017). The second field site is located in the Quadrilátero Ferrífero1924
(Minas Gerais, Brazil), where we present a new dataset of extracted knickpoint1925
and knickzone locations from field observations and river profiles. Quadrilátero1926
Ferrífero represents a more stable site in term of climate and tectonics (e.g., Dorr,1927
1969; Salgado et al., 2008), and therefore knickpoints in this landscape have been1928
linked instead to changes in lithology.1929
3.3.1 Santa Cruz Island, USA1930
The first calibration test site is the headwaters of the Smugglers Cove catchment,1931
located in the SE of Santa Cruz Island, the largest of the California Channel1932
Islands (California, USA). Lidar data at 1 m resolution are available in the basin1933
via the 2010 US Geological Survey Channel Islands lidar Collection, available1934
from OpenTopography (opentopography.org).1935
The basin has a total relief of approximately 550 m and drains to the Pacific1936
Ocean. Previous work has estimated uplift rates of ≈1 mm yr−1 using dated ter-1937
races and fault activity (e.g., Muhs et al., 2014; Pinter et al., 1998), and the site1938
has experienced regional sea-level variations (e.g., Pinter et al., 2018; Schumann1939
et al., 2016). This, along with bedrock heterogeneity, has led to numerous knick-1940
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zones in the catchment which have been mapped and tested against a previous1941
knickzone extraction algorithm by Neely et al. (2017). 18 knickzone bases and1942
lips have been reported based on topographic expression and field observations1943
across the whole catchment. As the Neely et al. (2017) algorithm is targeted1944
specifically at knickzones, we compare the mapped knickzone bases and lips with1945
those picked by our algorithm. Knickzone bases and lips are the equivalent of1946
increases and decreases in ksn , respectively.1947
We extracted channel heads using a curvature-based method of channel ex-1948
traction, following Pelletier (2013) and Grieve et al. (2016). This method has an1949
estimated accuracy of ≈10 metres horizontally along drainage paths (Clubb et al.,1950
2014). Before extracting channel steepness, we calculated the best fit concavity1951
index for the basin by maximising collinearity between the main stem channel and1952
the tributaries in χ–elevation space, using the bootstrapping method of Mudd et1953
al. (2018): the best-fit θ at the site is 0.25.1954
3.3.2 Quadrilátero Ferrífero, Minas Gerais, Brazil1955
The second calibration test site is located in the eastern part of the Quadrilátero1956
Ferrífero (QF, Brazil), in a basin draining the Caraça Range (Figure 3.8). The QF1957
is an area of relatively high elevation in southeastern Brazil, and the Caraça Range1958
is its most pronounced topographic feature with a maximum elevation of ≈21001959
m and maximum relief of ≈1500 m. Tectonic activity is thought to have ceased1960
by ≈500 Ma (e.g., Alkmim and Marshak, 1998; Chemale et al., 1994; Dorr, 1969).1961
Upstream areas are primarily underlain by resistant rocks (e.g., quartzites and1962
banded iron formations), whereas less resistant rocks often underlie downstream1963
areas (e.g., schists and phyllites). The association of mountainous topography and1964
long-term tectonic stability have led to controversy in the post-orogenic evolution1965
of the QF (Bezerra and Peifer Bezerra, 2018). The most accepted hypothesis is1966
that differential denudation of lithologies with different resistance to denudation1967
has led to a geomorphic differentiation where the uplands, underlain by strong1968
rocks, are high because they have been denuded less and more slowly than their1969
surroundings (e.g., Bezerra and Peifer Bezerra, 2018; Harder and Chamberlin,1970
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1915; James, 1933; Salgado et al., 2008; Varajão, 1991). An alternative hypothesis1971
is that the relief of the QF results from a complicated history of geographic cycles1972
interrupted by epeirogenic uplift (e.g., Barbosa, 1980; Dorr, 1969; King, 1956).1973
Knickpoints are common features in the rivers flowing away from the Caraça1974
Range (Figure 3.8). These rivers have headwaters at high elevations (≈2000 m),1975
and their long profiles display many convexities associated with substantial ele-1976
vation drops (up to 1.4 km of descent over ≈15 km of downstream distance), and1977
steep channel and hillslope gradients. These rivers flow over quartzite terrains,1978
yet transitioning in their distal part to schists (see Supplementary Materials 5.2).1979
The origin of these knickpoints is unresolved, being possibly the result of spa-1980
tial variations in rock resistance, or alternatively resulting from transient uplift1981
signals that have failed to progress beyond quartzite units (Bezerra and Peifer1982
Bezerra, 2018). We used a TanDEM-X DEM with 12 m resolution to extract1983
knickpoints from the QF. Before extracting channel steepness, we estimated the1984
best fit concavity index as 0.15 using the methods presented in Mudd et al. (2018).1985
3.4 Results1986
3.4.1 Performance at Santa Cruz Island1987
We carried out knickpoint extraction on Santa Cruz Island initially with param-1988
eters detailed in Table 3.2; the full parameter file is available in the Supplemen-1989
tary Materials. As explained in Section 3.2, extraction prior to post-processing1990
thinning generates a dense dataset of knickpoints both within and outside knick-1991
zones identified by the calibration dataset (see Supplementary Materials 5.1).1992
Therefore, we apply a threshold approach to thin the dataset by removing small1993
knickpoints. We set cut-off values of |∆ksn | > 0.8 and ∆zseg > 2.1, where knick-1994
points smaller than these thresholds are ignored. These values are set for this1995
case study with the specific aim to isolate the main knickpoints while matching1996
with the calibration dataset. This approach is fully reproducible and does not1997
involve manual picking of knickpoints.1998
Our thinning procedure reduced the number of slope-break knickpoints from1999
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Figure 3.6: The test location on Santa Cruz Island, CA, USA. (a) Map of channel
network extracted with the Pelletier method (Pelletier, 2013), and is coloured by ksn
value calculated with Mudd et al. (2014). (b) Extracted knickpoints plotted after thin-
ning the dataset as described in Section 3.4.1. The purple and green circles respectively
represent the calibration knickzones’ bases and lips with the 50m radius used for assess-
ing algorithm performances. Stars and associated numbers are source numbers, which
can be compared to Figure 3.7. Topographic data is 1 meter precision lidar DEM (see
Supplementary Materials 1 for metadata), reprojected in WGS84 UTM zone 11N.
398 to 160; and the number of vertical-step knickpoints from 40 to 17. This is a2000
relatively high number of knickpoints compared to the calibration bases and lips2001
(18 pairs). However, this disparity can partly be explained by the differences in2002
methods: our algorithm details discrete changes in channel morphology whereas2003
the calibration knickzones are identified over longer channel reaches. Therefore,2004
one mapped knickzone may contain several algorithmically identified knickpoints.2005
Neely et al. (2017) propose an error radius of 50 metres around each base2006
and lip in order to test the performance of their algorithm: we used the same2007
approach when comparing our extracted knickpoints to the calibration data. A2008
TP is determined as any knickpoint within the calibration knickzone or the cor-2009
responding 50 m radius. A FP is determined as any knickpoint which does not2010
lie within this radius, and a FN is determined as a base or a lip which is not iden-2011
tified by our algorithm. The reliability, sensitivity, and overall quality metrics2012
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Figure 3.7: Knickpoints extraction for Santa Cruz Island, CA, USA shown for the
channel long profiles. These are the same knickpoints depicted in Figure 3.6b. The
stars and associated numbers correspond to the source numbers, and green and mauve
circles correspond to the lips and bases of mapped knickpoints from Neely et al. (2017).
are presented in Table 3.1. High sensitivity (s = 0.93) but lower reliability (r =2013
0.53) and overall quality (q = 0.51) suggest that the algorithm detect the bulk2014
of human selected knickpoints, but also a significant amount of other knickpoint2015
features. The implications of these results are discussed below.2016
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Table 3.1: Accuracy metrics for calibration site I (Smugglers Catchment, California,
USA)
Source key TP FP FN Total detected
0 26 15 4 41
11 0 15 0 15
41 4 5 0 9
121 2 5 1 7
127 17 15 1 32
210 17 9 0 26
263 11 13 0 24
313 10 4 1 14
759 4 5 0 9
Total 91 81 7 177
s = 0.93, r = 0.53 and q = 0.51
Table 3.2: Parameter values used for the two field sites. Differences in parameter
values between the two sites is due to differing DEM resolution (1 metre for Santa
Cruz Island, and 12 metres for the Ribeirão Caraça). Sensitivity to these parameters is
described in Section 3.4.3. Note that although the parameter values have been carefully
optimized for knickpoint analysis, we suggest the below values as defaults for each of
these two data resolutions in order to allow a rapid initial knickpoint extraction for
other landscapes.









3.4.2 Performance at Quadrilátero Ferrífero, Minas Gerais,2017
Brazil2018
The application of our method in the Ribeirão Caraça basin resulted in a dense2019
dataset of knickpoints (n = 252); see Table 3.2 for parameter values and the2020
supplementary materials for full parameter file. To thin this dataset, we re-2021
moved knickpoints with attributes lower than the cut-off values of |∆ksn | > 0.82022
and ∆zseg > 2.1 for the slope-break and vertical-step knickpoints respectively.2023
This filtering procedure decreased the number of slope-break knickpoints from2024
252 to 108, whereas the number of vertical-step knickpoints diminished from 442025
to 23. We tested the performance of our method compared to human-selected2026
knickpoints for the Ribeirão Caraça basin using the metrics TP, FP and FN (Ta-2027
ble 3.3). We used the same error radius as was used on Santa Cruz Island for2028
consistency. These metrics (see Section 3.2.4) indicate that the sensitivity of our2029
method is high for the Ribeirão Caraça basin (s = 0.89), and thus the bulk of2030
human-selected knickpoints are captured by our algorithm. On the other hand,2031
the reliability (r = 0.60) and the overall quality (q = 0.56) are lower because the2032
number of false positives is high, indicating that our algorithm determines a rel-2033
atively high number of knickpoints compared to human selection. In summary,2034
our algorithm captures knickpoints that are visually selected for the Ribeirão2035
Caraça basin, as well as many knickpoints that are not recognised by traditional2036
field mapping of knickpoints, but are morphologically similar, as defined by our2037
algorithm.2038
3.4.3 Sensitivity to algorithm parameters2039
One important parameter in our method of knickpoint detection is the concavity2040
index (θ). The concavity index controls the magnitude of ksn because it deter-2041
mines the values of χ (equation 3.6), and a higher concavity index will produce2042
higher ksn values for the same channel. We ran the algorithm on Santa Cruz2043
Island for θ values ranging from 0.05 to 0.95, in steps of 0.05.2044
Because the value of θ affects ksn order of magnitude, λ must be adapted to2045
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Figure 3.8: Knickpoint extraction on the Ribeirão Caraça basin (Caraça Range, QF,
Brazil). (A) Map of knickpoints extracted with the algorithm after thinning the dataset
as described in Section 3.4.2. Most of the calibration knickpoints are expressed by a
succession of knickpoints detailing along-channel increases/decreases in ksn . Streams
depicted in B are shown as thick blue lines. (B) Longitudinal profile of the trunk stream
(the Ribeirão Caraça river) highlighting the performance of the algorithm in picking
along-channel breaks in steepness. (C) Example of known waterfall (i.e., waterfall with
a name) in the field; in this case, the Cascatinha waterfall. This waterfall features
an elevation break of 40 m. Other known waterfalls include the Cascatona, Bocaina,
Brumadinho, and Quebra-ossos waterfalls.
keep denoising the signal. We therefore tested a wide range of λ values for each θ2046
value. From these tests (see Supplementary Materials 4.1) we determined default2047
λ values appropriate for a range of θ values. These default values are implemented2048
internally in the code, but can be modified if needed. Sensitivity of knickpoint2049
locations to θ using default λ values are presented in Figure 3.9. This analysis2050
shows that the general spread of the data, represented by its zscore (difference2051
between the data point and the mean normalised by the standard deviation), is2052
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Table 3.3: Accuracy metrics for calibration site II (Ribeirão Caraça basin, Caraça
Range, QF, Brazil)
Source key TP FP FN Total detected
0 17 13 2 32
1 6 5 1 12
5 9 1 0 10
22 4 2 0 6
37 3 2 1 6
56 4 2 1 8
88 9 7 1 17
114 5 2 1 9
139 8 5 0 14
151 4 4 1 10
252 6 8 0 15
Total 75 51 8 139
s = 0.89, r = 0.60 and q = 0.56
not significantly impacted by different θ values. However, the relative magnitude2053
of each knickpoint, measured by changes in ksn , depends on the chosen value2054
of θ. Therefore, if the intention of the user is to find the spatial distribution2055
of the largest knickpoints then it is essential that θ is picked with care (see2056
Supplementary Materials 4.2 for more illustrations of that).2057
Figure 3.9: Sensitivity of the knickpoint extraction to the concavity index (θ). As
different values of θ result in different values of ksn , we use a normalised zscore (i.e. the
difference to the mean normalised by the standard deviation) to compare the overall
spread of ∆ksn . The plot shows probability distributions of the zscore of ∆ksn repre-
sented by violin plots calculated with a Kernel Density Estimation (bandwith = 0.20).
The outliers and their relative magnitudes are affected by this parameter, whereas the
general data distribution remains similar. The ‘min’ and ‘max’ stated above and below
the violin plots respectively represents the minimum and maximum ∆Mχ for each run.
Because ksn values are sensitive to the value of the concavity index, θ, it is2058
important to note that basins with different θ values should be analysed separately2059
to isolate knickpoint locations. ∆ksn values are therefore also dependent on the2060
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value of θ and so relative magnitudes of knickpoints and knickzones should only be2061
compared amongst basins with the same θ value. On the other hand, the locations2062
of knickpoints and knickzones are relatively insensitive to θ so the method can be2063
used to determine the spatial distribution of knickpoints across large areas even2064
in the event that the concavity index may vary spatially.2065
The extraction of channel steepness will also be influenced by parameters in2066
the segment fitting algorithm (Mudd et al., 2014): the number of target nodes2067
(noted ntg) and the average number of nodes skipped (noted nsk). We there-2068
fore ran sensitivity analyses on these parameters testing every combination for2069
the following ranges of values: from 5 to 120 ntg, and values of 1 to 4 for nsk2070
parameter. Our results show that both of these parameters affect the segment2071
lengths. Increasing either the number of ntg or the nsk parameter leads to longer2072
segments (see Supplementary Materials 4.3 for more details). This affects the2073
number of knickpoints detected. We also tested the number of Monte-Carlo iter-2074
ations (nMC ) processed for each segment from 5 to 500, and find that the results2075
become insensitive to nMC when nMC > 50.2076
The results of the vertical-step knickpoint detection can change with the size2077
of moving window that detects sudden changes in zseg compared to neighbour-2078
ing nodes (Section 3.2). We tested the following combination of parameters for2079
vertical-step knickpoint detection: rW from 10 to 200 nodes, over intervals of2080
10 nodes; and Tσ from 5 to 10 over intervals of 0.5. Our results show that the2081
extraction is insensitive to rW above a threshold minimum value, around 80 in2082
our case. Below this value, the algorithm begins to identify steep channels as2083
a succession of steps and will detect each node in the steep section as a knick-2084
point. We find that the number of extracted knickpoints becomes much higher2085
if Tσ < 6, whereas Tσ > 8 results in very few knickpoints being detected. We2086
therefore suggest selecting a value of 6 ≤ Tσ ≤ 8.2087
The resolution of the DEM may also affect the location of extracted knick-2088
points and knickzones. We conducted a sensitivity analysis on raster resolution2089
by resampling the original 1 m lidar-derived DEM into coarser grids to represent2090
common available resolutions of 5 m (e.g., NED or NetMap), 10 m (e.g., NED2091
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or TanDEMX) and 30 m (ASTER or SRTM). Our results (see Supplementary2092
Materials 4.7) show a decreasing number of detected knickpoints at coarser grid2093
resolutions. This is directly linked to the amount of nodes in each river profile:2094
as the resolution decreases, the number of nodes per river also decreases, mean-2095
ing that less segments are used to extract ksn . Therefore, less knickpoints are2096
detected as knickpoints tend to be located near the segment boundaries. Fur-2097
thermore, with lower resolution grids the knickpoints that are detected tend to2098
represent larger-scale variations in the channel profile. Vertical-step knickpoints2099
also tend to be identified as steepened reaches rather than purely vertical regions2100
of the channel profile, as the grid resolution prohibits identification of small wa-2101
terfalls. In order to show an overview of the algorithm performance in different2102
field sites and DEM datasets, we extracted knickpoints from an additional test2103
site using a 30 m DEM derived from SRTM (Supplementary Materials, Figure2104
S21).2105
3.5 Discussion2106
3.5.1 Selecting parameter values2107
Ideally our method for knickpoint detection could proceed without any human2108
supervision. Due the the method’s sensitivity to grid resolution, roughness, as2109
well as the intrinsically heterogeneous nature of landscapes, the method does2110
however retain some user-defined parameters. The sensitivity analysis performed2111
on the Santa Cruz Island data (Section 3.4.3) indicates which of these must be2112
selected with care.2113
We found that changing the concavity index does not change the location of2114
the knickpoints substantially, but it does control their relative magnitude (Sec-2115
tion 3.4.3), and therefore if the user is interested in knickpoint magnitude than2116
θ should be selected carefully (e.g., Mudd et al., 2018). Parameters linked to2117
segmenting the χ–elevation profiles (Mudd et al., 2014) that affect results are the2118
ntg and nsk parameters (Section 3.4.3). Increasing both of these increases the2119
length of the segments, where setting these parameters to smaller values result2120
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in a large number of detected changes in ksn which must thereafter be thinned.2121
The one potential advantage of smaller segments is that more vertical-step knick-2122
points can be detected (i.e., waterfalls). Smaller segments also affect the relative2123
values of knickpoint magnitude because short, steep reaches can be extracted and2124
will generate high magnitude ∆ksn knickpoints. If high values for the ntg and nsk2125
parameters are used, the resulting knickpoint dataset will be sparser but will not2126
necessarily detect local changes of ksn due to local layers of hard rock layer or2127
a change in erosion process, for example. Larger segments are also less sensitive2128
to topographic noise. After running sensitivity analyses, we recommend default2129
parameters of ntg = 80 and nsk = 1.2130
Once segmentation is performed, we use the TVD routines to isolate changes in2131
ksn , which require an additional parameter (λ) to control the degree of denoising2132
(equation 3.7). As the relative magnitude of ksn is controlled by the θ value,2133
we also determine the λ value for each value of θ that best isolates changes in2134
ksn based on our sensitivity analysis (Section 3.4.3). However, some landscapes2135
that are either very gentle or steep may require changes to the λ value: low-relief2136
landscapes may require a smaller λ value whereas the opposite is true for steep2137
landscapes. The user can check the efficacy of the selected λ value by plotting2138
ksn and denoised ksn against χ or the flow distance. Guidance on selection of λ2139
is described in greater detail in Supplementary Materials Section 4.1.2140
We also explored the possibility of using the TVD routine to denoise the river2141
profile before extracting knickpoints in order to avoid dependency on the θ pa-2142
rameter. We applied the denoising routine on ∆elevation in order to reduce the2143
amount of variation. The intensity λ of denoising has to be manually selected2144
and controls the amount of change from original data. Results from these tests2145
are available in the Supplementary Materials (Figures S18-S20). We found that2146
additional denoising is still required during the Monte Carlo segment determi-2147
nation of Mudd et al. (2014). We suggest that prior smoothing of river profiles2148
needs to be carefully considered, as it unavoidably leads to some modification of2149
the existing profile. Users of our software may, if they wish, apply a technique2150
for denoising river profiles prior to applying our method (e.g. Schwanghart and2151
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Scherler, 2017).2152
The width of the combining window can also be an important factor. As2153
explained in Section 3.2, segment boundaries can still be fuzzy after the denoising2154
process, generating successions of low-magnitude slope-break knickpoints. The2155
combining window solves this issue by merging adjacent knickpoints within a2156
certain radius. However, underestimating rcomb could result in retaining some of2157
these low-magnitude knickpoints. Overestimating its size would possibly result in2158
shifted knickpoint locations and misrepresentation of their magnitude if unrelated2159
knickpoints are merged. In the case where the DEM resolution is high enough2160
to represent a close succession of knickpoints, we recommend carefully choosing2161
a combining window smaller than the spacing between these features in order to2162
avoid merging them.2163
Vertical-step knickpoint detection is controlled by two parameters: the win-2164
dow radius (rW ) and the standard deviation threshold for detecting anomalies2165
(Tσ). Section 3.4.3 details the combined sensitivity analysis on these parameters2166
and allows us to determine a set of values suitable for this analysis. However,2167
if the user’s specific aim to detect vertical-step knickpoints (assuming that the2168
DEM precision allows it), we recommend that users precisely constrain the stan-2169
dard deviation coefficient, the window size and the segment size, in order to make2170
sure that vertical-step knickpoints are extracted rather than slope-break.2171
Although parameters in the method may be tuned and therefore the method2172
can be supervised, it is reproducible. Workers using the method can report on2173
the parameter values used and others can use these to reproduce the original2174
results. One advantage of these adjustable parameters is that users can visually2175
inspect outputs and change parameters such that the algorithm selects “obvious”2176
knickpoints. However, we emphasize that this is not hand picking of knickpoints:2177
the algorithm output is a dense dataset of knickpoints. While sorting the dataset,2178
once a threshold or statistical criteria is selected, all knickpoints and knickzones2179
matching the selection are chosen. This means that one cannot eliminate knick-2180
points that qualitatively appear to be in the “wrong” place. As highlighted in2181
Figure 3.7, human selected knickpoints and knickzones frequently produce biased2182
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knickpoint datasets that both include and exclude knickpoints and knickzones2183
that have the same magnitude. We note that because the segmentation algo-2184
rithm uses a Monte Carlo sampling routine (Mudd et al., 2014) there may be2185
minor differences in results between two users, but by using a reasonable nMC2186
(>50) the results from one run to the next are nearly identical.2187
3.5.2 Quantification and selection of knickpoints2188
The aim of extracting knickpoints is mainly to link knickpoint location and mag-2189
nitude to a specific event resulting in landscape transience (e.g., Crosby and2190
Whipple, 2006). Therefore, an important step is to isolate the most significant2191
knickpoint features from the dense raw dataset in order to interpret landscape2192
evolution, which can be done using knickpoint magnitude. Knickpoint magnitude2193
may be affected by the calculation of ksn using the gradient of segments in χ–2194
elevation space. Depending on the relief, and particularly with a high value of θ,2195
the absolute values of χ coordinates and associated elevation can differ by an or-2196
der of magnitude. If the values of χ are low compared to the values for elevation,2197
any changes in elevation at a knickpoint will result in a much higher segment2198
gradient than if the χ values are of a similar magnitude as the elevation. This2199
can result in the exaggeration of knickpoint magnitude in high relief landscapes,2200
for example, where it is more likely that χ values will be lower than the elevation2201
values and eventually results in a bias during the sorting. We therefore suggest2202
that, in such cases, A0 from equation 4.4 should be set such that the value of the2203
χ coordinate is the same order of magnitude as the elevation. However, if A0 6= 1,2204
then the gradient of the segment corresponds to Mχ in equation 3.6, rather than2205
to ksn . We wish to emphasise that this does not change the relative ordering be-2206
tween knickpoints. We illustrate this relationship by running a simple sensitivity2207
analysis on the Santa Cruz Island dataset, with a range of A0 varying from 1 to2208
500 (Figure 3.10). This sensitivity analysis shows that, as A0 is increased, the2209
extreme values of ∆ksn within the dataset are reduced, so that the effect of low2210
absolute χ values on the gradient calculation is diminished. As for θ (see section2211
3.4.3), knickpoint absolute magnitude (i.e., the direct value of ∆ksn and ∆zseg)2212
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cannot be compared if calculated with different A0 from equation 4.4. However2213
the location of the isolated main knickpoints can still be compared.2214
Figure 3.10: The effect of varying A0 on knickpoint extraction (equation 4.4). The
reference area (A0) will affect knickpoint magnitude and can be increased to reduce
exaggerations in χ-elevation gradients. Changing A0 does not affect the relative order
of knickpoints: the largest knickpoints remains the largest for all values of A0. Increasing
A0, however, reduces the spread in the zscore of the changes in channel steepness. This
value has to be set only if necessary (e.g., if the high-gradient effect is important):
A0 6= 1 implies that the magnitude is not ∆ksn but ∆Mχ from equation 3.6. Moreover,
overestimating A0 can mask knickpoints that would be detected with A0 = 1 m
2. The
‘min’ and ‘max’ stated above and below the violin plots represent the minimum and
maximum ∆Mχ for each run.
Our sensitivity analyses suggest that two different approaches may be used to2215
select knickpoints. The first of these is that a single θ and A0 can be fixed for an2216
entire landscape: the knickpoint magnitudes can directly be used to isolate the2217
main knickpoint locations and relative importance. However, this approach may2218
lead to some errors due to inevitable landscape heterogeneity over larger scales.2219
The second approach is to calculate θ and A0 values separately for individual2220
basins, which allows knickpoints to be extracted with greater precision than if a2221
single value is set for the entire landscape. However, this approach means that2222
the knickpoint extraction has to be processed independently for each catchment,2223
and only the location (e.g., latitude, longitude, elevation) are comparable between2224
different catchments. Which approach is taken is dependent on the aims of each2225
particular study, and should be carefully considered on a case-by-case basis.2226
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3.5.3 Knickpoint and knickzone morphology2227
Along with the calculation of knickpoint magnitude, our algorithm allows the2228
characterisation of knickpoint morphology. We can identify different knickpoint2229
or knickzone types by i) identifying locations where ksn increases downstream2230
(positive slope break knickpoints); or ii) identifying locations where ksn decreases2231
(negative slope break knickpoints); and iii) identifying locations where a sudden2232
change in elevation occurs (vertical step knickpoints). This approach is suitable2233
to identify the most common morphologies described in the literature (e.g Haviv2234
et al., 2010; Kirby and Whipple, 2012). However, we wish to emphasise that this2235
algorithm can also be used to focus on one particular knickpoint morphology.2236
For example, the classical convex-upwards knickpoint expression (e.g., Knopf,2237
1924) can be isolated by only displaying the knickpoints with a drop of ∆ksn2238
(Figure 3.11b). In order to examine steepened reaches or knickzones, we can2239
also isolate locations where ∆ksn increases. Finally, waterfall detection can be2240
achieved, if the resolution of the DEM allows it, by focusing on locations with a2241
jump in zseg . We provide all these different knickpoint types for the Smugglers2242
Catchment in the Supplementary Materials (Figure S12).2243
3.5.4 Comparison with other knickpoint extraction tech-2244
niques2245
For each of our two study sites, we have presented performance metrics of our2246
method compared to knickpoints selected by humans. We find that our method2247
has a high sensitivity, meaning that nearly all human-identified knickpoints were2248
selected by the algorithm, but a lower reliability. This suggests that our algo-2249
rithm also identifies many changes in channel steepness which are not selected as2250
knickpoints through field mapping techniques. This raises the question of whether2251
algorithmic selection of knickpoints is more or less trustworthy than those selected2252
by humans.2253
Knickpoints identified for geomorphic studies should be reproducible, in that2254
two workers should be able to select the same locations and magnitudes from2255
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Figure 3.11: Comparison of results on the Smugglers catchment from our algorithm
and the most recent similar ones. (a) Results for a single source from KZPicker (Neely
et al., 2017) and our results. The results from Neely et al. (2017) are directly taken
from their study to ensure objectivity. Only the slope-break knickpoints are displayed to
make the comparison valid. (b) Basin-wide comparison between our algorithm outputs
and the one recently implemented in Schwanghart and Scherler (2014) using tolerance
= 5. We only display the knickpoints showing a decrease of ksn , in order to provide
a relevant comparison with the knickpoints morphology detected by Schwanghart and
Scherler (2014). Differences in channel length are due to different methods for extracting
channel heads between the two techniques.
the same river profile. This is challenging when mapping features in the field,2256
as different workers may have different criteria for what constitutes a knickpoint.2257
Furthermore, knickpoint selection should be objective: the same morphological2258
criteria should be used to identify all features in the dataset. A common problem2259
with field mapping by humans is that some specific features are picked in order2260
to interpret a signal, whereas others with a similar morphology may be omitted.2261
Our approach allows the production of an objective dataset of knickpoint loca-2262
tions and magnitudes that can be later correlated by the user with process-based2263
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interpretations. Algorithmic extraction also allows coverage of much larger ar-2264
eas compared to field mapping, that can later be calibrated with additional data2265
(e.g., Crosby and Whipple, 2006). As illustrated by our accuracy metrics, our2266
algorithm produces dataset significantly denser than hand picked knickpoints.2267
However it is possible to thin the number of knickpoints by applying thresholds2268
metric values selected based on statistical criteria, and making the number of2269
identified features similar to human-picked datasets. Such a process is objective2270
in the sense that no hand selection is involved: only the morphology drives the2271
thinning.2272
To provide a full assessment of our methods, we compare its output to the2273
one generated two other algorithms as explained in section 3.1.1: TopoToolbox2274
(Schwanghart and Scherler, 2014); and KZ-picker (Neely et al., 2017). Figure2275
3.11a expresses the differences between KZ-picker and our algorithm for a single2276
channel, where KZ-picker identifies the main knickzone (in red) and quantifies its2277
magnitude by the difference in elevation between the toe and lip of the knickzone.2278
The purpose of the KZ-picker is to find broad zones of steepened channels and2279
is less granular than our method (e.g., Section 3.4.1). It is also not constructed2280
to identify discrete vertical-step knickpoints. Because the raw output from our2281
algorithm is however denser than the KZ-picker, main knickpoints from our al-2282
gorithm require more sorting based on their magnitudes which results in extra2283
steps to explore the data.2284
Figure 3.11b provides a basin-wide comparison of our outputs with those from2285
TopoToolbox (Schwanghart and Scherler, 2014), with a tolerance parameter of the2286
TopoToolbox method fixed to 5. In order to ensure that the comparison is valid we2287
only compare it to our negative ∆ksn knickpoints, which should quantify similar2288
features. The TopoToolbox method effectively identifies the main knickpoints2289
expressed by the difference to an idealised profile that is concave-up. However,2290
reducing the tolerance parameter increases the number of knickpoints detected2291
(e.g., 10: 12 knickpoints, 5: 44 knickpoints, 1: 343 and 0.1: 2234) meaning2292
that the TopoToolbox method can result in a network of knickpoints that has2293
a similar density to our method. However the TopoToolbox method relies on2294
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profiles in elevation plotted against flow distance and so further processing is2295
required to analyse changes in channel steepness using this method. Because2296
selection of knickpoints in this method is not normalised for drainage area, the2297
largest knickpoints selected may not correspond to the largest changes in channel2298
steepness. However it has fewer parameters and is more computationally efficient2299
than our method.2300
While the KZ-picker and the TopoToolbox methods are well adapted for2301
identifying specific types of knickpoint, neither allows the separate identification2302
and quantification of positive slope-break, negative slope-break, and vertical-step2303
knickpoints. Each method produces slightly different data products that can2304
be used to interpret different components of the channel network, making these2305
methods complementary.2306
Finally, we chose to build our change point detection method using the TVD2307
routine (Condat, 2013). However, as explained in Section 3.2, alternative methods2308
could be used. The algorithm therefore provides the raw data before the TVD2309
routine, meaning that this data can be ingested by other change point detection2310
techniques, e.g., the methods reviewed in Truong et al. (2018) and its associated2311
open-source code.2312
3.6 Conclusion2313
We have developed a new method for extracting knickpoints and knickzones from2314
topographic data. Our method extracts slope-break knickpoint locations using2315
changes in channel steepness ksn , calculated by combining a statistical method2316
for segmenting channels into reaches of different channel steepness (Mudd et2317
al., 2014) and a recently introduced denoising technique (Condat, 2013). The2318
method also identifies vertical-step knickpoints by searching for breaks in ele-2319
vation between channel segments of similar channel steepness. Our algorithms2320
provide a dense dataset of objectively extracted knickpoint locations, along with2321
the relative magnitude of each knickpoint defined by either the change in channel2322
steepness (for slope-break knickpoints) or the jump in elevation (for vertical-step2323
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knickpoints) to quantify knickpoints morphologies.2324
We tested our algorithm on two datasets where knickpoints were indepen-2325
dently field mapped, and found that our method successfully extracted the human-2326
identified knickpoints in the vast majority of cases. In general the method iden-2327
tifies more knickpoints compared to field mapping, as illustrated by our accuracy2328
metrics, especially in the case of knickzones where one broad steepened reach2329
may result in multiple discrete segments in χ-elevation space. We provide tools2330
for sorting and thinning the dense dataset in order to isolate the most signifi-2331
cant breaks in the channel profile without involving any human-based selection.2332
Resulting knickpoints can be compared with lithological, climatic, or tectonic2333
datasets. Our method therefore provides an objective, systematic and repro-2334
ducible technique for quantifying knickpoints and knickzones, which can then be2335
used to inform process-based interpretations of landscape evolution.2336
Chapter 42337
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indices on channel steepness and2339
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Abstract2351
The concavity index, θ, describes how quickly river channel gradient changes as2352
one moves downstream. It is used in calculations of normalized channel steepness2353
index, ksn, a metric for comparing the relative steepness of channels with different2354
drainage area. It is also used in calculating a transformed longitudinal coordinate,2355
χ, that incorporates drainage area or discharge, which has been employed to2356
search for migrating drainage divides. We explore the variability in θ across2357
multiple landscapes, and introduce new methods to quantify its variability. We2358
describe the degree to which both ksn and χ can be distorted in both space and by2359
magnitude if θ is assigned a value not appropriate for a particular drainage basin.2360
Changes in θ of 0.1 or less are unlikely to affect the spatial distribution and relative2361
magnitude of ksn values, but larger changes can change the spatial distribution2362
of ksn and in some cases invert relative steepness: relatively steep areas become2363
relatively gentle areas as quantified by ksn. These inversions are sensitive to2364
drainage area: knickpoints that do not occur at large tributary junctions will exist2365
regardless of the selection of θ. We show that the median of most likely θ across a2366
wide range of mountainous and upland environments, based on a network disorder2367
metric, is 0.425, with first and third quartile values of 0.225 and 0.575. This wide2368
range of variability suggests workers should not assume θ based on global studies2369
but should instead calculate a representative θ and exclude basins for which this2370
value is a poor fit. Finally, we demonstrate that the χ coordinate is sensitive2371
to varying values of θ, and given the spatial heterogeneity of θ, comparison of χ2372
values across drainage divides with heterogeneous lithology should be employed2373
with extreme caution.2374
4.1 Introduction2375
For over a century, geoscientists have recognised the potential of fluvial geomor-2376
phology to unravel links between landscape evolution and external forcing (e.g.2377
Davis, 1889; Gilbert, 1880). In his review of physical geography at the time,2378
Lapparent and Lapparent (1896) outlined a number of basic observations under-2379
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pinning modern geomorphology: the systematic concave up shape of river long2380
profiles, the hypothesis that erosion is correlated with channel gradient, and the2381
influence of lithologic contrasts and inherited tectonic structures on river profile2382
form. The geometry of river profiles later became one of the key tools for geosci-2383
entists in the first half of the 20th century for interpreting landscapes (e.g Knopf,2384
1924).2385
If you believe that channel gradient encodes information about erosion rates,2386
lithology, or other factors, you are faced with a fundamental problem: the concave2387
nature of a typical river obscures relative steepness, as channel gradient has the2388
pernicious tendency to increase towards the headwaters of a catchment. That is,2389
how can one tell if a headwater channel is steeper, in a way that is meaningful for2390
interpreting landscape evolution, than a section of the river some distance down-2391
stream? Some normalization is therefore required to compare river sections with2392
different drainage areas. Morisawa (1962) noted a power law relationship between2393
gradient and drainage area, which led to a means of normalizing river gradients.2394
Flint (1974) formalized these observations into the slope–area relationship with2395
a concavity index (θ), which describes how quickly river gradient decreases with2396
drainage area, and a steepness index (ks) that describes the relative steepness of2397
a reach regardless of its drainage area:2398
S = ksA
−θ (4.1)
where S is the gradient of elevation along the channel (S = dz/dx where z is the2399
elevation and x the flow distance); and A is the drainage area. The steepness in-2400
dex, in particular, has been widely used in geomorphology because of its observed2401
positive correlation with erosion rates (e.g., Cyr et al., 2010; DiBiase et al., 2010;2402
Harel et al., 2016; Kirby and Whipple, 2012; Mandal et al., 2015; Ouimet et al.,2403
2009; Safran et al., 2005; Scherler et al., 2014). The value of steepness index2404
derived from drainage area and gradient depends on the value of the concavity2405
index, so in order to compare different channels, the steepness index is typically2406
calculated with a single value of θ, resulting in a "normalized" steepness index2407
(ksn) (Wobus et al., 2006c). Despite the importance of constraining θ for calcu-2408
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lating channel steepness, it is often assumed in many studies that 0.4 < θ < 0.62409
(e.g. Kirby and Whipple, 2012; Tucker and Whipple, 2002; Whipple, 2004).2410
Numerous authors have attempted to extract concavity indices from topo-2411
graphic data. For example, Tucker and Whipple (2002) compiled concavity in-2412
dices using slope–area regression from ten previous studies, aggregating 27 dif-2413
ferent sites, and found concavity indices ranging from 0.11–1.13. Whipple (2004)2414
argued that if you limit extraction of the concavity index to bedrock rivers with2415
homogeneous substrates, homogeneous uplift fields and time invariant uplift, the2416
range of concavity indices converges to a range between 0.4–0.7.2417
Whipple (2004) went on to articulate circumstances in which concavity indices2418
may fall outside this range. They argued that low concavity indices (<0.4) can2419
result from drainage basins influenced by debris flows (e.g. Stock and Dietrich,2420
2003) or from downstream increases in incision rate or rock strength (Kirby and2421
Whipple, 2001b). Alluvial rivers can also have low concavity values: Gasparini2422
et al. (2004) used a numerical model to predict that finer sediment could result2423
in low concavity values (<0.4) when either grain size was less than 100 mm in2424
homogeneous sediment or if there was a high percentage of sand in mixed gravel2425
and sand rivers. Whipple (2004) suggested that high concavities (>0.7) could2426
result from downstream transitions to full alluvial conditions with bedrock reaches2427
in headwaters, and also noted the findings of Kirby and Whipple (2001b) that2428
high concavity can result from downstream increases in rock strength or incision2429
rate. Extreme concavity values (>1.0) can also result from large knickpoints (e.g.2430
Schoenbohm et al., 2004).2431
In this contribution, we aim to question this assumption that a narrow range2432
of θ values is appropriate for the majority of Earth’s landscapes. To do this,2433
we attempt to constrain the range of concavity indices present both within and2434
between a wide range of different field sites. We then examine the impact of using2435
a poorly-constrained concavity value on estimates of ksn and the metric χ, which2436
integrates drainage area along channels and has been used to detect drainage2437
dived migration (Willett et al., 2014). We also compare different methods of2438
estimating the most likely values of θ and refine existing methods of quantifying2439
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the uncertainty in choosing a most likely value of θ.2440
4.2 Determining the concavity index2441
4.2.1 Concavity index derived from slope–area data2442
A common approach to deriving fluvial profile concavity is to transform equation2443
4.1 into logarithmic space:2444
log[S] = log[ks] ∗ −θ log[A] (4.2)
where θ is the gradient of log[A] − − log[S] plots and ks the intercept where2445
log[A] = 0 (i.e., where A = 1m2 if areas are reported in square meters). This2446
logarithmic slope–area method has been widely used to determine both concavity2447
and channel steepness (e.g. Kirby and Whipple, 2012; Whipple et al., 2013; Wobus2448
et al., 2006c).2449
However, the use of raw S–A data has limitations: the seminal Wobus et al.2450
(2006c) paper includes the word "pitfalls" in the title. DEM data is inherently2451
noisy (e.g Perron and Royden, 2013; Wobus et al., 2006c), either because of2452
natural noise in river profiles or due to errors in the acquisition methods (e.g.2453
airborne lidar or satellite), and taking the gradient of noisy data amplifies that2454
noise (e.g. Perron and Royden, 2013). In addition, tributaries result in large2455
jumps in drainage area, resulting in major gaps along the A axis. Between tribu-2456
taries drainage area increases slowly, but channel gradient can vary dramatically2457
due to heterogeneity in local river bed conditions. This means that some form of2458
averaging or binning must be used on the raw slope–area data in order to extract2459
ks and θ values.2460
We illustrate difficulties in extracting the concavity and steepness indices from2461
S–A in Figure 4.1. This figure contrasts a theoretical case (panel a) with real2462
data that considers the basin as a whole (panel b), each different tributary chan-2463
nel (panel c), or solely the main stem channel (panel d). Values of θ can vary2464
substantially in the same drainage basin depending on the S–A data used, as2465
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shown by the histograms of best-fit populations of θ within the inset plots in2466
panels b,c,d. This does not suggest that S–A data is unsuitable for extracting2467
landscape metrics: steepness indices derived from this method have been shown2468
to correlate well with other landscape properties such as erosion rates and tec-2469
tonic activity in a range of contexts (e.g. Kirby and Whipple, 2012). However2470
it highlights the potential difficulties and uncertainties in using this technique to2471
extract θ or ks, particularly across large areas where θ might vary spatially.2472
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Figure 4.1: Example slope–area plots. a. An idealized channel with slope and area
following equation 4.1. θ is uniform and a clear knickpoint separates two populations
of ksn. b. Slope–area data from a real watershed (the Buzău river in Romania, 3000
km2, outlet coordinates latitude 45.20 and longitude 26.75 in WGS84). Each grey
point represents gradient calculated over a vertical window of 20 meters; data derived
from the ALOS World 3D 30 dataset. Note the noise and irregularity of data spacing
along the axes. In orange, data is binned by drainage area and concavity is calculated
using a segmentation algorithm described in Mudd et al. (2014). Only one of the
resulting segments has a concavity between 0 and 1: the inset in panels b,c, and d
show histograms of concavity values between 0 and 1 based on segmentation of S–A
data. Panel c. shows slope–area data binned by drainage area for all tributaries of the
same watershed. The population of θ is obtained by using the segmentation of slope–
area data in each each tributary. Panel d. shows data data for the main stem channel
only.
4.2.2 Concavity index from the integral approach2473
These problems with the slope–area approach have led to the development of2474
alternative methods in recent years. One such technique is to integrate drainage2475
area along flow distance, which was first suggested by Royden et al. (2000) and2476
further developed in Perron and Royden (2013) as a way to circumvent uncertain-2477
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ties associated with calculating gradient from noisy topographic data. Following2478
Whipple et al. (2017b) we can integrate equation 4.1, resulting in2479













where A0 is a reference drainage area, introduced to nondimensionalize the area2480










The coordinate χ has dimensions of length, and is defined such that at any point2483
in the channel:2484







Equation 4.5 has two key predictions: firstly, assuming that ks and θ are2485
spatially constant, there will be a linear relationship between χ and elevation for2486
a single channel; and secondly, that tributaries will be collinear with the main2487
stem. If the linearity prediction is true, θ can be calculated for a river by iterating2488
through a range of θ values for a given network and selecting the value with a2489
best-fit linear relationship between χ and elevation (Perron and Royden, 2013).2490
In many real landscapes which are undergoing transient adjustment, however,2491
ks may vary spatially. Alternative approaches have attempted to fit a number2492
of linear segments to χ-elevation data to circumvent this problem (Mudd et al.,2493
2014).2494
The collinearity prediction provides a second independent metric of calculating2495
the concavity index (θ) that does not assume that river profiles are linear in2496
χ-elevation space. Instead it assumes that a point anywhere on the channel2497
network with the same χ value will have the same elevation. This has been used2498
as the basis for a number of techniques which calculate the concavity index by2499
minimising the scatter between points on tributaries with the main stem channel2500
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(Goren et al., 2014; Hergarten et al., 2016; Mudd et al., 2018). The collinearity2501
test would be rather restrictive, however, if it were limited to landscapes where2502
ks were uniform. Royden and Taylor Perron (2013) used solutions of the stream2503
power law to show that collinearity holds even if there are perturbations to the2504
erosion rate that propagate upstream through the channel network. The stream2505
power law has many assumptions (e.g. Lague, 2014), but we can alternatively use2506
geometric relationships to show that collinearity is indicative of the most likely2507
concavity index without invoking stream power.2508
Two centuries ago, Playfair (1802) observed that tributary junctions often2509
featured channels joining at a common elevation: waterfalls are not systematically2510
present at tributary junctions. This must mean that the two contributing streams2511
need to have eroded at the same rate as the river just downstream of the junction.2512
Niemann et al. (2001) expanded on this geometric observation and derived an2513
expression for the migration rate of a local channel steepening or knickpoint2514





where S1 is the channel slope prior to disturbance, S2 is the channel slope after2516
disturbance (e.g., due to a change in incision rate E), and ∆E is the difference2517
between the incision rate before and after disturbance (which can be equated2518
to uplift rates U1 and U2 in units of length per time, ∆E = U2 − U1). Follow-2519
ing Wobus et al. (2006c) we can introduce drainage area into equation (4.6) by2520





Once Ceh is known, we can calculate the vertical celerity (Cev) which is simply2522
the horizontal celerity multiplied by the local slope after disturbance S2 (Wobus2523
et al., 2006c). The vertical celerity of a disturbance to the channel network is2524
independent of drainage area:2525





Equation (4.8) implies that, under conditions of spatially homogeneous uplift2526
and constant erodibility (i.e., channels with the same slope and drainage area2527
erode at the same rate), then changes in slope will propagate vertically in elevation2528
at a constant rate. If we begin with a landscape with constant ks as described2529
in equation 4.5 that has a collinear channel network, and propagate changes in2530
slope at a constant vertical celerity, the network will remain collinear even if ks2531
becomes spatially heterogeneous.2532
4.2.3 Can we know if a concavity index is "correct"?2533
The calculations of concavity index presented above are based on models of2534
detachment-limited incision. A number of authors have also attempted to derive2535
the concavity index from transport-limited models (e.g., Whipple and Tucker,2536
1999; Wickert and Schildgen, 2019). Although these models are a promising ap-2537
proach for understanding the fluvial concavity index, it is currently challenging2538
to test these predictions by quantifying the correct concavity index from field2539
observations.2540
An alternative approach is to create simulated topography using a model that2541
bears some resemblance to measured incision processes, impose a concavity index2542
upon this model, and then test if the topographic methods are able to correctly2543
extract the imposed concavity index (e.g. Mudd et al., 2018). In spatially homoge-2544
neous, steady state landscapes, both methods could extract the correct concavity2545
index, which is unsurprising since this situation just produces a topographic sur-2546
face exactly obeying equation 4.1. If the modelled landscapes were perturbed by2547
changing uplift rates, or variations in erodibility, then Mudd et al. (2018) found2548
that the slope–area method could not reliably be used to identify the imposed2549
concavity index. In contrast, Mudd et al. (2018) found the collinearity approach2550
could identify the imposed concavity index under spatial and temporal hetero-2551
geneity that might be found in a natural landscape. Therefore, for the rest of this2552
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paper, we primarily focus on extracting the concavity index using the collinearity2553
method.2554
4.3 Impact of varying concavity on the channel2555
steepness index2556
The channel steepness index set out equation 4.1 (ks) depends on the concavity2557
index, meaning that a reference value of θ (θref ) must be set to compare ks values2558
across multiple basins (Wobus et al., 2006c). This results in "normalized" values2559
of the steepness index, ksn. Values of the normalized steepness index, ksn, have2560
been widely correlated with either uplift rates, inferred from a range of indicators2561
such as dated terraces (e.g., Snyder et al., 2000), or erosion rates, usually inferred2562
from the concentrations of in-situ cosmogenic nuclides such as 10Be (e.g., Lal,2563
1991). In many such studies, there is a clear positive correlation between ksn2564
and inferred erosion and uplift rates (e.g., Cyr et al., 2010; DiBiase et al., 2010;2565
Harel et al., 2016; Kirby and Whipple, 2001b; Mandal et al., 2015; Ouimet et al.,2566
2009; Safran et al., 2005; Scherler et al., 2014). Broadly speaking, these results2567
indicate that steeper channels do reflect faster erosion rates, if one controls for2568
other factors such as lithology.2569
If we believe that channel steepness can serve as a proxy for erosion rates,2570
and that erosion rates are correlated with uplift rates, then it follows that chan-2571
nel steepness may be a powerful tool for detecting spatial variations in tectonic2572
activity (e.g. Kirby and Whipple, 2012). However, ksn is a function of the con-2573
cavity index. If we choose the incorrect value of the concavity index, what is the2574
potential for misinterpreting the spatial distribution of relative channel steepness,2575
and therefore uplift patterns?2576
Figure 4.2 depicts scenarios where changing the value of the concavity index2577
will result in substantially different interpretations of the spatial variation in2578
channel steepness. Figure 4.2a illustrates a catchment with spatial heterogeneity2579
in θ. If one θ is used for the entire catchment this can lead to dramatic differences2580
in the calculated ksn values. This behavior is also expected in χ space, as shown in2581
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Figure 4.2b, where the steep slope patches, which are interpreted as representing2582
faster erosion, appear in different locations depending on the value of θ. Panels2583
c. and d. also highlight how, depending on the choice of θ, one might find two2584
clearly separated values of ksn within the channel network or a range of values2585
(see inset in panel c.).2586
Figure 4.2: Schematic diagram exploring ways in which changing the values of the
concavity index lead to differing interpretations of tectonics or erosion based on channel
steepness index. Blue, orange and red colors represent low, medium and high concavi-
ties, respectively. The left column depicts S–A data for two idealized catchments and
the right column shows the corresponding χ-elevation plots. The value of ksn for each
point in these basins will be determined by the point at which the lines intersect with
the vertical axis at log[A] = 0. Catchment 1 (top row) represents a catchment with
spatial variation in concavity from a low-concavity outlet to high-concavity headwaters.
Selecting one index for the entire catchment will alter the distribution of ksn values as
shown in the inset plots. Catchment 2 (bottom row) represents a catchment with one
concavity but spatial variation in ks. This spatial variation in ks will only be detected
if the correct concavity value is chosen.
Conceptual diagrams such as Figure 4.2 highlight the uncertainties in ksn2587
that are generated by uncertainties in θ. However, it is not straightforward to2588
predict where these distortions will be greatest. One issue is that the relationship2589
between ksn and θ is non-linear: the order of magnitude of the steepness values2590
for different values of θ are not directly comparable. In addition, the noise of S2591
data and sparsity of A data, caused by jumps in A at junctions, require the use2592
of data-loss methods such as binning (e.g. Wobus et al., 2006c). This disconnects2593
single points in a channel from S–A data and therefore hinders our ability to2594
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check binned values against field knowledge. Although the χ transformation2595
offers a means to circumvent some of these issues (Perron and Royden, 2013), it2596
is calculated with a fixed θ value, meaning that landscape–scale χ transformations2597
may be distorted by the choice of θ (Figures 4.2b and d. Our study is focused on2598
assessing the extent of this distortion and proposing metrics to estimate which θ2599
value will least distort values of ksn.2600
4.4 Methods2601
4.4.1 Quantifying concavity using disorder2602
We begin by looking at the uncertainty in θ for a single basin. We use the2603
disorder metric, first suggested by Goren et al. (2014), that is a measure of how2604
far tributaries depart from the main stem river and amongst themselves in χ–2605
elevation space (e.g. Goren et al., 2014; Hergarten et al., 2016; Mudd et al., 2018;2606
Shelef et al., 2018). Our implementation follows the method of Hergarten et al.2607
(2016). It ranks every point in the channel network by increasing elevation, and2608









where the the subscript s, i represents the sorted ith χ coordinate that has2610
been sorted by its elevation. This sum, R, is minimal if elevation and χ are2611
related monotonically. However it scales with the absolute values of χ, which2612
are sensitive to the concavity index (see equation 4.4), so following Hergarten2613














The most likely concavity index is that which results in the lowest value of D2616
for the river network: a perfectly collinear population of points would have D = 02617
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(Hergarten et al., 2016). To constrain uncertainty, Mudd et al. (2018) created2618
subset networks formed from the trunk stream and every possible combination2619
of three tributaries (Figure 4.3). The minimum D value was calculated for all of2620
these combinations by iterating over θ values, creating a population of best fit2621
concavity index values from all the combinations. The median and interquartile2622
range were then reported.2623
Several authors have shown this method is effective in identifying the most2624
likely concavity index for a watershed (Hergarten et al., 2016; Mudd et al., 2018).2625
However, as explained in section 4.3, one may be compelled to use a different2626
value of θ for a particular watershed, for example if one is comparing values of2627
normalized channel steepness and needs to apply a constant θ value across the2628
landscape to generate ksn data. We would like to know how well this fixed value of2629
θ performs for multiple basins. We have therefore adapted the disorder approach2630
to quantify sensitivity to changing θ. For every combination of tributaries, we2631
calculate a value of D for a range of θ values. We then normalise each value of2632





This results in a population of D∗ values for every value of θ, and these values2634
vary between 0 and 1 (Figure 4.3). If the dataset is perfectly collinear, then D2635
will equal 0 (Hergarten et al., 2016), so normalizing by Dmax means D
∗ spans2636
from the maximum disorder to perfectly collinear channel networks. We can then2637
quantify the median and lower quartile of D∗ as a function of θ, and from these2638
derive estimates of the most likely θ value as well as some indication of how well2639
constrained this value is. If the best fit concavity index is well constrained, the D∗2640
values will have a sharply defined minimum, whereas a poorly defined value will2641
have a very broad range of D∗ values as illustrated in Figure 4.3c. We calculate2642
D∗ to provide metrics reflecting how well constrained θ is for a given watershed.2643
Finding the value that minimises the disorder might suggest the most likely2644
value for a watershed. However it is also important to quantify the goodness2645
of this value, i.e. if a range of values would result in similar disorder metrics,2646
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Figure 4.3: Conceptual illustration of the disorder calculation method.
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or alternatively if small changes to the value of θ would lead to much greater2647
disorder. We therefore developed a further metric for quantifying the uncertainty2648
of θ within a watershed. The most likely value of θ is defined by the minimum2649
value of median D∗ from all combinations of tributaries extracted for each value2650
of θ. Alongside the median we also calculate the first quartile: these values are2651
lower than the median for each value of θ, so we draw a horizontal line from2652
the minimum of the median D∗ values and mark where this intersects with the2653
first quartile D∗ values at both lesser and greater values of θ (Figure 4.4, panels2654
a,d). We then define the uncertainty range, Rθ, as the distance between these2655
two points (maxQ1 and minQ1):2656
Rθ = maxQ1 −minQ1 (4.12)
Lower values Rθ mean that there is less uncertainty on the best-fit θ (Figure 4.4).2657
We can further assess the goodness of fit for θ for entire landscapes by calculating2658
the cumulative distribution (CDF) of Rθ values across multiple basins. The shape2659
of the cumulative distribution is a direct proxy of the cleanness of the best-fits: a2660
steep CDF with low values would mean that the majority of basins had relatively2661
low uncertainties on θ, whereas a more gradually increasing CDF would indicate2662
that the landscape exhibits a wider range of uncertainty on θ.2663
The technique outlined above allows us to calculate the best-fit theta value for2664
one particular basin. However, D∗ is less useful if we wish to constrain the most2665
likely value of θ across multiple watersheds, as different basins will have a different2666
minimum value. Therefore, we also calculate a disorder metric normalized by the2667





We can calculate D∗r for the reference value of θ (θref ) across every basin in2669
the landscape. If the best-fit θ for a particular basin is equal to θref , then D
∗
r for2670
that basin will be 0. We can therefore interrogate the distribution of D∗r values2671
for the landscape to determine how well-constrained θref is, and therefore how2672
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reliable our estimates of normalized channel steepness will be.2673
4.4.2 Quantifying spatial variations of θ using S–A2674
The disorder metric outlined in Section 4.4.1 relies on comparing the main stem2675
channel with a number of tributaries. In some cases, either where basins have very2676
few tributaries, or if concavity along a specific channel is of interest this method is2677
not applicable. In these cases we use slope–area plots to quantify spatial variations2678
in θ, as illustrated for the Danube case study (Section 4.5.4). We calculate the2679
slope of the main channel using a fixed elevation drop of 5 meters. We wish to2680
look at broad patterns in concavity so we segment the river into reaches based2681
on their geological and/or geographical settings, e.g. by sedimentary basin or2682
upland area. In each subjectively defined reach, we apply an iterative Monte2683
Carlo sampling scheme to randomly select 80% of the points within the reach2684
and perform linear regressions to determine a population of θ values for each2685
reach.2686
4.5 Concavity across scales2687
We use the collinearity method outlined in Section 4.4.1 to investigate concavity2688
across a wide range of different scales, ranging from individual drainage basins2689
to entire mountain ranges. We aim to explore how variable concavity is spatially2690
across different regions and test our ability to constrain a representative θ that2691
can be used in channel steepness calculations.2692
4.5.1 Individual drainage basins2693
As a first step, we illustrate the collinearity method with two small watersheds2694
in different geological contexts (Fig. 4.4). The aim of using D∗ is to not only2695
determine the best-fit values for a given watershed, but also to determine how2696
"wrong" other values are. This is necessary because normalized steepness values2697
(ksn) are frequently calculated, which inevitably results in channel steepness val-2698
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ues being calculated using values of θ which are inappropriate for an individual2699
basin.2700
The first example site (Figure 4.4a,b,c) is in the Loess Plateau (China). It2701
features a relatively homogeneous substrate and relatively homogeneous concavity2702
indices estimated from previous studies (e.g. Mudd et al., 2018; Zhang et al.,2703
2020). The density map in Fig. 4.4a shows D∗ values for each value of θ tested,2704
and for each combination of tributaries tested in the watershed. Higher densities2705
(e.g., bright colours) mean that many of the tributary combinations returned2706
that value of D∗. Median values minimising D∗ suggest a most likely θ value of2707
0.425. A χ–elevation plot made using this concavity (Figure 4.4b) shows a linear2708
channel profile, suggesting a channel with homogeneous substrate and a constant2709
erosion rate (Perron and Royden, 2013).2710
Figure 4.4c displays transformed river profiles for different θ with a normalised2711
χ∗ = χ
χmax
to plot the two populations of χ on the same horizontal scale. Both of2712
these θ values lead to substantial divergence from the linear profile in panel b. If2713
the θ values in panel c were used to determine ksn, one would predict a wide range2714
of channel steepnesses. Low values of θ result in tributaries that have higher values2715
of ksn than the main stem (i.e., they are steeper in χ–elevation space), whereas2716
tributaries have lower values of ksn than the main stem if θ is large. We also2717
observe that the black dataset using θ = 0.15 is closer to collinearity than the2718
red dataset using θ = 0.85 as predicted by its lower disorder value.2719
The second test site is a watershed located in the South-Eastern Carpathians2720
(the outlet is 5 km NW of Buzau, Romania). The landscape is marked by spatial2721
variations in uplift and subsidence, heterogeneous lithology (Mat
,
enco and Ma-2722
tenco, 2017, and references therein), and shows strong evidence of stream piracy2723
(e.g. Borgh, 2013a). Figure 4.4d presents a density plot of D∗ values that fea-2724
ture more scatter than those of the Loess Plateau. However, the most likely2725
θ, which here is 0.275, can still be determined from the minimum value of D∗.2726
Figure 4.4e demonstrates that the method still isolates the value of θ which max-2727
imises collinearity despite prominent breaks-in-slope, a small number of outlier2728
tributaries, and many competing forcings. If we compare the χ–elevation profiles2729
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in Figure 4.4f, we see that the profiles with a high value of θ are much more2730
scattered than those with a low value of θ, which reflects the relative spread of2731
D∗ at these θ values depicted in the density plot in Figure 4.4d.2732
Figure 4.4: θ best-fit for single watershed in the Loess Plateau (a,b and c) and for the
Buzau river (d,e and f) in the South-Eastern Carpathians. a) and d) Density plots of
the D∗ for each combination of watersheds function of θ. It suggest θopt = 0.425 with a
sharp and clear minimum for the Loess Plateau and θopt = 0.275 for Buzau. b) and e)
χ-Elevation profile for the river at calculated with optimal θ. Note the collinearity of
the profiles. c) and f) Nondimensionalised χ∗ = χχmax calculated with non-optimal θs.
Note the high scatter compare to their optimised counterparts.
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4.5.2 Distribution of θ across mountain ranges2733
A mountain range or discrete upland area is a convenient unit of study in geo-2734
morphology (e.g. Gilbert, 1880). To illustrate variations in the concavity index2735
across mountain ranges, we apply our method to a range of sites showing differ-2736
ent tectonic and lithological characteristics, as well as a range of scales: The San2737
Gabriel mountains (CA, USA), the Cordillera Central of Ilocos Norte (Luzon Is-2738
land, Philippines), the Eastern Carpathians (Ukraine, Romania and Republic of2739
Moldova), and the Himalayas. For each test site, we extract all watersheds within2740
the landscape with drainage areas from 50 km2 to 1000 km2. We remove nested2741
watersheds to avoid including the same channels multiple times. This range in2742
drainage area provides a good balance between basins that have a number of trib-2743
utaries with which to measure collinearity, and basins having a limited amount2744
of internal heterogeneity such as faults, lithologic contacts or climate gradients.2745
San Gabriel mountains2746
The San Gabriel mountains sit within the tectonically active Transverse Ranges in2747
Southern California (USA) (e.g Lindvall and Rubin, 2008). DiBiase et al. (2010)2748
quantified the erosion rates in the area using basin-wide cosmogenic radionuclides2749
(CRN) and observed positive correlations between erosion rates and ksn in the2750
region. Using linear regressions on binned S–A plots, they suggested θ=0.45. We2751
apply our methodology to the same field area (Figure 4.5). Figure 4.5a shows2752
the spatial distribution of most likely values of θ, i.e θ value minimising D∗ for2753
each basin, across the landscape. Figure 4.5b suggests relatively low values of2754
the concavity index with most falling between 0.25 and 0.4. Figure 4.5c shows2755
that more that 60% of the basins have an Rθ below 0.2, meaning their best-fit is2756
narrow and relatively well-defined, with some basins even showing Rθ close to 0.2757
A strategy to select a representative θ value depends on the watershed of2758
interest. In our case, if we are interested in all the basins on Figure 4.5, we2759
suggest selecting θ = 0.3 to minimise distortion. Figure 4.6 can be used to assess2760
which basins will be most disordered, that is, have the highest D∗ value for a2761
particular θ value. One might have less confidence in ksn values extracted from2762
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basins that are highly disordered in Figure 4.6 when using the regional θ value.2763
Figure 4.5: Analysis of the spatial variations in concavity index of the San Gabriel
mountains and surroundings. a) Map of best fit θ in the area. Note the relative
uniformity of the the best fit value of θ. b) Distribution of the best-fit values. The
high concentration of θ = 0.05 is linked to the fact that this is the minimum value
considered and encompasses all best-fits lower than this. c) Cumulative distribution
plot of Rθ. This plot shows that 80% of the watersheds have Rθ values less than 0.3.
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Figure 4.6: D∗ values for each watershed for θ = 0.3. Low values, close to 0 in dark,
reflect basins that have very low disorder with this value of θ, whereas basins with
higher D∗ values are much more disordered. Comparison with Figure 4.5 allows one to
identify basins that are highly disordered because they do not share the regional best-fit
θ (e.g., the basin in the SE corner of the study area), but it can also identify basins
that have a similar best fit θ to the regional value, but are still somewhat disordered
(e.g., the basin with an outlet on the southern side of the study area with an Easting
of just over 340 km).
Cordillera Central of Ilocos Norte, Philippines2764
The second test site is the Cordillera Central of Ilocos Norte, in the northern part2765
of Luzon island, Philippines. The island is bordered by doubly vergent subduction2766
zones, one to both the east and west of the island. This tectonic forcing has2767
led to the partition of the island by a network of active faults: the Philippine2768
fault system features shearing, compressive, and extensional faults (e.g. Aurelio2769
et al., 2009; Ringenbach et al., 1992). The analysis of the spatial distribution2770
of concavity indices (Figure 4.7a) contrasts with the result from the San Gabriel2771
mountains: it is much more heterogeneous. The most represented value of θ for2772
the range is 0.45 (Figure 4.7b), but the mountains feature basins with most likely2773
θ values that vary between 0.05 and 0.65, and there is no dominant value or range2774
of values amongst the most likely θ values (Figure 4.7b).2775
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This heterogeneity is observable from other perspectives: Figure 4.7c shows2776
the Rθ values of the range. The curve rises much more gradually than that of2777
Figure 4.5c. Only 30% of the basins have an Rθ < 0.2 and 20% of them have an2778
Rθ > 0.4, suggesting large uncertainties in the most likely value of θ.2779
Figure 4.7: Summary of θ best-fit analysis for Luzon field site (Phillipines). a) Spatial
distribution of the best-fits for each watershed showing striking heterogeneity across the
region. b) Distribution of θ values compiled for all watersheds: there is no clear peak
in the best-fit θ. c) Cumulative density plot of the uncertainty Rθ. The low steepness
of the curve shows the spatial heterogeneity in best-fit θ.
The Eastern Carpathians2780
The Eastern Carpathians system is part of the eastern continuation of the Alpine2781
orogeny, and is more lithologically heterogeneous than the previous two sites. In2782
their review of the regional tectonics and its topographic expression, Mat
,
enco2783
and Matenco (2017) (and references therein) highlighted several domains which2784
evolved differently, ultimately controlling emergent features of the topography.2785
The different domains are shown in Figure 4.8a): (i) the Southern Carpathi-2786
ans, composed of resistant magmatic and metamorphic rocks with Mesozoic last2787
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significant exhumation events; (ii) the Eastern Carpathians, composed of sed-2788
imentary rocks of variable strength and fewer magmato-metamorphic massifs,2789
with exhumation history from late Miocene to present in localised sections; (iii)2790
The Transylvanian Basin, an uplifted back-arc basin with potential drainage re-2791
organisation (Borgh, 2013a); (iv) The Getic and Focsani depressions, made of2792
alluvial fans from the Southern Carpathians and subsidence of the active part of2793
the Eastern Carpathians; and (v) the European Foreland, the foreland basin of2794
the Eastern Carpathians and part of the European Shield (Mat
,
enco and Matenco,2795
2017, and references therein).2796
Figure 4.8 presents a summary of the concavity index distribution within2797
the Romanian Carpathians. Figure 4.8b shows the most likely values of θ are2798
widely distributed, but the distribution is centered around 0.625, excluding a2799
large number of values with a best fit θ of <0.05. Figure 4.8c suggests that the2800
different domains behave differently. The Getic and Focsani depressions primarily2801
feature low concavities, between 0.2 and 0.4. Basins in the Southern Carpathians2802
feature low to medium concavity with a wide range of low values between 0.1 and2803
0.5. The Transylvanian basin and the Eastern Carpathians present similar trends2804
with best-fits centered on 0.5, although the relatively flat distributions suggest2805
a less well constrained best-fit. The European Foreland, in contrast, has high θ2806
values, > 0.6.2807
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Figure 4.8: Concavity results from the Eastern Carpathians. a) Watershed between
5e7m2 and 1e9m2 extracted colored by domain corresponding to the legend on c. The
base map and subsequent units are in WGS84 UTM35N. b) Best-fit concavity across
the field site. Note the peak of low values representing values lesser or equal to 0.05.
c) Median profiles of the median D∗ for each of the watershed by zones. Global trend
can be isolated with significantly different minimums for the different area. The colors
correspond to the basin outlined in a) and described in the legend.
The Himalayan system2808
We also illustrate the spatial distribution of concavity in the central Himalayan2809
system. We include in this analysis the main basins draining the range, outlined2810
in black in Figure 4.9a, and their surrounding smaller basins on the Tibetan2811
plateau and the Gangetic plain.2812
Himalayan River networks have been widely studied (e.g. Clark et al., 2004;2813
Gupta, 1997; Lavé and Avouac, 2001; Seeber and Gornitz, 1983). Due to the2814
heterogeneous nature of the range’s lithology and tectonics (e.g., Yin, 2006), as2815
well as strong gradients in precipitation and discharge (Bookhagen and Burbank,2816
2010), we might expect strong variations in θ values: the Himalayas do not dis-2817
appoint in this regard (Figure 4.9).2818
Within the mountain belt, the most likely θ values are centred roughly around2819
0.45, but large numbers of basins have most likely values between 0.05 to 0.7.2820
Subtle patterns may be recognised; for example the patch of high concavity at2821
Easting 750 km - Northing 3250 km, or the strip of low concavity just north of2822
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the basins outlined in black; but apart from systematically low concavity in the2823
plains, no clear signal emerges. This suggests caution should be used in applying2824
a single value of θ across the range when exploring channel steepness.2825
We also analysed the large scale expression of θ within the major basins,2826
outlined in black, that average the effect of more factors than smaller basins2827
(Figure 4.9c). Most of the large basins have a global θ in between 0.2 and 0.42828
with large uncertainties. One basin features a very high concavity, at odds with2829
Figure 4.9a, suggesting that large-scale expression of concavity might hide local2830
heterogeneities.2831
Figure 4.9: Distribution of θ across the Central Himalaya. a) Spatial distribution
of the best-fit θ for all watersheds in a range of drainage area from 5e7 to 1e9 metre
square. The black outlines are representing the main basins draining to the mountain
front. The stars are their outlets and refer to figure c. b) global distribution of all the
best fits in the study area. Note that the very low values (0.05) have been omitted here
for the sake of clarity.
4.5.3 Variability in the concavity index across multiple basins2832
To give a broader picture of variation in the value of θ across many different2833
landscapes, selected to represent a broad range of climate, lithology and tectonic2834
activity. We have avoided depositional areas (e.g., sedimentary basins and alluvial2835
fans) because these areas cannot be expected to adhere to Playfair’s Law, which2836
serves as the basis for our reliance on the disorder metric (see Section 4.4.1).2837
Our compilation was constructed by extracting all basins in each landscape2838
with drainage areas from 50 km2 to 1000 km2. As in all previous examples, we2839
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remove nested basins and we avoid analysis of any basin which is on the edge of2840
the DEM, as these may have incorrect drainage areas.2841
Our compilation of basins includes 5033 basin analysed for most likely θ across2842
a diverse range of landscapes. The median value across all these basins is 0.425,2843
which is consistent with previous studies based on slope–area data (e.g. Tucker2844
and Whipple, 2002). This central tendency, however, masks a very large degree2845
of heterogeneity. The first and third quartile of most likely θ values are 0.225 and2846
0.575. We note that our table makes no effort to isolate bedrock channels, and2847
we may expect greater heterogeneity if the study area includes both alluvial and2848
bedrock rivers (e.g., Whipple, 2004).2849
The table includes metrics of the range of uncertainties across multiple land-2850
scapes. We hope this serves as a benchmark for authors to determine how "messy"2851
their landscape is in a global context. The first and third quartiles for Rθ across2852
all 5033 basins is 0.175 and 0.375, respectively. Therefore, basins with an Rθ2853
value of 0.175 or less have a sharply defined θ compared to most basins, whereas2854
basins with an Rθ above 0.375 are particularly disordered: in these basins it is2855
virtually impossible to constrain the correct value of θ.2856
4.5.4 Variability along continental-scale rivers: the Danube2857
Our previous test sites aimed to show the variation of concavity across different2858
scales of field site. However there is still a particular case that has not been2859
investigated: continental-scale rivers. Here we do not aim to extract concavity2860
values over sets of basins, but rather over a large river crossing a continent.2861
Exploring θ over a large river is particularly important for χ, because the χ2862
coordinate integrates discharge data from base-level to top. Thus, χ values at2863
basin headwaters are sensitive to poorly fit values of θ downstream (Forte and2864
Whipple, 2018).2865
The Danube is the second longest river in Europe which flows for approx-2866
imately 2,860 km, connecting the Alps to the Black Sea. It acts as a major2867
source-to-sink component of the Alpine-Pannonian-Getic-Black-sea system and2868
sets boundary condition for the erosion of the North-Eastern Alps (Matenco et2869
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Table 4.1: Concavity indices across selected landscapes. At each site we analyse a
number of basins and report the median, and first and third quartiles of the most likely
θ values amongst the basins. We also report the median and first and third quartiles
for the range of uncertainty (Rθ) for individual basins. Maps showing exact locations of
















Chilean Andes 65 0.475 0.225 0.625 0.275 0.125 0.4
North Arkansas 11 0.65 0.525 0.663 0.3 0.2 0.412
Bureya Massif 75 0.45 0.325 0.55 0.225 0.175 0.325
Eastern Carpathi-
ans
876 0.5 0.325 0.65 0.275 0.175 0.375
Caucas Mountains 366 0.362 0.175 0.5 0.25 0.15 0.35
Sierra Madre, Mex-
ico
94 0.45 0.306 0.525 0.25 0.131 0.375
Corsica 30 0.388 0.256 0.425 0.288 0.225 0.444
Ethiopian High-
lands
111 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.175 0.125 0.275
Jebal Barez, Iran 54 0.2 0.106 0.275 0.175 0.125 0.25
Lesotho 78 0.475 0.35 0.569 0.175 0.1 0.275
Luzon 88 0.425 0.225 0.575 0.338 0.225 0.475
Edge of Mongolian
Plateau
107 0.45 0.35 0.525 0.225 0.125 0.338
Basins along Nu-
jang River
71 0.45 0.325 0.625 0.275 0.175 0.425
Oregon Coast
Ranges
26 0.538 0.338 0.75 0.25 0.175 0.3
San Gabriel Moun-
tains
34 0.325 0.275 0.444 0.212 0.125 0.3
Southern Altai
Mountains
551 0.35 0.175 0.525 0.25 0.15 0.4
Southern Brazil 102 0.475 0.4 0.55 0.225 0.15 0.275
Western South
Africa
634 0.25 0.125 0.425 0.225 0.15 0.35
Southern Wiscon-
sin
60 0.562 0.45 0.625 0.2 0.144 0.325
Yemen 52 0.4 0.275 0.506 0.175 0.125 0.256
Atlas Mountains 26 0.4 0.275 0.5 0.225 0.175 0.325
Dolomites 28 0.538 0.35 0.756 0.338 0.225 0.5
Hida Mountains 51 0.5 0.3 0.575 0.3 0.225 0.438
Himalayas 645 0.4 0.25 0.525 0.275 0.175 0.4
Allegheny Plateau 118 0.7 0.556 0.819 0.25 0.175 0.394
Northern Ap-
palachians, USA
177 0.525 0.4 0.675 0.35 0.225 0.45
Southern Ap-
palachians, USA
277 0.5 0.3 0.625 0.35 0.225 0.45
Olympic Moun-
tains
33 0.575 0.4 0.675 0.325 0.2 0.425
Pyrenees 61 0.475 0.3 0.575 0.325 0.225 0.4
Taiwan 97 0.45 0.15 0.575 0.275 0.2 0.375
Tien Shan 40 0.612 0.5 0.756 0.325 0.25 0.481
Zagros Mountains 49 0.475 0.3 0.625 0.25 0.125 0.4
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al., 2013). It also crosses several sedimentary basins which are separated by gate-2870
ways, each having a history of opening and closing through geological time (e.g.2871
Leever et al., 2011; Leever et al., 2010).2872
We extracted the Danube river long profile using a pre-conditioned DEM2873
from the HydroShed (Lehner et al., 2008), and segmented the profile by very2874
general domains: i) the Danube delta and crossing of the Northern Dobruja2875
range (Eastern Romania, in dark blue in figure 4.10); ii) the Dacic depression,2876
foreland of the South Carpathians (light blue in figure 4.10); (iii) the Iron Gates,2877
the gateway between the Dacic depression and the Pannonian Basin (green in2878
figure 4.10); (iv) the Pannonian Basin (orange in figure 4.10) and the Alpine2879
Danube (red on figure 4.10). Processing of concavity along the river suggest2880
systematically low concavity on most of the sedimentary basins (between -0.152881
and 0.15). The Iron gate area and the Alpine Danube show higher concavity2882
around 0.3.2883
Figure 4.10: a) Map of the Danube River’s course, coloured by domains discussed in
the text. Raster preconditioned by Hydroshed (Lehner et al., 2008) and projected in
Lambert Conformal Conic. b) Long profile of the Danube river, with θ for each river
domain. Note the overall low concavity on θ for most of the lowlands.
4.6 Distortion of ksn and χ values linked to varia-2884
tions in θ2885
We have demonstrated the variability of θ values at a wide range of scales. When2886
studying a field site, no matter the scale of the area, one needs to assume a2887
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reference θ for the study in order to use ksn or χ. This forces the worker to2888
calculate ksn with θ values that may not be the most likely for some of the2889
watersheds. Therefore, we now move on to explore how changing values of θ will2890
affect ksn and χ values, and consequently our interpretation of landscape metrics.2891
We first investigate analytical expressions of the distortion, and then illustrate2892
the distortion using real landscapes.2893
4.6.1 Distortion of ksn2894
Interpreting ksn in a meaningful manner involves focusing on the contrasts be-2895
tween the slope patches, sensu Royden and Taylor Perron (2013) across a field2896
site. Indeed, local contrasts in ksn, i.e. a knickpoint, are commonly interpreted2897
as driven by phenomenon such as climatically driven base-level drop (e.g. Crosby2898
and Whipple, 2006) or tectonincally driven changes in uplift or fault throw rates2899
(e.g Kirby and Whipple, 2012). If contrasts between two slope patches are exag-2900
gerated, attenuated, inverted, annihilated or artificially created, spurious patterns2901
carry a real risk for misinterpretation.2902
Analytical formulation of ksn distortion2903
We consider two points in a channel network, labelled with subscripts M and N ,2904
that are characterised by their slope and drainage area (SM , AM) and (SN , AN).2905
Their ksn values (expressed as kM and kN can be expressed rearranging equa-2906








We can calculate the ratio of ksn for these data points, which we call rk, that2909
is valid for a given θ:2910

















. To assess the distortion linked to changing the2912
value of θ, we aim to express the ratio rk as a function of ∆θ, with ∆θ defined2913
as:2914
∆θ = θ2 − θ1 (4.18)
with θ1 and θ2 are the different concavities used. A logarithmic transformation2915
can simplify comparison of the two ksn values:2916
ln[rk,θ2 ]− ln[rk,θ1 ] = ln[rS] + θ2 ln[rA]− ln[rS]− θ1 ln[rA] (4.19)
The slope ratios cancel because these are not affected by θ:2917
ln[rk,θ2 ]− ln[rk,θ1 ] = ∆θ ln[rA] (4.20)
We can define a factor that quantifies the distortion ratio between the two ksn2918





Examples of ksn distortion in real landscapes2920
We first illustrate distortion of ksn with the test sites used in Figure 4.4. Fig-2921
ure 4.11 shows the extent of ksn distortion for different hypothetical cases where2922
θ is set at a value that differs from the most likely value. We normalise all the2923
ksn values by their range of values, noted k
∗
sn, to circumvent the differences in2924
magnitude between the different values of θ. We display their median basin-wide2925
distribution, binned by distance from their respective outlets.2926
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Figure 4.11: a) Distribution of k∗sn – i.e. normalised to range – for a range of θ
along the watershed investigated in section 4.5.1a) (Loess Plateau, People’s Republic
of China). The different colours correspond to ∆θ from the best fit θ = 0.425. b)
Distribution of k∗sn for a range of θ along the watershed investigated in section 4.5.1d)
(Buzau river, Romania). The different colours correspond to ∆θ from the best fit
θ = 0.275.
Figure 4.11 gives an insight of the possible distortion at the scale of a single2927
watershed. At optimal θopt = 0.425 for the first field site (see section 4.5.1),2928
figure 4.11a depicts a ksn profile showing an initial increase of ksn in the first 82929
kilometres followed by a slight decrease in median value the rest of the profile.2930
Using θ > θopt gradually inverts this contrast by over-estimating ksn in the first2931
section of the profile. The normally decreasing part of the profile is gradually2932
over-estimated. On the other hand, using θ < θopt exaggerates the contrast2933
between the lowest values near the outlet and the rest of the profile. The slightly2934
decreasing pattern becomes flat or even increasing for very low θ.2935
The second and more heterogeneous field site (Buzau, Romania, see sec-2936
tion 4.5.1, θopt = 0.275), shows a gradual increase of ksn followed by a sharp2937
decrease near the headwaters of the network (figure 4.11b). Changing the value2938
of θ at this site does not change the overall pattern of channel steepness, how-2939
ever overestimates of θ result in a flattening of the contrasts. We also extracted2940
illustrative ksn distortion across multiple basins within the Luzon field site (Fig-2941
ure 4.12, see Section 4.6 for context). A number of potentially spurious patterns2942
emerge with the use of different θ values to calculate ksn. In this site, higher val-2943
ues of θ result in the largest proportion of high values of steepness in the range.2944
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The zone of high ksn values in Figure 4.12c is more extensive than the one in Fig-2945
ure 4.12a. Another systematic observation at higher θ, is that channels with more2946
drainage areas feature higher values. We determined an area of interest outlined2947
in light green (to not interact with the ksn color scheme) in Figure 4.12a, b and c2948
in order to illustrate more thoroughly some aspects of the distortion. The green2949
area includes a number of sub-basins draining to a low-relief area. At θ = 0.2,2950
the larger channels have low steepness values, and the northern section of the2951
range has generally higher ksn than the eastern section of the range. The plain2952
has systematically low steepness and no sharp contrasts in ksn are visible. When2953
θ = 0.45, river steepnesses increases. Contrasts between the different sections2954
are less pronounced but a few steeper areas do appear. At θ = 0.7, some of the2955
larger rivers become steeper than the surrounding terrain. A number of sharp2956
ksn patches appear.2957
Figure 4.12: River network in the Luzon island (Philippines) coloured by ksn values
for different θ. In order to produce comparable results, the minimum and maximum
colours are set to respectively the 10th and the 90th percentile of each ksn populations.
θ values have been picked in order to represent the general distribution of best-fits (see
Figure 4.7): 0.20 for a), 0.45 for b) and 0.70 for c). River points are sized by log[A] and
largest A are plotted on top.
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Subsequent implications and predictions2958
Equation 4.21 highlights a number potential biases in ksn values when calculated2959
with non-optimal θ. Figure 4.13 presents the analytical solution to the distortion2960
βr, which has the amusing property of looking like a bow tie.2961
Interpreting this bow tie may be slightly confusing, since βr is a ratio of ratios.2962
Let us let first give a more concrete example: consider a landscape where, at a2963
given value of θ all the values of ksn are the same. This means that rk,θ1 must2964
always equal unity and that βr will be equal to the ratio in channel steepness2965
between two points with a drainage area threshold rA. If the θ value is reduced,2966
then channel reaches with a larger drainage area will have a smaller ks value than2967
those with smaller drainage area. If the θ value is increased, then it is the reaches2968
with larger drainage area that will increase their ks values relative to smaller2969
channels.2970
Figure 4.13: The distortion ratio (βr) as a function of the change in θ, colored by the
ratio of drainage area between two points.
Having highlighted the most basic feature of Figure 4.13, we can expand upon2971
the nature of distortion, which is a function of (i) how different the local θ is from2972
the global best fit and (ii) the differences in drainage area amongst the compared2973
channel reaches.2974
To illustrate the behavior, consider two slope patches, sensu (Royden and2975
Taylor Perron, 2013), with a contrast in ksn of rk and a contrast in drainage area2976
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rA. Several scenarios can be considered which can relate potential dangerous2977
distortion in real landscapes.2978
First, assume that these two slope patches are contiguous, within the same2979
river and without any significant tributary joining between them (i.e., they will2980
have similar drainage areas). Their rA will typically be very low, e.g. between2981
0.9 and 1.1, depending on the source dataset and local context. As illustrated2982
in Figure 4.13, distortion for a low ratio of drainage areas is insignificant, with a2983
distortion of the ratio in the order of 1.05 in the worst cases. It suggests using2984
non-optimal θ will not impact the importance of local knickpoints, relative to2985
their immediate surroundings.2986
This might give one confidence that we do not need to worry about distor-2987
tion when identifying knickpoints based on ksn data. However, many studies2988
base interpretation of factors driving the presence of knickpoints by their spatial2989
distribution (Crosby and Whipple, 2006, e.g.). Because river channels feature2990
many fluctuations in gradient, simply looking for changes in ksn may result in2991
large numbers of potential knickpoints (e.g. Gailleton et al., 2019), so we must2992
compare the relative magnitude of knickpoints in different channels, which will in-2993
evitably have different drainage areas. In this case distortion due to non-optimal2994
θ becomes problematic. If we consider two knickpoints having the same ∆ksn2995
contrast if the most likely θ is used (i.e., ∆θ = 0), but one of these is in a small2996
tributary (e.g. 1e5m2) and another one in the more prominent channel (e.g.2997
1e9m2, rA in the order of 1e4), the distortion βr can rapidly rise up to 20 times2998
higher/lower depending on the δθ. This confirms earlier observations from topo-2999
graphic analysis suggesting the location of contrasts in ksn does not move with3000
different values of θ but their relative importance would be modified (Gailleton3001
et al., 2019).3002
Next, consider two slope patches of differing drainage area located within3003
the same watershed. This can represent a wide range of possible scenarios in3004
real landscapes, for example contiguous slope patches up and downstream of3005
a tributary junction, slope patches on different rivers, or slope patches on the3006
same river that lie some distance from each other. The resulting distortion from3007
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varying the θ value can either generate new contrasts, erase existing ones or even3008
invert the steepness signals (Figure 4.13), as observed in the Loess Plateau in3009
section 4.6.1. For example, a point with lower ksn in the main river relative to a3010
tributary will see the contrast between the two shrink with potential inversion of3011
the two values if the θ value is increased (i.e., ∆θ > 0). On the other hand, the3012
ratio of ksn will grow exponentially larger with ∆θ < 0. The exact nature of the3013
distortion is case specific when it comes to changes in drainage area and needs to3014
be considered carefully. Figure 4.13 can be used, along with constraints on θ, to3015
assess the risk of distortion for particular cases. Figure 4.13 also shows that the3016
key parameter in determining the degree of distortion is the drainage area.3017
4.6.2 Influence of concavity values on the distortion of the3018
χ coordinate3019
Analytical formulation of χ distortion3020
Expressing the analytical distortion of χ linked to varying concavity is less straight-3021
forward than for ksn, which is solely defined by constant S and A values. The χ3022
coordinate at a given point x of the river profile, is dependent on the downstream3023
river network and tributaries as it integrates ( A0
A(x)
)θ for the outlet to x. This has3024
two direct consequences.3025
First, the χ value depends on the location of base level, x0. This issue is out3026
of the scope of the present study and has been thoroughly discussed in multiple3027
studies (e.g Forte and Whipple, 2018; Seagren and Schoenbohm, 2019), we direct3028
the interested reader to figure 2 in Forte and Whipple (2018) for an illustration3029
of the significant impact of base level choice on χ contrasts.3030
Secondly, solving for distortion requires constraining the downstream shape3031
of the river network. However, river flow distance x as a function of drainage area3032
varies from river to another. For analytical solution, we use an approximation by3033
expressing the distance from the outlet, x, as a function of drainage area, A:3034
A(x) = (X0 − x)ρ (4.22)
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where X0 is the maximum distance of the river to the outlet (i.e. the distance3035
from the source to the chosen base level), and ρ a positive exponent approxi-3036
mating the rate at which drainage area decreases toward head water. This is a3037
variation of Hack’s law (Hack, 1957), as Hack’s law described A as a function3038
of flow distance downstream. Although very simplified, equation 4.22 can simu-3039
late realistic drainage area distribution along river profiles. We can then use the3040












ρθ − 1 −
Aθ0(X0 − xb)(1−ρθ)
ρθ − 1 (4.24)
By definition, the outlet, xb, has a coordinate of 0 (x is defined as the distance3043
from the outlet), so inserting this we arrive at:3044





(X0 − x)(1−ρθ) −X(1−ρθ)0
]
(4.25)
Willett et al. (2014) suggested that differences in the χ coordinate across3045
drainage divides indicated disequilibrium in tectonic forcing and that drainage3046
divides would migrate away from the side of the divide with a lower χ value.3047
Conversely, if the χ value is the same on either side of the divide for two points3048
with the same elevation, then the divide should be stable.3049
We can explore the impact of changing θ on the χ coordinate on either side3050
of the divide if we further simplify equation 4.27 by setting A0 = 1 m
2 (this is3051
the value chosen in most studies). In addition, the χ coordinate used to evaluate3052
differences across divides is typically extracted at a critical drainage area (Ac) (e.g3053
Forte and Whipple, 2018; Willett et al., 2014). We can calculate the distance from3054
the outlet of this critical drainage area from equation 4.22:3055
xc = X0 − Ac1/ρ (4.26)
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Now consider two points on either side of a divide with the same elevation3058
and the same χ coordinate. The basins on either side of the divide could have3059
different topology, so could have different values of ρ and different values of X0.3060
If we call these values in the second catchment ρ1 and X1, we can fix the two χ3061















If we assign the value of X1, we can solve equation 4.28 for ρ1.3063
Using these values of ρ, 0, ρ1, and X1 from basins that have the same value3064
of χ at a critical drainage area of Ac, and which we have defined as being at3065
equilibrium so therefore having the same elevation at these points, we can then3066
alter the value of θ by some offset, ∆θ. When θ is modified, the χ coordinate will3067
change in each basin. But the two new χ values will not be the same, generating3068
an difference in χ at the divide that is an artefact of choosing an incorrect value3069
of θ.3070
We find that the offset in χ at the divide caused by selecting an incorrect3071
value of θ is most sensitive to the correct value of θ, the value of ∆θ, and the3072
ratio between the lengths of the basins that share a divide, X1/X0. We plot3073
results as the percent offset in χ at the divide, which under some parameter3074
values can exceed 40% (Figure 4.14.3075
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Figure 4.14: Percent difference in the χ coordinate for two basins whose χ values
are the same for one value of θ, but are different lengths (X0 and X1), resulting in
distortion of the χ coordinate when θ is changed by ∆θ. In the left panel, we show the
sensitivity to ∆θ whereas we show the sensitivity to the difference in length between
the two catchments.
Spurious offsets in χ at the divide are greater when the correct value of θ is3076
smaller. Unsurprisingly, offsets are greater for greater values of ∆θ. The value of3077
χ is greater in the longer catchment if θ has been overestimated (e.g., ∆θ < 0). In3078
the nomenclature of (Willett et al., 2014), if θ has been overestimated, the shorter3079
basin will spuriously appear to be the aggressor. We have shown in Section 4.5.33080
that most likely values of θ can vary substantially from the central value of 0.45.3081
If the most likely value is high, such as in the Allegheny Plateau or in the Ukraine3082
(Table 4.5.3), the distortion for choosing a concavity index of 0.45 will result in3083
relatively small distortions of around 10%, but the errors will be much larger in3084
locations with low concavity values if a θ value of 0.45 is used. We should remind3085
the reviewer that our analytical examples use the rudimentary approximation of3086
the relationship between length and area described by equation 4.22, so we now3087
move on to examples in real catchments.3088
Illustration of χ distortion in real landscapes3089
We select 3 sites in different geographical and geological contexts to explore the3090
ratio of χ values across selected divides for a range of θ values. Figure 4.153091
presents the results for the three test sites. The first site (Figure 4.15a and d) is3092
the island of Corsica (France), which is subject to differential climatic, tectonic3093
and lithologic forcings (e.g Fellin et al., 2005; Forzoni et al., 2015). The island3094
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does feature a common base level of the Mediterranean Sea. The second site3095
(Figure 4.15b and e) is located in the Loess Plateau (People’s Republic of China);3096
the site described in Section 4.5.1 lies within this area. We fix the base level at3097
the Wei River, close to the relief front and at similar elevation. Finally we explore3098
the Carpathian Mountain Range (Figure 4.15c and f) and the main divide across3099
the Eastern and South Eastern Carpathians, with calculation of χ using the Black3100
Sea as base level. For the sake of readability, we chose to display the maps with3101
the widely used θ = 0.45 and the θ tested are 0.05,0.25,0.45,0.65,0.85.3102
Corsica’s cross-divide χ–ratios show a nearly systematic pattern: to the North,3103
the western basins on the island have higher χ values near the divide, whereas3104
this pattern is reversed in the South. This pattern, as well as the crossing point3105
separating the two areas is not affected by the variations in θ. However, the3106
magnitude of the ratios varies as we traverse values of θ: the highest values of θ3107
result in relatively uniform values of χ across the divide. As the values of θ are3108
reduced, contrasts in χ across the divide grow in magnitude.3109
The analytical solutions (Figure 4.14) suggest that reducing the value of θ will3110
result in longer catchments having greater values of χ at the divide. In southern3111
catchments on Corsica, the longer basins are in the West, and we can see from3112
Figure 4.15d that these western catchments have higher values of χ at the divide3113
as θ values decrease. In the North, the higher values of χ are in the eastern3114
catchments for decreasing values of θ, consistent with our analytical results.3115
The Loess Plateau’s cross-divide χ–ratio at θ = 0.45 suggests a relatively3116
stable contrast across the area, consistent with previous findings of (Willett et3117
al., 2014). The two basins on either side of the divide have a most likely θ value3118
of 0.4, very close to θ = 0.45. The absence of large changes in the offset of χ3119
across the divide for different values of θ in comparison to the other two study3120
sites is also consistent with the analytical solutions: the basins on either side of3121
the divide feature similar distances between base level and the divide. In this3122
landscape it seems that selecting a value of θ inconsistent with the most likely3123
value of θ would not have a large impact on the χ offset at the divide. However if3124
χ is used to derive ksn, the same distortion as the previous section are expected3125
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to occur.3126
The third test site in the Carpathians is the largest of the three and the most3127
heterogeneous: the χ calculation encompasses the entire whole mountain range3128
and major sedimentary basins with very low relief as described in Section 4.5.4.3129
The rivers on the southern and eastern side of the divide are linked more closely, in3130
terms of flow distance, to the Black Sea whereas the rivers on the Western side of3131
the divide travel around the Southern Carpathians through the Pannonian basin,3132
flowing along the Danube and Olt rivers. As shown in the section investigating3133
the spatial variations in θ in the region, the most likely values of θ are very3134
heterogeneous. The patterns at the start and at the end of the divide profile are3135
inverted when switching from low to high θ.3136
Again, we can use the analytical solutions to inform these results. At the3137
southern section of the divide, the western basin is flows along the Olt river,3138
which we can see in Figure 4.15c dissecting the southern Carpathians, leading to3139
a relatively modest difference in flow length across the divide. In the center of the3140
divide, the basins on the western side of the divide flow a much greater distance,3141
and so for decreasing values of θ the difference of χ across the divide grows much3142
greater, to values on the west more than 3.5 times those on the east.3143
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Figure 4.15: Illustration of χ distortion effect on real landscapes. a) b) and c) show the
χ map at θ = 0.45 for respectively Corsica (France, WGS84-UTM35N), Loess Plateau
(People’s Republic of China) and the Carpathians-Pannonian-Black Sea are (Czech
Republic, Slovakia, Hungary, Romania, Bulgaria, Ukraine, Moldova, Poland, Serbia).
χ color scheme is based on the 5th to the 95th percentile for each of the respective maps.
the investigated divides are displayed in bold black lines. d), e) and f) shows the cross
divide for the three respective field sites. The ratio is calculated for a window of 20 km
across divide for Corsica and 40 km for the others. The colors on d,e,f represent the
concavity index from 0.1 (blue) to 0.8 (red).
4.7 Conclusions3144
In this contribution, we expanded methods to determine most likely value of the3145
concavity index, θ, using disorder metrics (e.g. Goren et al., 2014; Hergarten et al.,3146
2016; Mudd et al., 2018; Shelef et al., 2018) that quantify both the uncertainties3147
in θ and the degree to which changes from the most likely value of θ affect the3148
overall disorder of the channel network. Because determination of normalized3149
channel steepness index ksn requires the assignment of a reference value of θ,3150
these metrics can give the user insight into the degree to which each basin is3151
likely distorted by a θ value that differs from its most likely value in a particular3152
basin.3153
We go on to explore variation in most likely θ values across numerous catch-3154
ments using the disorder metric. This mirrors earlier studies which aimed to3155
constrain θ using S–A methods (Tucker and Whipple, 2002). Our results in-3156
dicate that θ values have a central tendency of 0.425 similar to that suggested3157
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previously from S–A analysis (e.g., Whipple et al., 2013, and references therein).3158
The first and third quartiles across 5033 basins are 0.225 and 0.575. Given this3159
range, we suggest authors should never assume a reference value of θ without3160
testing for the most likely values.3161
As fixing a reference θ will result in calculating ksn using a θ value that3162
is not the most likely value for each basin, we assessed, both analytically and3163
numerically, the extent to which selection of θ distorts ksn. When comparing3164
values from different points in the channel network, the contrast in drainage area3165
and |∆θ| controls the magnitude of the distortion, which can reach several order of3166
magnitudes. We demonstrate that changing θ can change the spatial distribution3167
of ksn, leading to the risk of misinterpretation of uplift or erosion signals. We also3168
find that existing contrasts between areas of high and low ksn can be inverted3169
or erased. On the other hand, local adjacent contrasts are are not affected if3170
no tributary junction separate them, meaning that detection of knickpoints is3171
unlikely to be affected by changing θ.3172
We have not explored strategies to circumvent spatially varying θ in ksn stud-3173
ies, but can speculate on possible approaches based on our analyses of the spatial3174
variance of θ across a wide range of landscapes. One approach would be to3175
non-dimentionalize ksn using, for example, a statistical representation of its dis-3176
tribution. Another approach, if one is studying a large enough landscape, is to3177
compare populations of basins that share the same most likely value of θ. Finally,3178
one could simply reject analysis of basins with outlying most likely θ values.3179
We also investigated how χ values evaluated across divides are affected by3180
changes in θ. Differences in the χ coordinate have been used as a proxy for3181
drainage divide migration (e.g. Willett et al., 2014), so if the difference in χ across3182
the divide is affected by changes to θ there is a risk of misinterpreting the presence3183
or absence of divide migration. We first explored simple analytical solution of χ3184
distortion across a divide and found that basins with lower values of θ were more3185
sensitive to χ distortion. One key control is the length to base level of basins on3186
either side of the divide. We find that for lower values of θ, longer basins will3187
have increasing χ values, so reductions in θ will can result in longer basins being3188
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spuriously interpreted as "victims" catchments using the nomenclature of (Willett3189
et al., 2014). Applications on real landscapes suggested that at spatially constant3190
θ, the basins interpreted as aggressors were rarely inverted across drainage divides,3191
but the magnitude of the χ offset varied by, in some cases, a factor of 3 with large3192
changes in θ. It implies that can be extremely challenging to ensure relevant χ3193
comparisons across divides in locations with spatially varying θ.3194
Chapter 53195
Tectonics from topography in3196
lithologically ambiguous landscape3197
The work presented in this chapter is to be submitted in JGR-Earth Surface in3198
collaboration with Sinclair H.D., Mudd S.M., Graf E.L.S. and Maţenco L.C . This3199
research was conducted in collaboration with the named co-authors, who helped3200
to edit the manuscript. I wrote the topographic analysis algorithms, performed3201
the analyses, created the figures, and wrote the manuscript. The co-authors3202
edited the final manuscripts and figures.3203
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Abstract3204
Fluvial morphology is affected by a wide range of forcing factors, which can be3205
external, such as faulting and changes in climate, or internal, such as variations in3206
rock hardness or degree of fracturing. When both types of forcing occur coevally,3207
or in the same location, it presents a challenge to isolate for one of them. Failure3208
to account for both factors lead to misinterpretation, such as where steepening of3209
a channel network due to lithologic contrast could be misinterpreted as a function3210
of increased tectonic displacements. These misinterpretations are enhanced over3211
large areas, where landscape properties needed to calculate channel steepness (e.g.3212
channel concavity) can vary significantly in space. In this study we investigate3213
the relative channel steepness over the Eastern Carpathians where it has been3214
proposed that ongoing, syn-orogenic rock uplift in the Southeastern Carpathians3215
part gives way N- and NW-wards to ca. 8 Myrs of post-orogenic quiescence.3216
We develop a technique to quantify relative channel steepness based on a wide3217
range of concavities, and show that the main signal shows an increase in channel3218
steepness from east to west across the range. Rock hardness measurements sug-3219
gest this difference is driven by lithology. When we isolate channel steepness by3220
lithology to test for ongoing rock uplift along the range, we find steeper channels3221
in the south of the study area along tectonic units of the frontal ranges. This3222
supports interpretations from longer timescale geological data that active rock3223
uplift is fastest in the southern Southeastern Carpathians, and indicates that this3224
is dominantly a characteristic of the frontal portions of the thrust wedge.3225
5.1 Introduction3226
Surface topography in upland landscapes and their surroundings is shaped by the3227
competition between climatic and tectonic processes (e.g., Avouac and Burov,3228
1996b; Beaumont et al., 1992; Whipple, 2009; Willett, 1999). Tectonically in-3229
duced surface motions can both build topography (e.g. mountain ranges by3230
stacking tectonic units at convergent boundaries between plates) and create ac-3231
commodation space in foreland basins that are filled with erosional products3232
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(e.g., Sinclair, 2012). Surface processes, mainly driven by climatic forcing, will3233
naturally tend toward equilibrating the mass surplus and deficits via erosion,3234
transport and deposition of sediment (e.g., Allen, 2017; Matenco et al., 2013;3235
Sinclair et al., 1991; Tucker and Beek, 2013). In theory, this competing system3236
tends to make landscapes evolve towards a steady-state where surface motions3237
are balanced by erosion and deposition (e.g., Hack, 1960; Penck, 1953; Willett3238
and Brandon, 2002a). When perturbed, these landscapes will move away from3239
steady state forms, and geomorphologists have been developing methods to un-3240
ravel the occurrence, magnitude and timing of tectonic activity using the shape3241
of the landscape (e.g., Arrowsmith et al., 1998; Hurst et al., 2013; Kirby and3242
Whipple, 2012; Lapparent and Lapparent, 1896; Mudd, 2017; Tapponnier and3243
Molnar, 1977; Zielke et al., 2010).3244
Studies aiming to link topography with tectonics have focused on the main3245
erosive engine of non-glaciated landscapes: the river system (e.g., Ahnert, 1970;3246
Goren, 2016; Hack, 1960; Kirby and Whipple, 2012; Schoenbohm et al., 2004; Sea-3247
gren and Schoenbohm, 2019; Willett et al., 2014). Amongst quantitative tools3248
developed to describe fluvial morphology, channel steepness or its normalised3249
equivalent integrating discharge has been perhaps most widely used. With the3250
reasonable assumption that surface motions directly alter the gradient of channel3251
networks, the contrasts in steepness have been interpreted as direct (steepening3252
at fault contact) or indirect (transient migration of steepening) signs of tectonic3253
activity (e.g., Kirby and Whipple, 2012). However, a variety of different forcings3254
can affect channel steepness resulting in similar morphological expressions; lithol-3255
ogy being a key factor. Where softer rocks give way downstream to harder rocks,3256
a steadily eroding channel will steepen (e.g., Bernard et al., 2019; Forte et al.,3257
2016; Perne et al., 2017; Yanites et al., 2017). Critically, fault displacements3258
commonly juxtapose different rock types resulting in uncertainty about whether3259
different channel steepnesses on either side of a fault are a function of different3260
uplift rates, rock strength, or both. This common feature of geologically het-3261
erogeneous landscapes generates mixed signals in the river network, resulting in3262
ambiguity in interpreting the main forcing controlling the steepening (e.g. Strong3263
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et al., 2019).3264
Here, we attempt to isolate the different forcings affecting channel steepness3265
where both tectonic activity and lithology play a role. We initially focus on3266
the Romanian Carpathians, where extracting the spatial distribution of active3267
tectonic motions from river profiles is confounded by lithologic contrasts. We3268
use a combination of (i) topographic analysis to extract channel steepness from3269
Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) and (ii) field observations and measurements to3270
constrain rock strengths for the main lithologies. We then trace lithological units3271
laterally from regions where active tectonics are thought to play a role, northward3272
to where the range has been inactive for several millions of years. Through this3273
exercise, we isolate the signal of active rock uplift on the river profiles from the3274
role of lithology, and hence test tectonic models for the region.3275
5.2 Theoretical background3276
5.2.1 Fluvial geomorphometry3277
Scaling between channel steepness and discharge, or its proxy drainage area, has3278
been qualitatively suggested and observed for over a century: “In general we may3279
say that, if all else is equal, declivity bears an inverse relation to quantity of3280
water” (p. 114 of Gilbert (1877)). In the mid-1950s,Hack (1957) and Morisawa3281
(1962) quantified that observation, describing a systematic relationship between3282
drainage area and channel gradient. These studies led to the formulation by3283
Morisawa (1962) and later Flint (1974) of a power law describing the commonly3284
observed decrease of channel gradient with increasing drainage area:3285
S = ksA
−θ (5.1)
where S is the river gradient (S = dz
dx
where z is the elevation and x the distance3286
along the channel); ks the steepness index and represents the overall gradient of3287
a river system, a single river or one of its reaches; A the drainage area; and θ the3288
concavity index dictating the rate at which channel gradient declines downstream.3289
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In order to compare different rivers over one or several networks, θ is commonly3290
fixed to a reference value, frequently denoted θref , in order to extract comparable3291
steepness index values (i.e. normalised to the same value of the concavity index).3292
ks is then referred as ksn, the normalised channel steepness.3293
Calculating ks (or ksn) and determining θ (or θref ) has been traditionally3294
done by applying linear regressions of log(S) − log(A) plots, where the gradient3295
is −θ and the intercept ks (e.g. Flint, 1974; Kirby and Whipple, 2012; Wobus et3296
al., 2006a). However, slope-area plots suffer from significant limitations, mainly3297
linked to the inherently noisy nature of channel gradient derived from DEMs (e.g.3298
Perron and Royden, 2013). It requires the use of averaging methods, ensuing3299
inexorable data-loss, to exploit the data (e.g. binning by drainage area and3300
averaging the slope). An alternative method has been developed to mitigate the3301
effects of topographic noise and binning of drainage area(Perron and Royden,3302
2013; Royden et al., 2000). It consists in integrating Eq.5.1 over the distance of3303
the channel :3304












where xb is the local base-level chosen for the analysis (e.g. a basin outlet or fixed3305
elevation (Forte and Whipple, 2018)) and A0, a reference drainage area, which3306
is introduced to non-dimensionalize drainage area. From this equation, Royden3307









Any point of the channel can be defined using χ such as:3309






The χ approach normalises the river profile to a θref and provides an alter-3310
native method to explore S-A relationships. If A0 is set to a value of unity in3311
Equation 5.3, then the gradient of χ–elevation is equal to ks (e.g. Perron and Roy-3312
den, 2013). χ has been widely used in various geomorphological studies linking3313
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channel morphology to surface processes, to investigate the evolution of drainage3314
divides (e.g Forte and Whipple, 2018; Giachetta and Willett, 2018a; Seagren and3315
Schoenbohm, 2019; Willett et al., 2014) or derive topographic metrics to describe3316
river networks (e.g. Gailleton et al., 2019; Hergarten et al., 2016; Wang et al.,3317
2017).3318
5.2.2 Channel steepness, tectonics and lithology3319
ks has been widely used as a proxy for geomorphological processes: compilations3320
of detrital cosmogenic nuclide concentrations (e.g. 10Be), used to quantify average3321
erosion rates for a given river catchment area (e.g. Biermann and Steig, 1996; Lal,3322
1991), have demonstrated a direct positive correlation between erosion rate and3323
ks (e.g Codilean et al., 2018; DiBiase et al., 2010; Harel et al., 2016; Kirby3324
and Whipple, 2012; Mandal et al., 2015; Scherler et al., 2014). This is a direct3325
quantification of early hypotheses that steeper channels should tend to erode3326
more rapidly (e.g. Gilbert, 1877; Lapparent and Lapparent, 1896). Changes in3327
erosion rates can result from tectonic or climatic forcings, enabling the use of ks3328
to study tectonic or climatic evolution over large areas.3329
In tectonically active landscapes, changes in ks have been interpreted as a3330
direct proxy for differential tectonic activity. Wobus et al. (2006b) linked a sharp3331
increase in channel steepness of the Marsyandi River as it crossed the region of3332
the Main Central Thrust of the central Himalaya with a rock uplift signal linked3333
to the structure using other proxies of erosion rates to support this hypothesis.3334
This relationship between rock uplift and ks has been thoroughly explored in a3335
range of settings (e.g. Lavé and Avouac, 2001; Seagren and Schoenbohm, 2019;3336
Wobus et al., 2006a). Previous studies using both topographic data (e.g. Kirby3337
and Whipple, 2012) and numerical models (e.g. Eizenhöfer et al., 2019) have3338
highlighted potential explanations for large breaks in channel steepness. In both3339
these studies, concentrated relative uplift could be caused by deep structures3340
(e.g., midcrustal ramps) under the mountain belt. ks has also been interpreted3341
as an indirect expression of base-level change resulting from tectonics (e.g. Hurst3342
et al., 2019; Ouimet et al., 2009; Royden and Taylor Perron, 2013; Steer et al.,3343
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2019; Wobus et al., 2006a) or climate (Crosby and Whipple, 2006; Neely et al.,3344
2017) driven, where steepened high ks patches migrate upstream. Recent studies3345
(e.g. Giachetta and Willett, 2018a; Seagren and Schoenbohm, 2019) have also3346
highlighted the effect of stream piracy on ks, where captured areas disrupt the3347
upstream drainage area and sediment supply balance, affecting the downstream3348
channel steepness.3349
As tectonics, climate and stream piracy can affect channel steepness by in-3350
ducing external forcings to the river channels, intrinsic forcings (e.g. fractures,3351
weathering, lithology) will also affect ks. Amongst these intrinsic forcings, the3352
effect of differential lithology on fluvial morphology has been a recent focus in3353
geomorphological studies (e.g. Bernard et al., 2019; Bezerra and Peifer Bezerra,3354
2018; Campforts et al., 2019; Forte et al., 2016; Kirby et al., 2003; Seagren and3355
Schoenbohm, 2019; Strong et al., 2019; Thaler and Covington, 2016; Yanites3356
et al., 2017). Rivers flowing over harder rocks tend to have steeper channels3357
and affect the overall landscape morphology (e.g Forte et al., 2016; Tucker and3358
Slingerland, 1996; Yanites et al., 2017). This effect is linked to the sole fact that3359
harder lithologies are more difficult to erode, forcing the channel to steepen to3360
maintain a constant erosion rate. Studies of entire mountain ranges (e.g. Bernard3361
et al., 2019; Duvall, 2004; Gabet, 2019) have demonstrated the important effect3362
of lithology on channel steepness in syn to post-orogenic settings, with a posi-3363
tive correlation between ksn and rock strength appearing to be the controlling3364
forcing on landscape morphology in non-glaciated areas. Careful acknowledge-3365
ment of lithological heterogeneities still permits the interpretation of climatic and3366
tectonic signals from river morphology (e.g Campforts et al., 2019; Kirby et al.,3367
2003), but can also confuse the signal (e.g. Strong et al., 2019) and potentially3368
lead to misinterpretation. In this study, we focus on cases where contrasts in the3369
erodibility of rock are co-located with contrasts in rock uplift. In that case, the3370
origin of channel steepening remains difficult to interpret.3371
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5.3 The orogenic and geomorphological evolution3372
of the Eastern and Southeastern Carpathians3373
The Carpathians are an arcuate mountain range located in the eastern continu-3374
ation of the Alpine orogenic belt (Fig. 5.1). Previous studies have shown that3375
the overall Carpathian structure formed in response to the Triassic to Tertiary3376
opening and closure of two oceanic realms by subduction and continental collision3377
(details in Csontos and Vörös, 2004; Mat
,
enco and Matenco, 2017; Sandulescu,3378
1988; Schmid et al., 2019). In a plate tectonics scenario, the studied area of3379
the Eastern and Southeastern Carpathians is made up by two basement-bearing3380
continental mega-units in an upper plate position, the European (sensu largo)3381
continental foreland in a lower plate position, and a thin-skinned thrust and fold3382
belt deformed at or near their subduction contact (Figs. 5.1 and 5.2). The Eu-3383
ropean foreland is furthermore overlain by a foredeep that locally reaches 13 km3384
in the area of the Focsani Basin (Fig. 5.2, Tarapoanca et al., 2003).3385
5.3.1 Tectonic evolution3386
The Middle Jurassic opening of the Alpine Tethys was followed by the Cretaceous3387
- Miocene closure of its Pienides-Magura and Ceahlău-Severin branches (Fig. 5.1,3388
Plasienka, 2018; Sandulescu, 1988; Schmid et al., 2008). The closure scraped off3389
sediments deposited over the subducting ocean and its eastern passive continen-3390
tal margin by forming a thin-skinned system of thrust sheets, grouped in nappes3391
emplaced in a foreland-breaking sequence from the Cretaceous (Ceahlău), late3392
Oligocene – early Miocene (Convolute Flysch, Audia/Macla), middle Miocene3393
(Tarcau, Marginal Folds), to late middle Miocene – early late Miocene (Sub-3394
carpathian) times (Figs. 5.1 and 5.2). The thin-skinned deformation took place3395
until around 9-8 Ma when the main crustal subduction zone was locked by the3396
continental collision (Schmid et al. 2008 and references therein, Mat
,
enco and3397
Matenco 2017). Low temperature thermochronology studies, primarily apatite3398
fission tracks and apatite U-Th/He, have shown that the thin-skinned accretion3399
was associated with gradual exhumation. Exhumation of up to 6 km took place3400
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at average rates of below 1 mm/yr and peaked between 13 and 8 Ma during the3401
Miocene collision (Gröger et al., 2008; Merten et al., 2010; Necea, 2010; Sanders et3402
al., 1999). The exhumation was spatially distributed throughout the thin-skinned3403
nappes with higher values in their centre (around the Tarcau and Marginal Folds3404
nappes in Fig. 5.2). Similar exhumation rates were also interpreted in the north-3405
ern part of the Eastern Carpathians during two periods of exhumation, one more3406
rapid between 12 and 5 Ma and another after 5 Ma. In this area, the exhumation3407
history is interpreted to be driven by the erosion of a thickened wedge after the3408
cessation of shortening at 12-11 Ma, associated either with slab break-off or with3409
the end of subduction (Andreucci et al., 2015).3410
While tectonic activity remained minor elsewhere, a further deformation episode3411
took place after 8 Ma in the area of the Southeastern Carpathians. The formation3412
of high-angle thick-skinned reverse faults truncating both the basement and the3413
overlying thin-skinned thrust belt at depth, and created a crustal root located3414
beneath the external parts of the thrust belt (Fig. 5.2) was proven by seismic,3415
gravity and magnetic studies (e.g. Bocin et al., 2005, 2009; Hauser et al., 2007).3416
This deformation was associated with gradually accelerating exhumation at values3417
between 1.5 - 5 mm/yr in the external part of the orogenic wedge, located above3418
the thick-skinned reverse faults (Merten et al., 2010; Necea, 2010). This presently3419
active deformation was also coeval with subsidence in the foreland at values of 1-33420
mm/yr, which created the overall synclinal geometry of the Focsani Basin (Fig.3421
5.2, Leever et al., 2006; Matenco et al., 2007; Tarapoanca et al., 2003). It was3422
also coeval with smaller amounts of subsidence in the order of hundreds of meters,3423
creating the shallow Braşov and Tg. Secuiesc intramontane basins, which covered3424
most of the internal part of the orogenic wedge and its Dacia basement (Fig. 5.1).3425
These differential vertical motions are thought to be related to an asthenospheric3426
circuit driven by the sinking Vrancea slab, still (barely) attached to the overlying3427
lithosphere in the final stages of slab detachment (Ismail-Zadeh et al., 2012; Mar-3428
tin and Wenzel, 2006; Matenco et al., 2016). The post-8 Ma tectonic structures3429
of the Southeastern Carpathians, deformation along thick skinned reverse faults3430
and the larger underlying mantle circuit, are presently active, as demonstrated3431
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by the large intermediate mantle (70 - 220 km) seismicity of the Vrancea slab,3432
the moderate seismicity of the overlying crust (Bocin et al., 2009; Ismail-Zadeh et3433
al., 2012; Oncescu and Bonjer, 1997; Radulian et al., 2000), and GPS movements3434
reaching up to 7 mm/yr (Hoeven et al., 2005; Schmitt et al., 2007), together with3435
interpretations from studies of the mantle structure, anisotropy and attenuation3436
(Bokelmann and Rodler, 2014; Ivan, 2007; Martin and Wenzel, 2006; Popa et al.,3437
2008; Popa et al., 2005; Russo et al., 2005).3438
5.3.2 Lithology and geomorphology3439
The Eastern and Southeastern Carpathians show a large diversity of mostly clas-3440
tic, but also carbonatic lithologies across the orogenic strike, which maintains3441
a remarkable continuity in the same tectonic units over hundreds of kilometers3442
along its strike. The Cretaceous - Paleogene sedimentation is generally dominated3443
by a deep-water mixture between pelagic and dominantly turbiditic (“flysch”) sed-3444
imentation, with shallower shelf to alluvial coarse sediments deposited in forearc3445
basins over the accretionary wedge during peak tectonic moments (such as the3446
Albian Ceahlău conglomerates), well described in numerous regional or local stud-3447
ies (e.g. Belayouni et al., 2009; Melinte-Dobrinescu et al., 2008; Miclaus et al.,3448
2009; Olariu et al., 2014; Roban et al., 2017; Sandulescu et al., 1981a,b). A grad-3449
ual transition towards a regressive basin fill (“molasse”) and coarser deposition3450
took place during the Miocene continental collision in the more external Marginal3451
Folds and Subcarpathian nappes, while the foredeep contains a middle Miocene3452
- Pleistocene transition from shallow water marine and lacustrine sedimentation3453
dominated by an orbitally-forced cyclicity to a deltaic and alluvial continental3454
sedimentation (e.g. Jipa and Olariu, 2013; Sandulescu et al., 1981a; Stoica et al.,3455
2013; Vasiliev et al., 2004).3456
Geomorphological studies available in the Eastern and Southeastern Carpathi-3457
ans (Radoane et al. (2017) and references therein) are in general agreement with3458
the tectonic scenario described above. These studies have inferred that the East-3459
ern Carpathians have a general topography that mirrors the decay of an older3460
(Miocene) orogenic buildup, with longitudinal river profiles trending towards an3461
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equilibrium and sediments generated dominantly by river channel erosion. In3462
contrast, the Southeastern Carpathians have a young and actively changing to-3463
pography, shown by a significant disequilibrium in longitudinal river profiles,3464
sediments generated dominantly by recycling landslides, rapid uplift observed in3465
geomorphic makers such as terraces, migration of knickpoints, water divides, and3466
possible piracy events derived from chi profiles (see also Balteanu et al., 2010;3467
Borgh, 2013b; Cristea, 2015; Cristea, 2014; Leever, 2007; Necea et al., 2013;3468
Necea et al., 2005; Radoane et al., 2003). These studies also suggested that3469
recent tectonics may have shifted the presently observed main water divide sep-3470
arating rivers draining to the European foreland from the ones draining to the3471
Transylvanian hinterland and the middle of the thin-skinned wedge in the cen-3472
tral part of Southeastern Carpathians (compare maps in Fig. 5.1). Furthermore,3473
the tectonic-induced differential vertical movements may have triggered a gen-3474
eral drainage re-organization with rivers being deflected towards the center of3475
the Focsani Basin (Fielitz and Seghedi 2005 and references therein). While all3476
these indications point towards a differentiation in the Eastern and Southeast-3477
ern Carpathians between the erosion of an older tectonic relief and a topography3478
controlled by active tectonics, respectively, the mechanisms responsible for the3479
significant variability observed locally are less understood. For instance, struc-3480
tural and geomorphological studies have suggested that the Pleistocene to recent3481
uplift of the Southeastern Carpathians has migrated eastwards through time to-3482
wards the Focsani Basin (Fig. 5.2, Molin et al., 2012; Necea et al., 2013; Necea3483
et al., 2005), qualitatively interpreted as an effect of the Vrancea slab steepening3484
and retreat in the same direction (e.g. Matenco et al., 2007). On this first or-3485
der pattern, the locally observed influence of lithological strength contrasts on the3486
surface morphology and heterogeneities in normalized channel steepness (Cristea,3487
2015; Radoane et al., 2017) still has to be quantified.3488
In summary, all previous studies have suggested that the fluvial morphology3489
is controlled by regional and local tectonics modulated by lithological variations.3490
We build on these studies by applying our fluvial geomorphometry and channel3491
steepness analysis at the scale of the entire Eastern and Southeastern Carpathians3492
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for rivers draining into the European hinterland. Furthermore, we avoid using a3493
single reference concavity that impacts the channel steepness calculations. We3494
delimit the area into three regions controlled by different base levels (Fig. 5.1):3495
(i) the Focsani Basin area, which aggregates rivers draining into the Southeast-3496
ern Carpathians foreland basin, (ii) the Siret base level, aggregating rivers into3497
the foreland basin along the entire chain, and (iii) the Prut base lexvel and the3498
associated drainage system, which is used as a reference area located far into the3499
European foreland that is not directly linked with Carpathians mountain build-3500
ing processes. Our analysis specifically excludes the southern-most termination3501
of the Southeastern Carpathians (the Ialomita catchment) with a Danube river3502
base level (Fig. 5.1), which is affected by significant strike-slip to transpressive3503
deformation and recent salt diapirism (Matenco and Bertotti, 2000). In the same3504
area, our analysis also excludes the comparatively smaller internal part of the3505
orogenic wedge that drains into the Transylvanian hinterland.3506
5.4 Methods3507
5.4.1 Digital Elevation Model, preprocessing and river net-3508
work3509
We use the publicly available ALOS World 3D 30 (AW3D30) meter resolution3510
topographic dataset for the study (Tadono et al., 2016). It has been shown3511
to better capture accurate channel elevations than 30m SRTM data and in some3512
cases 12 m TanDEM-X topographic data (Boulton and Stokes, 2018; Schwanghart3513
and Scherler, 2017).3514
The raw DEM has some internal depressions, which spuriously stop flow rout-3515
ing in the DEM and therefore break the drainage area accumulation. Different3516
solutions to filling such depressions exist, but we chose to use a carving algorithm3517
(Lindsay, 2016). Filling algorithms tend to affect an area upstream of numerical3518




Figure 5.1: Location of the extracted channel network and the tectonic units in the
Eastern and Southeastern Carpathians (Adapted from Andreucci et al. (2015) and
Mat
,
enco and Matenco (2017)). Note the different references used for Prut/Dniestr,
Siret and Focsnani base-levels. EC = Eastern Carpathians, SEC = South-Eastern
Carpathians, NEC = North-Eastern Carpathians, P-T = Post-Tectonic cover (sensu
post Late Miocene Collision), CF = Convolute Flyshes and C-S = Ceahlău-Severin.
Note the P-T cover is not displayed on that figure for clarity purposes. The main
frontal thrust is displayed in black where reaching the surface and grey where buried
below the sediments of the Focsani basin. Inset showing location of map in the context
of the European tectonic system is adapted from Matenco et al., 2016.
A preliminary step is however required as AW3D30 contains a small number of3521
pit artifacts. These can be tens of meters deep and based on inspection of satellite3522
imagery appear to be correlated with reflective surfaces (the AW3D30 dataset is3523
generated from multispectral imagery). Although their area is small enough to3524
not significantly affect the river extraction, they affect the carving algorithm by3525
forcing unrealistic trenches to drain them. We therefore use a localised filling3526
algorithm on these pits prior to the carving to minimise DEM corrections while3527
ensuring realistic flow routing. Details about the process are available in the3528
supplementary materials.3529
Drainage area and flow direction is extracted using a D8 algorithm (O’Callaghan3530
and Mark, 1984) and we extract the channel network using a drainage area thresh-3531
old of 450000 m2 for all the drainage basins draining to topographic mountain3532
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Figure 5.2: a) Cumulative rates of vertical motion in Pleistocene to Holocene time,
from Necea et al. (2013), confirmed by present-day GPS vertical motions from Hoeven
et al. (2005). b) Sketch of simplified cross-section across the South-East Carpathians,
modified from Matenco et al. (2013). Only the fault motions playing a role during
Quaternary time are displayed. Note the potentially reactivated thick-skinned fault. c)
Apatite Helium thermochronometres ages from Necea (2010). Note that a) b) and c)
share the same x axis as distance along the cross-section.
front in the study area (Romanian South-Eastern and Eastern Carpathians).3533
5.4.2 ksn extraction3534
As demonstrated in Section 5.2.1, ksn can be represented as gradient of χ-elevation3535
profiles. To calculate these, we must first make some decisions about how to3536
calculate the χ coordinate: the choice of base level (xb), reference drainage area3537
(A0) and the reference concavity of the overall river network (θref ). We set A0 = 13538
so that the gradient in χ–elevation space is equal to ksn. As demonstrated by3539
Forte and Whipple (2018), the choice of base level affects the value of χ, but not3540
its gradient. We therefore arbitrarily fix the base levels at the mountain front3541
draining the eastern foreland basins.3542
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ksn and River concavity3543
We take particular care when selecting the concavity index, as only ksn values3544
extracted with a same reference concavity (θref ) can be relevantly compared.3545
Following Niemann et al. (2001) and Wobus et al. (2006c), Mudd et al. (2018)3546
developed theory to show that if the correct concavity index is selected, tributaries3547
and the main stem channel should be co-linear, even in transient landscapes. We3548
use a set of algorithms described in Mudd et al. (2018) and Hergarten et al.3549
(2016) aiming to maximise the co-linearity of χ-elevation space for each water-3550
shed, which is then selected as the most likely value of θref for that watershed.3551
Uncertainty around that best-fit is also calculated by calculating best fit for sub-3552
sets of connected rivers within each watersheds (Mudd et al., 2018).3553
Segmentation of χ-Elevation profiles3554
Once θref has been determined, ksn can be calculated using the gradient of eleva-3555
tion as a function of χ. Direct, pixel-by-pixel, determination of ksn is sensitive to3556
inherent DEM noise and would require the use of some form of post-processing3557
(e.g., a moving average window) to exploit the results. Such a method would3558
smooth over discontinuities such as knickpoints. Instead use the algorithm de-3559
scribed in Mudd et al. (2014), which uses a statistical method to select the most3560
likely combination of linear segments in χ–elevation: these linear segments are3561
predicted by the theoretical work of (Royden and Taylor Perron, 2013).3562
The Mudd et al. (2014) algorithm first selects a user-defined number of adja-3563
cent river nodes, referred as ntg. The algorithm calculates all the combinations of3564
segments composed of a minimum amount of nodes and calculates best-fit met-3565
rics for each combination of segments. A good fit to the data is balanced against3566
too high a number of segments (e.g., over fitting) using the Aikake Information3567
Criterion (Akaike, 1974). Each segment describes a section of river profile as:3568
zseg = Mχ ∗ χ+ bχ (5.5)
where Mχ = ksn if χ has been calculated with A0 = 1 and bχ represent the3569
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intercept of each segment. To make sure that small-scale noise does not affect3570
the results, this algorithm repeats this segmentation a user-defined amount of3571
time following a Monte Carlo scheme where nsk nodes are skipped in average at3572
each iteration. ksn values for each node is the mean value of all the segment3573
slopes having involved it.3574
Calculating ksn with the Mudd et al. (2014) algorithm relies on a certain3575
number of subjective user-defined parameters. Some can be determined via other3576
means, like the choice of A0 and θref addressed in section 5.4.2, but others need to3577
be carefully justified as their choice will affect the segmentation process. The size3578
of the segments is a particularly important factor to consider: it will determine3579
the scale represented by ksn variations extracted with that algorithm. The size is3580
determined by the number of nodes targeted by each algorithm iteration (ntg) and3581
the number of nodes skipped at each Monte Carlo iteration (nsk). Higher values3582
for these parameters will tend to generate larger segments and therefore averaging3583
longer river reaches whereas smaller values will generate smaller segments rep-3584
resenting small-scale features. Detailed effect of varying these parameters have3585
been explored in Gailleton et al. (2019).3586
Relative steepness index3587
As demonstrated in the previous sections, calculating ksn depends on a number of3588
parameters which affect (i) the absolute value of ksn and (ii) the scale it represents3589
via the relative size of segments in the profiles. Two populations of ksn, for3590
example from different watersheds, are directly comparable only if the metric has3591
been calculated with the same parameters (e.g. Hurst et al., 2019; Kirby and3592
Whipple, 2012).3593
Different values of θ, for example, will generate different orders of magnitude3594
of ksn. Large areas such as entire mountain ranges, will naturally have spatial3595
variation in concavity and concavity indices (e.g. Chen et al., 2019; Seagren and3596
Schoenbohm, 2019). In this study, we propose to circumvent this limitation by3597
(i) calculating ksn for a wide range of parameters in order to represent as many3598
processes as possible and (ii) comparing cross-parameter results with a relative3599
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steepness index.3600
To calculate a relative channel steepness index, we use a statistical metric3601
called the modified z-score (Crosby et al., 1994), which we denote with Mi. Mi3602
represents the statistical distribution of a population and allows us to quantify3603
how it varies in space. The modified z-score is a nonparametric version of the3604
z-score and suits our dataset better as ksn values are not expected to be normally3605
distributed, particularly in a transient environment.3606
In this study, a population is defined by all the comparable values of ksn3607
calculated with the same parameters, namely ntg, nsk and θref , and is calculated3608
as follows:3609
Mi,j =
0.6745 ∗ (ksn,i,j − k̃sn,j)
MADj
(5.6)
where Mi,j is the modified z-score for pixel i and parameter value combination3610
j, note that the constant is part of the original formulation of the tool (Crosby3611
et al., 1994). Each pixel has a channel steepness index for a given parameter3612
combination ksn,i,j. In addition, for each parameter combination we calculate the3613
median channel steepness index, k̃sn,j and the median absolute deviation (MAD)3614
for that parameter combination MADj:3615
MADj = median(|ksn,i,j − k̃sn,j|) (5.7)
Mi,j quantifies the absolute values of each population in regards to its median.3616
Miksn = 0 equals to the median and higher and lower values denote respectively3617
higher and lower samples compare to the overall population. This method, which3618
is traditionally widely used to detect outliers in large datasets (e.g. Giustacchini3619
et al., 2017). Because all values of Mi,j are normalized to the median values and3620
median absolute deviations of each parameter value combination, we can use these3621
to compare relative channel steepness amongst ksn data with different parameter3622
values. We therefore refer to the Mi,j data as the "relative channel steepness"3623
in all our figures, with values greater than 0 representing parts of the channel3624
network that have steepness greater than the median, and values less than zero3625
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representing parts of the channel network that are gentler than the median ksn3626
values.3627
5.4.3 Rock strength3628
We apply a semi-qualitative approach to estimate rock strength. First, the ex-3629
tent of the tecto-lithologic units is estimated using the compilation of 1:50,000,3630
1:200,000 and 1:500,000 geological maps (published by the Geological Institute3631
of Romania), Matenco et al. (2010) and Mat
,
enco and Matenco (2017). The3632
Ukrainian section of the map has been completed and extrapolated using the3633
extent of tectonic units in Andreucci et al. (2015), with some spatial approxima-3634
tions and unit grouping match nomenclature in the different datasets. We also3635
acknowledge that lithostratigraphic variation can occur within the each tectonic3636
unit, and we take account of potential internal major changes using (e.g. Matenco3637
and Bertotti, 2000) which compile local stratigraphic information (e.g. Joja et al.,3638
1968; Sandulescu, 1984). The chosen grouping allows to (i) follow the continuous3639
northward evolution of channel steepness along similar units, and (ii) encompass3640
large-scale signals.3641
We then measure the uniaxial compressive strength of the rock through the3642
study area. Schmidt hammer measurements are carried out in the field on rock3643
outcrops, where we focused on fresh rock surfaces. The Schmidt hammer, type3644
N in this study, records a "rebound value" between 10 and 100 where higher3645
values denote high elastic strength of the rock. We also record the outcrops3646
where the rock was too soft to be tested, i.e. where the Schmidt hammer did3647
not encountered enough resistance from the rock to return a measurement. The3648
rebound value can be converted to compressive strength using a chart provided3649
and calibrated with the equipment used on field.3650
Each measurement point consists of 30 to 50 Schmidt hammer impacts on a3651
same spot and the median value is gathered. Several points are tested per outcrop3652
in order to (i) ensure the consistency of the method and (ii) check local variability3653




We collected a total of 347 rock strength measurements across the tectonic units3657
in the SEC. The results are quantified using two different metrics: (i) the rebound3658
values (medians and quartiles for each tectonic units excluding the non-responsive3659
data points) and (ii) the proportion of non-responsive measurements for each3660
tectonic units (Figure 5.3).3661
Rock strength measurements show a wide range of rock strength values. The3662
range in values reflect the stratified nature of the lithologic units where softer3663
rocks are interbedded with harder rocks. However, the data does suggest a trend:3664
two different groups of lithologic units behave differently. The first group in-3665
clude the CS, Audia, Macla, Tarcau and Marginal Folds units which show higher3666
rebound values and fewer measurements resulting in a non-response from the3667
Schmidt hammer as a proportion of the total measurements. The second group3668
includes the two frontal units, the Subcarpathians and the Focsani Basin, with3669
lower rebound values and higher proportions of non-responsive measurements.3670
These results are consistent with qualitative field observations. The first group3671
shows more resistant lithofacies and crops out more frequently in the landscape3672
than the second, which show less, thinner and sparser resistant layers.3673
5.5.2 Concavity index3674
Ranges of most likely θref values for all the basins outlined in Figure 5.1 are3675
shown in Figure 5.4 by (i) northing position in the horizontal axis, as rough3676
proxy for tectonic activity in the Romanian Carpathians (see section 5.3) and (ii)3677
the median and quartiles of the most likely values on the vertical axis.3678
The results show several trends. We find across all studied basins that the3679
concavity indices have a median of 0.35± 0.10 (red square in Figure 5.4) for our3680
study area. In the Southeastern Carpathians (basins with northing values ranging3681
from 5000 to 5100 km, see fig. 5.1), the range of values is narrower than in the3682
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Figure 5.3: Schmidt hammer rebound values summarising the measurements across
the Romanian Carpathians. The color of data points correspond to the tectonic units
on the location map (Fig.5.1). The data points represents the median rebounds values,
and the error bar the first and third quartiles. The proportion of non-responsive point is
also displayed, as an indirect proxy for the proportion of weak rocks within each units.
Eastern Carpathians (basins with northing values greater than 5100 km). The3683
smaller basins within the South-Eastern Carpathians, mainly draining the frontal3684
units (Focsani Basin), tend to show higher concavity indexes than larger basins.3685
Concavity indices in the Eastern Carpathians are more heterogeneous than in3686
other parts of the study area. On the basis of these data, we chose the range 0.23687
- 0.6 for investigating the relative distribution of ksn through our landscape, as3688
it includes all the most likely values in individual basins (excluding two outliers)3689
and most of the interquartile values (fig.5.4).3690
5.5.3 Relative channel steepness3691
We calculated ksn for 486 different sets of parameters (θ
ref from 0.2 to 0.6 with3692
a spacing of 0.05, ntg from 20 to 100 with a spacing of 10 and nsk from 0 to 43693
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Figure 5.4: Concavity ranges calculated in the study area. Each point represent a
single basin, where the x axis is the median and quartiles northing (in km UTM zone
35), and the y axis is the median and quartile of all the best-fits for all the different
combination of river tested for each basins. The red square represents a compilation of
all the data along the study area.
with a spacing of 1 and for nsk = 10). For each individual set, we calculated the3694
relative steepness index from our combined dataset, resulting in 560,636,671 data3695
points.3696
Regional distribution of channel steepness3697
Figure 5.5 shows the relative steepness index as a function of the northing coor-3698
dinate. This provides an overview of channel steepness in regards to the different3699
areas of differential tectonics suggested in section 5.3. The data is noisy, however,3700
and does not show an obvious N-S trend. There is a sharp increase in the relative3701
steepness index between northing values of 5000 km and 5030 km, which may be3702
linked to the bending of the mountain range and incorporating a few and unrep-3703
resentative data points in the extreme South of Buzau watershed (Fig.5.1). Three3704
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regions host steep channels compared to the rest of the landscape: (i) The Foc-3705
sani Basin area (northing 5000 to 5080 kilometers, HS1 on Fig.6.2 and Fig. 5.5),3706
(ii) in the heart of the EC (northing 5125 to 5240 kilometers, HS2 on Fig.6.2 and3707
Fig. 5.5) and (iii) a less prominent steep area in the Northeastern Carpathians3708
from 5340 kilometers. These three areas are connected by two regions of lower3709
relative steepness.3710
Figure 5.5: Relative steepness index binned by northing coordinates. The binning
size is 2500m in UTM zone 35 and is used as rough proxy for tectonic activity to
differentiate the Southeastern Carpathians from the rest of the Eastern Carpathians
(see section 5.3). Transparent thin grey lines represent each different population of
Relative Channel Steepness calculated for different combinations of parameters (see
section 5.4.2) and the thicker black lines are a running median window across 9 points.
Bottom lines, middle and top lines are respectively the third quartiles, medians and
first quartiles of all values within each bin. The bottom figure represents the proportion
of lithology across the landscape for each Northing point, it uses the same colors than
figure 5.1 to identify the different tectonic units.
The absence of a monotonic N-S trend is also expressed in a map view (Fig.6.2)3711
where the median of all the relative steepness indices suggest a compartmentalised3712
dataset. A clear N-S mid-range linear feature sharply separates an eastern region3713
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of lower steepness and a western region of higher steepness. This main break3714
in steepness is labelled MBiS on Fig.6.2. The sharpness of the contact is less3715
clear south of 5160 km. Other less clearly expressed trends can be observed with3716
this map view. (i) Within the Western region of high steepness, high patches3717
are pointing out, particularly at kilometers 5030 (HS1), 5130. (ii) Within that3718
same region, localised patches of low values express the presence of high-elevation3719
low-gradient valleys in the Buzau, Trotus, Bistrita and Prut watershed (labelled3720
HELG on Fig.6.2). (iii) A region of lower steepness occurs within the Moldova3721
watershed, with a sharp decrease of the values occurring at the drainage boundary3722
between the Bistrita and Moldova watersheds.3723
Channel steepness as a function of lithology and tectonic units3724
Figure 5.7 shows relative channel steepness plotted as a function of the northing3725
coordinate for each litho-tectonic unit. Large-scale trends stand out: the West-3726
ern Focsani Basin and its northern foredeep continuation, Subcarpathians and3727
Marginal folds nappes show a gradual northward decay of their values, with a3728
flattening or unsignificant increase North to km 5200 (i.e North of the Bistrita3729
watershed). The Tarcau nappe shows high values until the same km 5200 while3730
sharply decreasing northwards. The Audia/Macla/Convolute Flysh and Ceahlău-3731
Severin nappes behave differently with (i) low, heterogeneous values in the South-3732
eastern Carpathians, (ii) a peak around the same kilometer 5200 in the Bistrita3733
watershed (Fig.5.1) (iii) followed by a sharp decrease until kilometer 5300 (i.e.3734
the Northern part of the Siret baselevel) and (iv) high values in the Northernmost3735
area, linked to Prut and Dniestr base level, North to kilometre 5300. Finally, the3736
basement rocks of Dacia units locally imposes patches of high relative steepness3737
in the Eastern Carpathians where these rocks are largely exposed.3738
Figure 5.7 also highlights multiple notable behaviors differing from a north-3739
ward monotonic decay as one moves away from the active vertical motions of the3740
Southeastern Carpathians. (i) Although the Subcarpathian nappe has its high-3741
est values in the Focsani area, it also displays a local peak north of kilometer3742
5200, denoting greater proportion of steeper channels within the Subcarpathians3743
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Figure 5.6: Relative steepness index binned in 2D using median binning of the median
of relative steepness indices calculated for every set of parameters. The first and third
quartile maps are available in the Supplemental Materials.
nappe in the area. Note that the exposed surface of this unit decreases Northward3744
(Fig.5.5), increasing potential effect of noise on the data. (ii) Tracau nappe shows3745
a sharp northward decay rather than a progressive one, as well as high variabil-3746
ity. (iii) Audia/Macla and Ceahlău-Severin units do not show northward decay3747
in channel steepness but variable local trends. They also outcrop less within the3748
river network (Fig.5.5).3749
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Figure 5.7: Relative steepness index binned by litho-tectonic units and by northing,
using the same approach than fig.5.5. For each litho-tectonic units, relative channel
steepness index calculated for all the different sets of parameters are diplayed in fine
shaded lines binned by northing (25000 m in UTM zone 35). The thicker lines are
moving median windows over the first quartiles, medians and third quartiles (3 points).
The colors correspond to the tectonic units on fig.5.1.
5.6 Discussion3750
5.6.1 Spurious tectonic signals3751
A prominent break in channel steepness can be seen in Figure 6.2 to the east of the3752
main drainage divide that extends along the entire N-S axis of the study area.3753
Section 5.2.2 highlighted tectonics as a common forcing able to generate simi-3754
lar features. In the Carpathians, recent tectonic activity is concentrated in the3755
Southeastern bend of the mountain range (see 5.3). However, the break in channel3756
steepness observed in Figure 6.2 extends far beyond the region where deformation3757
is inferred from other independent proxies. Our rock strength data (Figure 5.3)3758
combined with apparent tectonic inactivity north of the South-Eastern Carpathi-3759
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ans point to lithology as the main driver of the break in channel steepness. This3760
is concentrated where the evaporite-rich and highly fractured rocks of the Sub-3761
carpathians and sandstone-rich Tarcau and Marginal fold units lie in contact (e.g.3762
Bernard et al., 2019; Yanites et al., 2017).3763
This line of reasoning also suggests lithology as a control on more local channel3764
steepness contrasts, for example: (i) The patch of high relative channel steepness3765
at the top of the Bistrita watershed, described in Section 5.5.3. Its boundaries3766
correspond to the magmato-metamorphic rocks of the Dacia basement units and3767
the volcanic rocks linked to Neogene volcanism. (ii) The sharp and significant3768
drop of relative steepness index (Fig.6.2 and 5.7) that occurs within the Tar-3769
cau nappe around northing kilometres 5200 to 5250 (see Fig.5.7). Local litho-3770
stratigraphic data compilation (Matenco and Bertotti, 2000) highlights that this3771
also corresponds to a lithological change from coarse-grained resistant sandstones3772
in the Bistrita valley to finer-grained, often shaly turbidites in the Moldova val-3773
ley (see Fig.6.2). It is also nearly perfectly co-located with the drainage divide3774
between the Bistrita and Moldova watersheds (Fig.6.2); this represents another3775
possible expression of lithologic forcing by ’pinning’ drainage divides on resistant3776
rocks (e.g. Bernard et al., 2019; Seagren and Schoenbohm, 2019). (iii) The low3777
steepness values are observed at the highest, westernmost part of the Bistrita wa-3778
tershed, corresponding to a switch from the resistant rocks of the Dacia basement3779




Figure 5.8 and 5.9 illustrates how regional and local lithologic forcings can3782
generate relative steepness contrasts which can potentially lead to spurious tec-3783
tonic interpretations.3784
5.6.2 Global integration of relative channel steepness index3785
in the Tectonics model3786
Knowing that lithology can influence the patterns of relative channel steepness,3787
we must then consider strategies for extracting tectonic signals from lithologically3788
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complex terrain. We do this by calculating the relative channel steepness by litho-3789
tectonic units, as described in Section 5.5.3. This analysis reveals both large scale3790
and more localised patterns, discussed in this section 5.6.3.3791
Within litho-tectonic units at the eastern edge of the range, i.e. the whole3792
area east to the main break of steepness (MBiS on Fig.6.2), we find higher values3793
of relative channel steepness index in the South Eastern Carpathians (HS1 area3794
of units Subcarpathians and Post-Tectonic on Figure 5.7). This suggests that3795
there is a tectonic signal of increasing rock uplift rates from north to south in the3796
frontal units that is superimposed over the lithological signal. This pattern is con-3797
sistent with previous studies suggesting recent to present tectonically-driven ver-3798
tical motions in the South-East Carpathians (e.g. Mat
,
enco and Matenco, 2017).3799
This pattern is particularly clear for the Marginal Folds, the Subcarpathians and3800
the Focsani/Post-Tectonics units, with all showing a monotonic northward de-3801
crease in channel steepness. When looking at channel steepness patterns over3802
the entire mountain range, the changes in steepness from different lithologies are3803
greater than the N–S trends within the frontal litho-tectonic units, highlighting3804
how tectonic patterns may be masked by lithologic contrasts in rock erodibility.3805
Closer analysis of terrace systems within the SEC by Necea et al. (2013)3806
suggest an eastward migration of the rock uplift and subsidence pattern through3807
Holocene time. Thermochronometers (e.g. Matenco et al., 2013; Necea, 2010;3808
Sanders et al., 1999) suggest enhanced Quaternary exhumation of the Tarcau3809
and Marginal Folds units but mostly show unreset ages in the covering sediments3810
that were deposited after cessation of the main mountain building phase. These3811
inferred Quaternary motions are spatially correlated with deep, thick-skinned3812
faults imaged by geophysical studies (e.g. Bocin et al., 2013; Bocin et al., 2005,3813
2009), suggesting their reactivation. The combination of different proxies for3814
differential vertical rock motions indicate eastward migration of rock uplift from3815
Quaternary to present (Mat
,
enco and Matenco, 2017).3816
Although the sharpness of the main break in channel steepness is partly a3817
response to a lithologic forcing, the channel steepness data supports the theory3818
that uplift in the South-East Carpathians may be caused by the reactivation3819
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of deep faults and that it is now migrating eastward toward the Focsani Basin3820
(fig.5.2). This eastward migration is also confirmed by the channel steepnesses3821
in the mountain front of the Focsani area, where soft rocks form up to 1 km of3822
relief.3823
The Tarcau unit does not show the same gradual decrease of channel steepness3824
from the South-East Carpathians to the Eastern Carpathians, although the ther-3825
mochronometres would suggest similar behaviour than the Marginal Folds Unit3826
(Mat
,
enco and Matenco, 2017). This unit is characterised by the hardest lithology3827
of the South-Eastern Carpathians, with many thick layers of sandstone. When3828
reaching the Eastern Carpathians, a sharp lithologic change operate (Figure 5.9),3829
where softer, finer and more distal sedimentary rocks replace the sandtones. We3830
suggest (i) the presence of the hard bed add some noise to the signal with high3831
steepness patches while (ii) the rather sharp lithologically driven decrease in chan-3832
nel steepness hides any gradual signal. At global scale, the lithologic signal fully3833
overwrite the tectonics one in this tectonic units. However, it does not invalidate3834
the tectonic interpretations.3835
5.6.3 Non lithologic low-gradient area within the South-3836
East Carpathians3837
Although rock hardness measurements in the South-East Carpathians do not sug-3838
gest significant lithologic contrasts between the Ceahlău-Severin, Audia/Macla3839
and Tarcau units (Fig.5.3), the upper parts of the Buzau basin show low values3840
of channel steepness, mostly in the Audia, Macla, Convolute Flyshes and Creta-3841
ceous units, but also at lesser extent in the Tarcau unit. We explain this different3842
behaviour using local data from these units. (i) Thermochronometers have in-3843
dicated an older episode and a lower magnitude of exhumation of these units3844
in the South-East Carpathians (in the Buzau watershed; Merten et al. (2010)),3845
which has been related to long-wavelength exhumation related to slab-retreat3846
(e.g. Mat
,
enco and Matenco, 2017; Picotti and Pazzaglia, 2008). (ii) Fielitz and3847
Seghedi (2005) suggest a drainage reorganisation to explain these high elevation3848
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low-gradient valleys. Our dataset is consistent with these previous observations,3849
showing steep "aggressive" (sensu Willett et al. (2014)) rivers in the Buzau wa-3850
tershed juxtaposed with an upstream low gradient, diffusive landscape. These3851
values appear anomalous relative to the regional pattern of tectonic activity, i.e.3852
high tectonic activity in the South-east Carpathians and post-collisional decay3853
in the Eastern Carpathians, and bias the global distribution of relative channel3854
steepness (Fig.5.5 and 6.2) by reducing the regional values.3855
The reduction in channel steepness due to drainage capture can be linked3856
as differential rock uplift is a common driver for drainage divide reorganisation3857
(e.g. Giachetta and Willett, 2018a; Seagren and Schoenbohm, 2019; Willett et al.,3858
2014). Fig.5.9 summarises the local signals observed within the Buzau watershed,3859
illustrating the diversity of local expression of channel steepness.3860
Figure 5.8: Illustration of the diversity of forcings generating potentially spurious
tectonic signal by inducing steepness contrasts within the Eastern Carpathians.
5.7 Conclusions3861
Based on thermochronometry, modern GPS data, and geomorphic evidence (i.e.,3862
terraces), past research has suggested a gradient in tectonically induced rock up-3863
lift along the Ukrainian and Romanian Carpathians. However, detecting these3864
signals from topographic data is challenging because the mountain range is, like3865
most mountain ranges, lithologically heterogeneous. In addition exploring chan-3866
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Figure 5.9: Illustration of the diversity of local expression of tectonics, lithologic and
stream piracy forcings in the South-Eastern Carpathians within the Buzau watershed.
nel steepness across a wide geographical range will almost inevitably encompass3867
basins with differing concavities, which can cloud interpretation of channel steep-3868
ness. We find that the concavity index, which affects normalized steepness values3869
(ksn) varies between approximately 0.2 and 0.6 in the Ukrainian and Romanian3870
Carpathians. Choosing a single reference concavity might result in misleading3871
ksn values so we developed a method for calculating relative steepness that can3872
be applied across basins that have different concavities using a modified z–score3873
method that takes into account the non-normal distribution of channel steepness3874
values across all catchments.3875
The first order values of relative steepness across the range show a large con-3876
trast between the gentle eastern front of the range and steep areas near the3877
drainage divide. The north to south increase in rock uplift rates from the east to3878
the south-east Carpathians are not obviously reflected in the relative steepness3879
data at this scale. However, when we group steepness by litho-tectonic units, we3880
find that different units have different relative steepness between these regions.3881
We collected rock hardness data across the litho-tectonic units and find that3882
the hardness can be broadly grouped into hard and soft units. This grouping is3883
reflected in the relative channel steepness data.3884
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By separating the relative steepness by litho-tectonic units, a N–S spatial pat-3885
tern appears. In the units at the mountain front, this pattern is most clear: rela-3886
tive steepness is highest in the part of the mountain range where thermochronome-3887
ters have recorded the highest, long-term exhumation rates. In addition, steep-3888
ness data confirms the migration of the surface uplift pattern towards the east,3889
where thermochronometers show unreset ages and cannot be used to estimate3890
exhumation. Without accounting for lithology, this tectonic signal would have3891
been entirely masked by differences in rock hardness. Spatial trends in the harder3892
rocks toward the peaks of the range show more localised patterns. For example,3893
high-elevation low-gradient valleys record localised stream piracy and lithologic3894
variations within hard units explain other, less prominent contrasts in relative3895
steepness.3896
Evaluation of variable rock uplift from channel steepness measurements on3897
the scale of an entire mountain range is challenged by the variability in rock3898
strength and the concavity of the channel profile. This is particularly true when3899
faulted units juxtapose rocks of contrasting hardness, as is common in thrust3900
belts. However, through characterisation of channel concavities, independent3901
measures of rock strength and comparison of channel steepnesses within each3902
litho-tectonic unit it is possible to isolate for the role of tectonics versus lithology3903
.3904
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Chapter 63905
Discussion and Conclusion3906
My overall aim in this thesis has been to improve methods of extracting topo-3907
graphic metrics from digital data, and then applying these metrics to interpreta-3908
tion of these metrics in a lithologically and tectonically complex landscape: the3909
Romanian Carpathians. This chapter looks first at insights gained from the new3910
methods I developed, and then discusses future directions of research based on3911
these insights. I then discuss the complexities of applying these methods to a real3912
landscape and what this means for future studies combining topographic analysis3913
and landscape interpretation.3914
6.1 Extraction and interpretation of χ, θ and ksn3915
Chapter 3 focuses on determining the magnitude and location of slope breaks3916
along channel profiles. Chapter 4 focuses on constraining the concavity indices3917
across different field sites. The aim of these methods is to allow geomorphologists3918
to extract Flint’s metrics at regional scales to, for example, unravel tectonics from3919
fluvial geomorphology over a mountain range.3920
I undertook this research because of the limitations of existing methods in3921
terms of applicability at large scales (see the development on slope–area plots in3922
Chapter 4). A number of the limitations of existing methods are linked to the3923
need for a number of subjective inputs to ensure correct processing of the data.3924
From a computational point of view, the numerical methods I present in this3925
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thesis achieve relative objectivity: they will suggest the location of knickpoint3926
and optimal θ values that depend much less on user defined parameters than3927
previous methods, although I have not been able to entirely eliminate parameter3928
sensitivity. However, the methods are algorithmic so different users entering the3929
same parameters will achieve the same results if they use the same underlying3930
topographic data. This property is also true for the algorithm extracting ksn that3931
I use in this thesis (Mudd et al., 2014).3932
The algorithms do rely on choices that cannot be automated or made objective3933
because they depend on the ultimate goal of the user. These choices, such as3934
picking the θ value best fitted for a region or the relative size of the segments3935
used to calculate ksn, will have implications in the results of data processing and3936
users will need to carefully justify their choice. Parameter choices and algorithm3937
limitations are explored in Chapters 3 and 4.3938
Discussing these choices can quickly lead to circumnavigations through an3939
almost unending series of caveats and pitfalls. For example, ks requires accurate3940
constraint of θ; if it isn’t well constrain ksn will be subject to distortions (Chap-3941
ter 4). But ksn values not calculated with same θref are not comparable, and3942
hence any regional study of ksn requires selection of a regional θref . If the opti-3943
mal value of θ varies in space, and Chapter 4 suggests this is far from uncommon,3944
one bounces between facing distorted ksn signals and reducing comparability be-3945
tween basins. Solutions to such problems are evasive and case-specific. Chapter 33946
and 4 explore the impacts of these choices and the subsequent distortion of topo-3947
graphic metrics. However they do not explore the solutions in any depth. Here3948
I take the opportunity to discuss the scale at which these metrics are extracted3949
and used, and how this can influence the choice of parameters.3950
6.1.1 The choice of θref to interpret ksn3951
Quantification of the most likely value of θ depends on the scale of the channel3952
networks used to constrain it. With the χ-based disorder method Hergarten et3953
al. (e.g. 2016) and Mudd et al. (2018), the scaling factor is directly controlled by3954
the choice of the outlet location (and subsequent size of the upstream basin). It3955
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also depends on drainage density of the extracted river network. The resulting3956
fits of θ and its uncertainty can have different interpretations depending on how3957
many rivers it represents and their spatial spreading. Hence, constraining θ from3958
a relatively small basin may determine the optimal local value, whereas θ over3959
large basins may represent the value which minimises regional distortion while3960
not necessarily being optimal for some local sections of the river network.3961
There is no good or bad practice, as ultimately one needs to fix θ to extract χ3962
and ksn. Calculating θ for many small-scale basins may misrepresent the major3963
rivers setting their base level; calculating θ for large-scale basins might hide local3964
anomalous regions where the values display spurious signals that result from χ3965
and ksn distortions (Chapter 4). Balancing a fit of θ for small or large rivers is3966
for example relatively straightforward for homogeneous areas displaying similar3967
optimal concavity, but it large distortions of topographic metrics are possible3968
when facing heterogeneity at small or large scales.3969
Chapter 5 provides an example working with spatially varying θ. Because ksn3970
is investigated within the same tectonic units, with similar lithology, I proceeded3971
under the assumption that extracting channel steepness for the range of observed3972
θ across the field site was appropriate, in order to ensure consistency of ksn values.3973
Cross-θ comparison can be achieved using a statistical non-dimensionalisation of3974
ksn. This approach is also applied in Bernard et al. (2019), where the watershed3975
are similarly composed of consistent tectonic units, in the Pyrenees mountain3976
range. Hurst et al. (2019) uses the median best-fit of their study area to compare3977
ksn, this can be justified as the θ are relatively homogeneous.3978
I suggest, however, that some situations require particular care, with poten-3979
tially unsolvable cases. If two juxtaposed basins, or group of basins, show large3980
differences in optimal θ, comparing χ and ksn values can generate large distor-3981
tions, regardless of the chosen value of θ. Systematic comparison of ksn for ranges3982
of θ values can be a solution if the geological and climatic context is compara-3983
ble, but any inconsistency in the signal (i.e., spatial patterns of ksn) across the3984
different values of θ would lead to ambiguity. Moreover, as all values would be3985
distorted, using ksn as a proxy for erosion rate would be dangerous in this context,3986
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as the spatial signal would not be clear.3987
One possibility to mitigate this behaviour would be to develop a method to3988
"non-dimensionalise" ksn with regards to θ. This could be done by manipulating3989
the equations used to quantify ksn distortion in Chapter 4 section 4.6.1. As the3990
equations presented in Chapter 4 allows one to quantify the distortion between3991
two points for a given ∆θ, one could "undistort" both ksn values compared to3992
a fixed, theoretical point with a given drainage area. This approach, although3993
theoretically possible, would be limited to comparison of two points at a time.3994
To quantify distortion over the entire landscape, you would need to analyse ever3995
pair of pixels in the channel network. The number of calculations follows the3996
binomial equation, and for example a river network with 100000 pixels would3997
require nearly 5 billion combinations.3998
6.1.2 The choice of θref to interpret χ3999
χ is sensitive to both the choice of θ and it also requires the justification of a4000
base-level location or elevation (Forte and Whipple, 2018). In addition, where ksn4001
values only depend on the local slope patch and θ, χ value at any point integrates4002
all the downstream χ from the base-level, which can amplify distortions.4003
Analysing χ contrasts across a range of θ values may not be representative as4004
different parts of the downstream river network might be distorted to different4005
extents. χ is also function of the flow distance, which cannot be expressed in4006
an equation, and one cannot suggest a potential "undistortion" as one could for4007
ksn. One solution would be to finely constrain θ and ensure similar amount of4008
distortion across the study area. Any asymmetry would imply ambiguity in the4009
observed signals. Alternative metrics can be considered as more suitable in the4010
case of studying drainage divide stability in landscapes with spatially varying θ4011
(Forte and Whipple, 2018; Young and Hilley, 2018).4012
At very large scales, from continentals to the entire planet, results from this4013
thesis suggest that none of the aforementioned methods can be applied. The4014
magnitude of slope breaks and ksn values are certain to be distorted in any very4015
large landscape no matter which value of θ is chosen.4016
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Results from such studies are, however, not necessarily without merit. Hilley4017
et al. (2019) for example suggest a maximum threshold for ksn across the world.4018
Changing θ values is unlikely to change that observation. However it will modify4019
the absolute value of this threshold. Possible circumvention of this caveat would4020
be to separate the world into subsets of basins with similar θ and recompute the4021
threshold within each subset.4022
Clustering basins by values is not applicable to large scale studies investigat-4023
ing χ contrasts, as restricting the study to watersheds with similar θ will still not4024
aid the additional problem of setting a universal base-level choice, which depends4025
on local gravity, relative sea level rise, lithology and other factors. Continental4026
and world-scale datasets of χ values (e.g. Giachetta and Willett, 2018c) will be af-4027
fected by distortions linked to spatially varying θ, questioning the actual meaning4028
of the values and whether they represent geomorphic processes or mathematical4029
artefacts.4030
6.1.3 Variability of observed θ4031
Although Chapter 4 demonstrates a number of limitations in using slope–area4032
plots , it remains the only way to express θ and ks "natively" without any as-4033
sumptions. Another question of scale of θ variations therefore deserves to be4034
raised: how to discriminate between a change in θ and a change in ks along a4035
single river. As demonstrated in this thesis and other works (e.g. Bernard et4036
al., 2019; Mudd et al., 2018; Tucker and Whipple, 2002), θ varies spatially. If4037
it varies spatially amongst different watersheds, it can also vary within a single4038
river. Most studies consider basins as whole entities having a constant θ, which4039
is not in accordance with my own observations (Chapter 4. However measuring4040
the scales of internal variations is not possible with the integral method as θ is4041
already integrated within its calculation. Slope–Area methods are difficult to ap-4042
ply on real landscapes: minor differences in the processing method impacts the4043
observed value of θ. Finally, the relation between observed concavity and theo-4044
retical laws depends on the formulation of the latter and different morphologies4045
can be explained with different laws (e.g. Tucker and Whipple, 2002; Wickert and4046
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Schildgen, 2019).4047
6.2 Implications for landscape evolution models4048
Results from this thesis demonstrate that spatial variability in θ is an important4049
factor in many ways. It can occur from a watershed to another as well as from a4050
mountain range to another. At a river-scale, internal changes in θ are expected,4051
particularly if the river is far from a steady state form (Whipple et al., 2013).4052
However, landscape evolution models are most commonly using a single value for4053
θ (e.g. Braun and Willett, 2013; Goren et al., 2014), which can be expressed as4054
a function of the erosion and deposition laws used in the model. In some rare4055
cases θ is discriminated for transport-limited and for detachment-limited regions4056
(i.e., two values are used) (Tucker et al., 2001), but the difference between the4057
two is solely linked to the availability of sediments, not to topography or other4058
factors, and the values are fixed through time. The reason is that it is difficult4059
to determine the extent to which these parameters change, how to objectively4060
attribute different parameter values or determine their spatial distribution.4061
Landscape evolution models frequently simplify the characteristics of a land-4062
scape in order to isolate the effect of one or a few specific forcings. The question4063
this thesis raises is not about the need of simplifying a landscape in order to4064
model it, but at which point is it still reasonable to assume spatially constant4065
θ when simulating a landscape through millions of year. If one believes that θ4066
varies in space, then θ can vary through time as well under the effect of external4067
forcings (Whipple et al., 2013). For example testing the migration of transient4068
signal following a base-level fall on river long profile with constant θ might lead4069
to misinterpretations. Whipple et al. (2013) and references therein highlighted4070
that transient reaches, or simply reaches in equilibrium with different forcings,4071
could be described with different values of ks and/or θ. This comes back to the4072
principle of "slope patches" by Royden and Taylor Perron (2013), but the patches4073
could have different θ in addition to different ks. Note that in this case, the term4074
"slope" is slightly misleading, as this is the slope in a transformed long profile,4075
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and not the channel gradient S.4076
In the simplest detachment-limited landscape evolution model θ = m/n, the4077
ratio between the slope and area exponents. They represent a balance between4078
the effect of slope and drainage area, and models use fixed values for m and n.4079
External factors affecting either the slope or the drainage area asymmetrically can4080
disturb that balance and it is not clear how the stream power will re-equilibrate4081
to the new state.4082
One of the most striking example has been indirectly raised by Seagren and4083
Schoenbohm (2019) at a conceptual level. They argue that stream piracy, and4084
especially the effect of beheading a river channel, linearly increases channel steep-4085
ness for the aggressor river, and linearly decreases channel steepness of the victim4086
river. However I argue here that this is not clear how this translates in application4087
as (i) it depends on the actual value of the beheaded slope and (ii) it also induces4088
a big change in θ. This is illustrated in Figure 6.1, where the effect of river4089
beheading is simulated on an hypothetical river in steady-state. The drainage4090
area follows equation 1.7 and slope is generated with equation 1.16 for arbitrary4091
chosen ksn = 20 and θ = 0.45. The beheading is imposed by simply removing4092
part of the channel headwaters and subtracting the drainage area removed. The4093
immediate effect is a diminution of both θ, which now varies spatially, and ks if4094
calculated with varying θ. Note that also ksn, if calculated with original θ, would4095
also diminish.4096
The topic of river response to stream piracy has been explored by Whipple4097
et al. (2017a), and they also detail the χ and ksn signatures, however they also4098
assume spatially constant θ. Implementing varying θ in Landscape Evolution4099
Models would therefore need to be dynamic, and not static. The most sensible4100
possibility would be to express it as a function of the current topography at a time4101
t. Because external forcings can affect θ, then θ is not only function of the fluvial4102
erosion law utilised at t− 1, but also on other forcings and event happening, e.g.4103
tectonics motions, varying geology through exhumation or stream piracy.4104
Future work on concavity could investigate methods to implement varying4105
θ in landscape evolution models and its impacts. One particular challenge will4106
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be that a river reach can be described with numerous combinations of ks and4107
θ, however I speculate that only few should be physically possible. One could4108
suggest that as the slope is not affected, the change would be induced to the m4109
exponent of equation 1.24.4110
I highlighted this effect with a striking example of θ change, or at least ob-4111
served θ, but more subtle changes can be imagined in other scenarios. A base-level4112
fall can add some topography to the river profile, for example topography that4113
was previously below sea or lake level, and the newly exposed topography could4114
have a different θ. Base level drop will "fire" a slope patch upstream that would4115
gradually modify the overall θ. The timing of exhumation is likely to be a control-4116
ling factor on whether θ is modified by the new conditions or the new topography4117
or integrated within the context of the previously existing river network.4118
So far I have discussed the implications of changes in drainage area, but this4119
last is used as a proxy for discharge. If the data allows it, any modification of4120
discharge through time and space can theoretically affect θ. For example changes4121
to precipitation, infiltration, evaporation or groundwater flow via eroding 3D4122
structures can eventually affect θ. Linked to the latter suggestion, Mudd et al.4123
(2018) demonstrated that differential lithology could be linked with different θ,4124
in some landscapes. If this is the case, changes in the map-view lithology field4125
(id est erodibility field) can result in changes to the θ value. The challenge with4126
the aforementioned cases, is that it will be difficult in some cases to differentiate4127
between small-scale changes in ks and θ.4128
6.3 Channel steepness from very high-resolution4129
topography4130
This thesis builds on existing knowledge about channel steepness (Chapter 1) to4131
understand the different factors controlling it. It emphasises the cases of het-4132
erogeneous landscape, where different forcings are likely to generate composite,4133
ambiguous morphologies. Chapter 5 investigates a case study where surface ver-4134
tical motions vary spatially at small scale (order of kilometres), alongside striking4135
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Figure 6.1: Effect of river beheading on the river long profile and the slope–area
relationship. In blue, the river state before the capture and in red the river after the
capture. Note the non-linear effect of the loss of drainage area on all the metrics.
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changes in rock strength. However as detailed in Chapter 1, other forcings can4136
also affect channel steepness, such as climate or channel width. In this subsec-4137
tion I first discuss some limitations linked to the methodology of integrating these4138
forcings into channel steepness, then I highlight a future work direction in order4139
to do so.4140
River width can affect channel steepness, as explained in Chapter 1. A river4141
with a certain steepness will not have the same meaning if it is 5 metres wide or4142
20. Channel width will impact erosion potential. I refer the reader to Whipple et4143
al. (2013, and references therein) for a review on this subject. It raises a method-4144
ological limitation when it comes to integrating channel width within topographic4145
analysis: most of the analysis described in this thesis relies on river modelled as4146
successions of single pixels following the steepest descent route. Using digital4147
elevation models such as SRTM (30 metres), it does not make a difference as the4148
rivers are contained within a single pixel most of the time, and may eventually4149
become a problem only if studying very wide rivers. River width can then be4150
either modelled as function of drainage area (Hack, 1957), or measured from an4151
independent dataset, but there is no direct way to integrate channel width data4152
with ksn from the same source.4153
With the rise of airborne LiDAR data, however, the availability of digital4154
elevation models of very high resolution is getting more common (<5 metres).4155
In this case, it becomes ambiguous whether a river can still be represented with4156
a single-pixel flow line. Calculating drainage area or discharge can use multiple4157
flow direction methods (e.g. Bovy, 2019; Davy et al., 2017), however if the river4158
extraction does not take account of multiple flow, the metrics are then biased.4159
Constraining ksn would benefit from the development of such a method, which4160
could be applied to the fields of topographic analysis as well as landscape evolution4161
modelling, where multiple flow direction is suspected to be an important factor4162
in determining topographic outcomes (Armitage, 2019).4163
Different ways of dealing with this problem can be imagined. First, one can4164
consider the rivers as entities defined by several independent pixels. The metrics4165
are then calculated as independent interactions between pixels, or the sum of all4166
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interactions involving one pixel. In the following demonstration, I assume that4167
a generic law distributes flow amongst all its down-slope neighbouring pixels,4168
splitting drainage area (or discharge) fluxes. Let’s consider a point i and his4169
receivers jn with n being the ID of the receivers, i.e. j1, j2, ..., jN with N the4170
total number of receiver. In this reference frame, Flint’s Law can be redefined in4171
different manners.4172










where ksni is the channel steepness at node i,
∆zijn
∆xijn
the slope between the node4174
i and a given receiver jn, Ai the drainage area (or discharge) at the node i and4175
kAijn the proportion of flow between the node i and the receiver jn satisfying4176
∑N
n=1 kAijn = 1. In this scenario, each pixel has one ksn values, and the effect of4177
width is "passively" accounted for in ksn by splitting its effect in multiple pixels.4178








where ksnijn is a value valid for a location in between node i and a receiver jn.4181
In this referential, there is one ksn value for each connection between a node4182
and its receivers. Both of these approaches can be expected to be noisy in real4183
landscapes, but would be better at capturing the distributed nature of flow that4184
is the reality on 1 metre resolution that is common for LiDAR data.4185
For the case of topographic analysis on real landscapes, a second approach4186
can be suggested. Still assuming the same generic law distributing flows through4187
pixels, rivers can considered discrete entities, separated form the grid. Such a4188
method would "re-grid" a river network superposed on the top of the digital4189
elevation model. This can be done by using a variation of the stack order (Braun4190
and Willett, 2013) suitable for multiple flow (e.g. Bovy, 2019). Once drainage4191
area (or discharge) flux is calculated, a first step would consist in determining4192
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which node is within a river. The simplest solution is to apply a drainage are4193
threshold, but more sophisticated solutions linked to local agglomerated maxima4194
of drainage area can be envisaged. A second step would consist in determining4195
the dominant flow direction of the area. This can be done by iterating through4196
windows around each river pixel and finding the average flow azimuth. Finally,4197
it would be possible to extract river points from the grid.4198
Starting at base-level nodes, one can iterate through the stack and apply an4199
asymmetric window with a long axis perpendicular to the dominant flow azimuth4200
around the node. The window can gather all the surrounding river nodes into4201
a single new river point having the median elevation, median coordinates, the4202
cumulative drainage area and a river width calculated directly from the channel4203
pixels. Every node would be grouped within new river points. In the case of4204
a landscape evolution model, the simplified node graph can have its own fluvial4205
law and then the topographic variation could be applied to the underlying nodes4206
on the grid. In the case of topographic analysis, Flint’s metrics can be calcu-4207
lated from the extracted network. These methods would have the advantage of4208
"actively" encompassing width while reducing the effect of local noise. However4209
implementation would be complex and grouping nodes always raise the risk of4210
erasing potentially meaningful details. It would also allow the integration of po-4211
tentially more sophisticated hydrology, which would improve the modelling of4212
geomorphic processes (e.g. Davy et al., 2017).4213
6.4 Channel steepness, tectonics and erosion in4214
the Eastern Carpathians4215
Chapter 5 demonstrates that in heterogeneous landscapes, different forcings can4216
coexist and affect channel steepness in a combined manner. The combination4217
of forcings means that topographic signals cannot easily be isolated. These sig-4218
nals can, however, be deciphered with careful, systematic extraction of channel4219
steepness in correlation with other factors. Hence in the Eastern Carpathians, I4220
have aimed to isolate the expression of active tectonics, depsite its overprinting4221
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by lithological factors. Although lithology is responsible for the most prominent4222
changes in ksn, tectonics can still be unravelled as secondary signal, and correlates4223
well with other proxies for tectonics in the region (Mat
,
enco and Matenco, 2017),4224
even offering spatial interpolation of it. However, the study focuses mainly on4225
the relative steepening of different areas and how to interpret it into meaningful4226
tectonics.4227
Chapter 1 demonstrates that one of the most useful features of ksn is that4228
it correlates positively with erosion rates in a wide range of landscapes. It is4229
not straightforward in the Carpathians to explore that relationship: tectonic and4230
lithologic gradients have short wavelengths, locally affected by stream piracy.4231
Another complicating factor is that the base-level on either side of the moun-4232
tain range is asymmetric (Mat
,
enco and Matenco, 2017, and references therein).4233
For example, the Transylvanian basin, alongside the elevated Brasov Basin and4234
Neogene volcanism, create a high eastern base level for the area whereas the ac-4235
tively subsiding Focsani basin maintains a low base level, near sea level, one on4236
the western flank. Finally the same flank north of the the Focsani basin is of4237
intermediate height, as it is passively rebounding in a post-orogenic state.4238
A potential future use of channel steepness in the Carpathians will be to4239
integrate new proxies for recent erosion in the Eastern Carpathians to complete4240
the dataset. This can be done using already published luminescence-dated terrace4241
data (Necea et al., 2013) and expand the terrace extraction to all mountain front4242
rivers using topographic analysis (F.J., 2017). During my field work in support4243
of this thesis, I collected samples for 10Be cosmogenic dating analysis at the4244
mountain front of the main rivers on both side of the drainage divide, in the4245
Focsani Basin and in the European foreland. I also collected nested sample at the4246
base of suspected stream captures, and in smaller basins mostly draining single4247
lithologic units. Future results of these analysis will allow (i) the quantification4248
of erosion rates with reasonably high density of samples and (ii) eventual tools4249
to constrain parameters from erosion law and use landscape evolution models to4250
investigate the area.4251
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6.5 Concluding remarks4252
This thesis reaches a number of main conclusions:4253
1. Developing methods and algorithms to objectively extract Flint’s metrics is4254
an essential prerequisite to challenge their use across diverse landscapes.4255
In this thesis I develop and apply objective methods to investigate (i) the4256
location and magnitude of knickpoints, (ii) constrain θ and estimate their4257
spatial variability, (iii) estimate the distortion of χ and ksn if θ is not optimal4258
and (iv) extract ksn with different parameters and non-dimentionalise its4259
value to enable comparison of channel steepness across basins with different4260
values of θ. The limitations of these algorithms are explored with sensitiv-4261
ity analyses, demonstrating that the parameters used to calculate ksn, its4262
breaks in slope and constraining θ need to be carefully justified and their4263
impact on results need to be acknowledged. The tools used in this thesis4264
are all open-source, free from paywalls, documented and packaged within a4265
version-controlled repository to ensure reproducibility and accessibility.4266
2. Knickpoints and waterfall, no matter the mechanism of their genesis, can4267
be located and their magnitude quantified based on ksn methods. The al-4268
gorithm is based on breaking χ–elevation plots into segments to identify4269
the most probable location of the break in slopes. It uses the variation of4270
ksn and elevation at segment boundaries to provide an objective value of4271
the knickpoints magnitude while ensuring a high level of objectivity and4272
reproducibility for the method. It also demonstrates that the scale of the4273
break in slope is important to relate knickpoint morphology to geomorphic4274
processes.4275
3. θ varies spatially at all scales. Using unconstrained values can distort χ4276
and ksn and generate spurious signals. The method developed in this thesis4277
allows users to constrain θ at mountain range scale as well as the scale of4278
individual basins, and I suggest a method to estimate the goodness of fit of4279
a specific value for watersheds in the study area, as ultimately, a value of4280
θ has to be chosen. The results show that θ varies significantly worldwide4281
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between 0.05 and 0.8 and is far from being systematically the median value4282
of 0.45. Investigations on the effect of calculating ksn and χ with non-4283
optimal θref unravelled critical distortions to their spatial patterns across4284
and within the watersheds. The magnitude of the distortion depends on4285
the geographical context and the scales of variation in the θ values.4286
4. Lithologic and tectonic forcings can be deciphered from channel steepness4287
in the Eastern Carpathians, despite the prevalence of the lithologic effect.4288
Channel steepness patterns, carefully extracted acknowledging heterogene-4289
ity in θ values in the Carpathians, demonstrate that despite significant4290
vertical motions in the Eastern Carpathians, the most prominent contrasts4291
in channel steepness were linked to lithology. However, tectonics is still ex-4292
pressed and can be unravelled from the lithologic signal thanks to systematic4293
correlation of channel steepness with lithologic units. Channel steepness4294
therefore demonstrates its use to spatially expand long-term exhumation4295
and erosion history determined by earlier geomorphological studies. Future4296
advances in the region will need to incorporate recent erosion rate data in4297
order to determine which part of the steepened landscape has a commen-4298
surate increase in erosion rates.4299
5. This thesis highlights the potential of more work about understanding the4300
forcings hidden behind Flint’s metrics. It mostly opens on methodological4301
developments about (i) incorporating variability of θ in landscape evolution4302
models and in global geomorphometry, (ii) Developing method to extract4303
these metrics with more realistic hydrology and (iii) adapting the meth-4304
ods to very-high resolution digital elevation models where rivers cannot be4305
represented with single succession of pixel as a line. Finally, works on com-4306
posite forcings affecting channel steepness need to be preformed in other4307
heterogeneous landscape where multiple forcings are ambiguously present.4308
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Appendix of Chapter 3: A segmentation approach5399
for the reproducible extraction and quantification5400
of knickpoints from river long profiles5401
Overview5402
This document contains supplementary materials for Chapter 3, with additional5403
details about the analysis on landscapes and the sensitivity analysis for testing5404
the effect of user-defined parameters on the method.5405
Example parameter files5406
We have provided example parameter files for running the analyses performed in5407
the manuscript, which can be found in directory “Example_parameter_files”.5408
It contains a detailed readme file with instructions on how to adapt it for another5409
analysis.5410
DEM metadata and parameter files5411
We have provided the specific parameter files used for each analysis in order to5412
make it fully reproducible. The files containing the supplemental materials is5413
published with the manuscript available at https://doi.org/10.5194/esurf-7-211-5414
2019. The structure of the directory is as follows:5415
|−−Ana l y s i s_ f i l e s5416
|−−Santa_Cruz_Island5417
|−−QF5418
The directory “Analysis_files” contains the parameter files used to run the5419
analysis on the two test sites, where each site is contained its own subdirectory.5420
Each file can be used to run the analysis and reproduce the results shown in the5421
main manuscript. In addition to the parameter files for running the full knick-5422
point analysis, we also have included georeferencing information for the sites in5423
the form of ENVI “hdr” files which contain the coordinate system and extent5424
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of each DEM analysed. Users can download lidar 1 m data for the Smugglers5425
catchment within the dataset 2010 Channel Islands Lidar Collection available on5426
http://opentopo.sdsc.edu/datasetMetadata?otCollectionID=OT.082012.26911.1.5427
After downloading the data, the user must project it into UTM coordinates and5428
clip to the correct extent with the information in the “hdr” files. We have done this5429
using GDAL. You can find instructions https://lsdtopotools.github.io/LSDTT_documentation/LSDTT_i5430
We also provide the metadata for the Quadrilatero Feriferro site (Brazil), however5431
we are not allowed to share the TanDEM-x 10m DEM following the terms of its li-5432
cence. The SRTM 30m version of it can also be accessed on https://www.opentopography.org.5433
The source code required to run these parameter files are in the GitHub repos-5434
itory https://github.com/LSDtopotools/LSDTopoTools_ChiMudd2014. You5435
will find instruction to install and use the software at https://lsdtopotools.github.io/LSDTT5436
or you can see the documentation for “Channel steepness analysis with LSDTopo-5437
Tools” at the main LSDTopoTools documentation website https://lsdtopotools.github.io/LSDT5438
Documentation specific to the knickpoint analysis can be found in the knickpoint5439
section of the documentation at https://lsdtopotools.github.io/LSDTT_documentation/LSDTT_kn5440
Sensitivity to parameters in natural landscapes5441
In order to test the sensitivity of the knickpoint detection method to user-defined5442
parameters, we ran a set of sensitivity analyses. The results are presented below,5443
and the scripts used to generate the raw data and the figures are provided in the5444
following directories:5445









We provide the scripts that were used to run the sensitivity analyses on the pa-5454
rameters needed for different part of the algorithm toolchain: Concavity_index_lambda,5455
Target_node_n_skip, MC_iterations, Step_window, Combining_window, Grid_Resolution5456
and A0. These files can be found in the directory “Sensitivity_analyses” and5457
are written in Python to provide basic control of the C++ code. Each file fol-5458
lows the same structure: they automatically write and execute the parameter5459
files for ranges of parameters (combined or not). It then uses the Python sub-5460
process module to call the analysis (compiled C++ LSDTopoTools) and plotting5461
(LSDMappingTools) codes and automatically organises the results in subfolders5462
using Python’s os module. Running the sensitivity analyses can take a signifi-5463
cant amount of computation time. We therefore used Python’s multiprocessing5464
module to take advantage of the now common multi-core CPUs and run several5465
analysis at the same time. The scripts used to then generate violin plots and5466
the z-score are available in the supplementary materials. They can be used to (i)5467
reproduce our results or (ii) generate new range of tests or new combination of5468
parameters in case of specific studies.5469
Sensitivity to the regulation parameter5470
The λ parameter (lamda_TVD ) controls the denoising intensity in the Total Vari-5471
ation Denoising algorithm from Condat (2013). We tested a range of λ values5472
from 0.1 to 100000 for ksn calculated using a range of concavity indexes from 0.15473
to 0.9, as θ controls the order of magnitude of ksn. We then determined the best5474
λ for each value of θ by plotting the ksn extracted with the Mudd et al. (2014)5475
algorithm and the denoised signal against χ, as shown in Figure S1.5476
Results from this analysis show that a default λ value can be suggested for5477
each value of θ (Table S1). Although we have implemented these default values5478
into the algorithm, this parameter can still be adapted by the user if required.5479
Sensitivity to the concavity index5480
We also ran a sensitivity analysis on the concavity index θ. This parameter5481
describes the overall concavity of the river long profile and should be carefully5482
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*Figure S1.* λ parameter selection for the denoising of ksn data. a) A λ value which is
too low: variations are not de-noised and many low magnitude knickpoints (blue squares
for negatives and red squares for positive) are detected. The combining process cannot
clean these low magnitude knickpoints as they alternate between positive and negative
magnitudes. b) A more appropriate value of λ: most of the small variations in ksn are
flattened without altering the main signal and the few remaining are combined by the
algorithm. c) A λ which is too high: all the variations are flattened by the denoising
algorithm. This data has been extracted from the Smugglers catchment described in
the main manuscript.
*Table S1.* List of default regulation parameter (λ) values for each concavity (θ).
*Figure S2.* Effect of θ used to calculate χ prior to the calculation of ksn. These profiles,
calculated for various θ, show that the relative magnitude of the knickpoints is affected.
For each knickpoint morphology (i.e., a decrease of ksn, an increase of ksn and stepped
knickpoints), we circle example zones where the relative magnitude of knickpoints is
significantly impacted by the change in θ. The largest knickpoints are the ones with an
absolute ∆ksn > 3
rd quartile of the population and the smallest knickpoints the ones
with an absolute ∆ksn < 1
st quartile of the population for each θ. This data has been
extracted from the Smugglers catchment described in the main manuscript.
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chosen (e.g., Mudd et al., 2018). However, we ran a sensitivity analysis to as-5483
sess the extent of its effect on the knickpoint extraction as discussed in the main5484
manuscript. We ran the algorithm for a range of θ from 0.1 to 0.95 in 0.5 in-5485
crements. We find that the relative magnitude of knickpoints is affected by the5486
concavity value, but the location of knickpoints does not significantly change (see5487
Figure S2).5488
Sensitivity to channel steepness extraction5489
As discussed in the main manuscript, target_nodes and n_skip control the size5490
of the segments in the ksn extraction using the Mudd et al. (2014) algorithm.5491
We ran a combined sensitivity analysis on these parameters to assess the effect5492
of segment size in knickpoint extraction. Our results show that the segment size5493
can impact the results of the knickpoint detection, and therefore we suggest that5494
these parameters need to be carefully chosen by the user. Although reference5495
values can be set (e.g. 80 target nodes and a skip value of 2), these parameters5496
depends on data quality: smaller segments will fit the profiles with more fidelity5497
but will therefore be noise sensitive, whereas larger segments can average noise at5498
the risk of ignoring small variations. Therefore, these parameters cannot be set5499
as defaults and depend on the data source (e.g. SRTM 90 m vs airborne lidar).5500
Figure S3 shows results for a wide range of segment size jointly controlled by5501
the 2 parameters. It shows that smaller segments fit the river profile with higher5502
fidelity. It also impacts the knickpoint extraction: smaller segments tend to catch5503
steep reaches (e.g. waterfalls) by fitting a segment to it (and therefore 2 slope5504
break knickpoints) when larger segments tend to express such reaches with a step5505
(and therefore as a stepped knickpoint). It also slightly changes the knickpoint5506
location on the river long profiles, as different river nodes are used depending on5507
the segment size.5508
Another parameter linked to ksn extraction is the number of iterations used5509
in the segment-fitting algorithm (e.g. how many times a sub-set of nodes is5510
picked following a Monte-Carlo sampling scheme). We ran a sensitivity analysis5511
with a range from 1 to 1000. The results shows that more iterations tend to5512
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*Figure S3.* Effect of target_nodes and n_skip on knickpoint extraction. Smaller
values (top-left) generate smaller segments than high values (bottom-right). River pro-
files are diplayed in blue, with the segments extracted with the Mudd et al. (2014)
algorithm on top in black. Knickpoints are represented with marker offset to the river
profile in order to highlight the segment boundaries. This data has been extracted from
the Smugglers catchment described in the main manuscript.
produce cleaner signals and we therefore recommend a minimum value of 505513
for this parameter. However, increasing this parameter to above 50 will not5514
significantly affect the algorithm output.5515
Sensitivity to the combining window5516
Despite using a denoising algorithm to clean our ksn data, some stepped knick-5517
points can still be expressed as a succession of slope break knickpoints. We5518
therefore use a combining window to solve this problem (full explanation in the5519
main manuscript). We ran a sensitivity analysis on the size of this window, with5520
a range of 0 to 100 nodes. Results showed in the main manuscript and in Figure5521
S4 suggest that this parameter does not have a significant influence on the results,5522
except when set with extreme values (<10 or >50). A combining window of 05523
can result in underestimating knickpoint magnitudes in steepened reaches and5524
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therefore bias the statistical sorting of knickpoints. High values, on the other5525
hand, can result in the merging of unrelated knickpoints.5526
*Figure S4.* Effect of kp_combining_node on knickpoint extraction. Values are cal-
culated and sorted with the same threshold as in the main manuscript. It shows that
the results are not significantly affected as long as the size of the combining window is
within a reasonable range. This data has been extracted from the Smugglers catchment
described in the main manuscript.
Sensitivity to step knickpoint detection5527
Stepped knickpoint detection is controlled by two parameters: window_stepped_kp_detection,5528
which we call rW in the manuscript, and std_dev_coeff_stepped_kp, which we5529
call Tσ in the main manuscript. We ran a combined sensitivity analysis to deter-5530
mine their values as discussed on the main manuscript and shown in Figure S5.5531
rW tends to not significantly alter the results as long as it is set with a minimum5532
size of 80 nodes (we recommend 100 to 150 based on our tests). Tσ needs to be5533
selected more carefully: a low value generates a high number of artifacts (e.g.5534
each node of a steep reach would be picked) and a high value inhibits knick-5535
point detection. However results show that effective values are within a relatively5536
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narrow range (from 6 to 8).5537
*Figure S5.* Sensitivity of knickpoint detection to rW and Tσ. On the left the basin-
wide river profiles show the raw data and on the right the data after applying the same
threshold as in the main manuscript. This data has been extracted from the Smugglers
catchment described in the main manuscript.
Sensitivity to reference area5538
As discussed in the main manuscript, deriving ksn from χ-elevation profiles can5539
be affected by the difference in the realtive magnitude of χ and elevation. As θ5540
increases, the values of χ decrease, but elevation is not affected. For high values of5541
θ (e.g., 0.85) it is not unusal for the change in χ to be several orders of magnitude5542
less than the change in elevation over a single segment. We compare the slope5543
break knickpoints by their drop or increase of ksn, and therefore these extreme5544
values can bias data sorting by overestimating the importance of such knickpoints.5545
We therefore tested the sensitivity of A0 from the χ equation. Increasing the5546
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value of A0 correspondingly increases the absolute value of the χ coordinates,5547
and therefore removes this bias. However, if A0 is not equal to 1, the magnitude5548
of the knickpoint can no longer be described in terms of ksn. In these cases it is5549





as described in Mudd et al. (2014). Therefore, we5550
suggest that A0 should only be modified from 1 if the extracted θ values are very5551
high.5552
*Figure S6.* Sensitivity of knickpoint detection to the A0 parameter. Extraction has
been performed with a high θ = 0.85 in order to highlight the effect of A0 on the
ksn values. Note that the high-magnitude knickpoints on the steepened reach tend to
decrease in magnitude and even disappear when increasing A0. This data has been
extracted from the Smugglers catchment described in the main manuscript, but with a
significantly different θ for the specific aim of this sensitivity analysis.
Sensitivity to grid resolution5553
As suggested in the main manuscript, grid resolution affects knickpoint extrac-5554
tion. The segmentation process used to calculate ksn depends on the number of5555
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nodes describing each river. Lower grid resolution leads to a lower number of5556
nodes describing each river and therefore a lower number of segments. Knick-5557
points are located at segment boundaries, so fewer segments will result in fewer5558
extracted knickpoints. This behaviour is illustrated in Figure S7, where we ex-5559
tracted the knickpoint with ntg = 10 and nsk = 1 for a grid resolution downgraded5560
using “GDAL” from the original Smugglers 1m lidar DEM from 5 meters, 10 me-5561
ters (e.g. TanDEM-x) and 30 meters (e.g. SRTM, Aster).5562
*Figure S7.* Sensitivity of knickpoint identification to grid resolution in the Smugglers
catchment. Knickpoints have been extracted for a range of downgraded DEM grids. The
statistical distribution and the number of slope-break knickpoints shows that coarser
grid resolution results in the extraction of significantly fewer knickpoints than extraction
from finer grid resolutions.
Additional methodological details5563
The main manuscript tests the algorithm on two sites: The Smugglers catchment5564
on Santa Cruz Island (California, USA), chosen because of its well constrained5565
topography, freely available high resolution topographic data (lidar) and inde-5566
pendently picked knickpoints; and the Caraca catchment (Quadrilatero Ferrifero,5567
Mina Gerais, Brazil), chosen because of field knowledge from the area. We present5568
and discuss the results in the main manuscript, but we provide here more details5569
of the different outputs produced with the algorithms.5570
The Smugglers catchment (California, USA)5571
Channel head extraction:5572
We took advantage of the high-precision 1-metre airborne lidar DEM to ex-5573
tract channel heads using the Pelletier (2013) method. The extracted sources and5574
the resulting channel network are presented in Figure S8.5575
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*Figure S8.* Extraction of the channel heads or sources (left) and the subsequent chan-
nel network (right) in the Smugglers catchment. All the sources have an ID which
allowed us to select same channels as in the calibration dataset.
Concavity5576
After extracting the river network, we determine a best-fit concavity using5577
the method implemented in Mudd et al. (2018). The best-fit range of concavities5578
is shown in Figure S9. For this paper we used a value of 0.25, consistent with5579
Neely et al., 2017, which was within the range of best-fit suggested by the results5580
of this algorithm.5581
*Figure S9.* Best-fit concavity using the boostrap and disorder methods described in
Mudd et al. (2018) applied to the Smugglers catchment. Both of these include 0.25 in
their best-fit range, which was the value used in Neely et al (2017).
Knickpoint extraction5582
The knickpoint extraction was performed using the following parameters (all5583
the non-specified parameters have been set to default values, we refer to https://lsdtopotools.github.io/LSDT5584
presented in Table S2:5585
The extraction first produces a dense network of knickpoints, shown in Figure5586
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*Table S2.* List of non-default parameters used for knickpoint extraction.
S10. Knickpoints are sized by magnitude as described in the main manuscript.5587
*Figure S10.* Raw knickpoint extraction in the Smugglers catchment displayed by type
of knickpoint: left column shows the knickpoints expressing a drop of ksn, middle column
the knickpoints expressing an increase of ksn, and the right column the vertical step
knickpoints.
We sorted this dataset using the statistical distribution of these knickpoints,5588
in order to select relevant cut-off values. These cut-offs have been selected in the5589
specific aim to (i) match with the calibration dataset for comparison purposes, (ii)5590
remove insignificant knickpoints (those with very low magnitude). The knickpoint5591
distributions and cut-off values are shown in Figure S11.5592
The main results after the sorting procedure are shown in the main manuscript,5593
but here we present an extended version (Figure S12) where knickpoints are sep-5594
arated by morphology.5595
Caraca, Quadrilatero Ferrifero (Brazil)5596
Our second test site in the Caraca Basin (QF, Brazil), we provide below more5597
details about the analysis.5598
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*Figure S11.* Distribution of knickpoint magnitude by knickpoint type from the ex-
traction in Figure S10: on the left the ∆ksn and on the right the increase of zseg. The
chosen cut-off values are illustrated by the vertical bar. The red areas represent the
removed knickpoints.
*Figure S12.* Knickpoint extraction separated by knickpoint morphology after knick-
point cutoff determined in Figure S11: left column shows the knickpoints expressing a
drop of ksn, middle column the knickpoints expressing an increase of ksn and the right
column the knickpoints expressing step knickpoints.
Geological context5599
One of the features of the Caraca region is its heterogeneous lithology that5600
exerts a control on the drainage network. We provide here the lithological map5601
of the Caraca basin to illustrate this complexity, on the following Figure S13.5602
Knickpoint extraction5603
Using the same procedure as the previous analysis on the Smugglers catch-5604
ment, we first produced a statistical distribution of extracted knickpoints. Figure5605
S14 shows a histograms of the detected slope-break and stepped knickpoints.5606
We also provide a detailed basin-wide profile view per knickpoint type (Fig.5607
S15) and in map view (Fig. S16).5608
This first extraction has been used to select cut-off values to thin the dataset5609
and extract significant knickpoints, as discussed in the main manuscript. We5610
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*Figure S13.* Lithology of the Caraca Basin (QF, Brazil).
also provide an additional figure comparing the detected knickpoints to known5611
field-mapped locations.5612
Denoising river profiles5613
In the discussion, we mentioned trying to reduce the θ dependency of the denois-5614
ing λ parameter by applying our TVD routine to the elevation. This cannot be5615
directly applied to elevation as the TVD routine is designed to flatten a signal5616
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*Figure S14.* Histograms of the different knickpoint types in the Caraca Basin.
*Figure S15.* Long and χ profile (left and right columns, respectively) for the Caraca
catchment for each type of knickpoint.
and elevation increases monotonically along river profiles. We therefore apply it5617
on ∆ of elevation in order to flatten patches of δz and then retrend the profile5618
from base to top. Figure S18 shows the effect of denoising on the original profile.5619
The following Figures (S19 and S20) show knickpoint extraction in a map5620
view and profile view, respectivly, after denoising the profile with λ = 5, and5621
then applying the same thinning strategy described in the manuscript. Note that5622
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*Figure S16.* Map view of each type of knickpoint, extracted for the Caraca basin
before thinning.
*Figure S17.* Additional comparison between knickpoints picked by the algorithm de-
scribed in the main manuscript and those identified by field mapping in the Caraca
basin. a) Thinned selection of knickpoints focused on increase and drop of ksn com-
pared to field mapping. b) Raw knickpoint detection before thinning.
*Figure S18.* Denoised river profile for different values of (λ) in the Smugglers catch-
ment. The original data is altered by this process and we do not recommend its imple-
mentation.
denoising has the effect of removing all the step knickpoints.5623
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*Figure S19.* Map view of knickpoint extracted with denoised profile in the Smugglers
catchment. Denoising intensity λ has been set to 5.
*Figure S20.* Profile view of knickpoints extracted with the denoised profile in the
Smugglers catchment. Denoising intensity λ has been set to 5.
Extra test site5624
In the main manuscript, we applied our method to specific test sites for the5625
reasons detailed in Section 3. These test sites happen to have high resolution5626
DEMs (1-m lidar and 12.5-m TanDEM-x) available. Here we test the method on5627
a lower resolution dataset.5628
Saline Valley (CA, USA)5629
This test site has been explored in Kirby and Whipple’s (2012) review on5630
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tectonic geomorphology and provides an example of knickpoints expressed by5631
reductions in channel steepness. These knickpoints have been interpreted to5632
result from fault activity (see Figure 12 in the review paper). We therefore5633
extracted these "negative ksn" knickpoints from SRTM data (downloaded from5634
opentopography.org) and compared the results with the knickpoints manually5635
extracted in the original study. Figure S21 depicts the results.5636
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*Figure S21.* a) Map view of knickpoints in the Saline Valley site, both from Kirby and
Whipple (2012) and extracted using our algorith with θ = 0.45 (suggested in Kirby and
Whipple (2012)); ntg = 80; nsk = 2; nMC = 200; λ = −1 (automatic); and rcomb = 15.
b) Statistical distribution of raw knickpoint magnitude and chosen threshold of -80 to
extract significant drops of channel steepness.
